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Abstract
An Analytical Model of a Radially Magnetised Longitudinal-Flux
Permanent Magnet Air-cored Linear Oscillatory Machine
D. K. Chembe
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Dissertation: PhD-Eng (E & E)
December 2019
The research presented in this dissertation is focused on the pre-optimisation-design
stages of the design optimisation of air-cored radially magnetised longitudinal ﬂux per-
manent magnet (LFPM) linear oscillatory machines. Electrical linear machine design
optimisation involves the determination of the magnetic ﬁeld, the output force and the
inductance as the pre-optimisation parameters. Once the pre-optimisation parameters are
solved, the design moves into the optimisation design stage and ﬁnally the experimental
testing stage. The pre-optimisation stage can be achieved by employing either the ﬁnite
element method (FEM) or the analytical model method. The pre-optimisation stage is as
critical as the optimisation design stage for the ﬁnal design of the machine to be accurate.
While FEM is accurate, the determination of the pre-optimisation design parameters is
time consuming and in addition, the commercial packages are expensive. This disserta-
tion therefore focuses on the development of an analytical model to accurately simulate
the pre-optimisation design parameters of an air-cored radially magnetised longitudinal
ﬂux permanent magnet linear oscillatory machine.
The developed analytical model takes into consideration the ﬁnite permeability and
ﬁnite thickness of the yoke materials. This has not been not been done for this kind
of machine according to literature. This allows for the capability to monitor the ﬂux
concentration in the yokes to determine the saturation levels. The development of the
analytical model is approached by ﬁrstly developing a model that assumes the machine
to be inﬁnitely long, while taking the machine yokes to have a ﬁnite permeability and
thickness. The model is then extended to model the actual ﬁnite length of the machine
and its end eﬀects. Again the yokes are considered to have the ﬁnite permeability and
thickness. The analytical model has the advantage of being much faster than FEM and
can be adopted as a cheaper option for the pre-optimisation design stage.
ii
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ABSTRACT iii
The topology of the linear oscillatory machine for which the analytical model has been
developed has an air-cored tubular structure machine with surface mounted radially mag-
netised permanent magnets and with longitudinal ﬂux pattern. The machine is single-
phase and is intended to operate at resonant frequency (with free-piston Stirling engines
as the prime mover).
The analytical model for the presumably inﬁnitely long machine as well as the analytical
model for the ﬁnite (actual) length of the machine have been validated by the commercial
ﬁnite element method package MagNet by infolytica inc.. The results for the analytical
models correlate well with the results obtained from the FEM package. This indicates
that the analytical model can be adopted in the pre-optimisation design stage as a design
tool.
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Uittreksel
'n Analitiese Model van 'n Radiaalgemagnetiseerde Longitudinale
Vloed Permanente Magneet Lugkern Lineêre Ossillerende
Masjien
D. K. Chembe
Departement Electriese en Electroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Proefskrif: PhD (E & E)
Desember 2019
Die navorsing wat in hierdie proefskrif aangebied word fokus op die vooroptimering-
stadiums van die ontwerpsoptimering van lugkern radiaalgemagnetiseerde longitudinale
vloed permanente magneet (LVPM) lineêre ossillerende masjiene. Lineêre elektriese ma-
sjien ontwerpsoptimering behels die bepaling van die magnetiese veld, die uittreekrag en
die induktansie as die vooroptimeringsparameters. As die vooroptimeringsparameters be-
paal eers is, beweeg die ontwerp aan na die optimeringsontwerpstadium en uiteindelik na
die eksperimentele toetsstadium. Die vooroptimeringstadium kan bereik word deur die
aanwending van of die eindige element metode (EEM) of die analitiese model metode.
Die vooroptimeringstadium is net so krities as die optimeringstadium vir die ﬁnale ont-
werp van die masjien om akkuraat te wees. Terwyl EEM akkuraat is, is die bepaling van
die vooroptimeringsontwerpsparameters tydrowend en daarmee saam is kommersiële pak-
kette duur. In hierdie proefskrif word daarom gefokus op die ontwikkeling van « analitiese
model om die vooroptimeringsontwerpsparameters van « lugkern radiaalgemagnetiseerde
longitudinale vloed permanente magneet lineêre ossillerende masjien topologie.
Die ontwikkelde analitiese model neem die eindige permeabiliteit en eindige dikte van
die jukmateriaal in ag. Volgens die literatuur vir hierdie tipe masjien is dit nie voorheen
gedoen nie. Dit maak die vermoë moontlik om die vloedkonsentrasie in die jukke te
moniteer om die versadigingsvlakke te bepaal. Die ontwikkeling van die analitiese model
is benader deur eers « model te ontwikkel wat die masjien benader as oneindig lank,
terwyl die jukke geneem word met eindige permeabiliteit en dikte. Die model is dan
uitgebrei om die werklike eindige lengte van die masjien en die eindeﬀekte te modelleer.
Die jukke is weereens geneem met eindige permeabiliteit en dikte. Die analitiese model
iv
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het die voordeel om baie vinniger te wees as EEM en kan aangepas word as « goedkoper
opsie vir die vooroptimeringsontwerpstadium.
Die topologie van die lineëre ossillerende masjien waarvoor die analitiese model ontwik-
kel is, het « lugkern tubulêre struktuur met oppervlakgemonteerde radiaalgemagnetiseerde
permanente magnete en « longitudinale vloedpatroon. Die masjien is enkelfase en werk
teen « resonante frekwensie (met vrysuier Stirling enjins as aanlegger).
Die akkuraatheid van die analitiese model vir die veronderstelde oneindige lengte ma-
sjien sowel as die eindige (werklike) lengte masjien is bevestig deur die kommersiële eindige
element metode pakket Magnet deur Infolytica Inc.. Die resultate van die analitiese mo-
del korreleer goed met die resultate wat van die EEM pakket verkry is. Dit dui daarop
dat die analitiese model gebruik kan word in die vooroptimeringsontwerpstadium as «
ontwerpsinstrument.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Brief history of Stirling engines as prime movers
The original name of the Stirling engine was the "Economiser Hot-Air Engine" and was
patented by a 25 year old inventor and minister of the Church of Scotland, Rev. Robert
Stirling in September, 1816. Although there had been many other engines in the line
of hot-air engines, Rev. Stirling's engine stood out due to its much higher eﬃciency in
comparison to other machines invented by his counterparts in the nineteenth century.
According to Hargreaves, had it not been for the Stirling engine's high eﬃciency, it could
not have survived into the twentieth century. During the early twentieth century, Stirling
type hot-air engines were manufactured for application in water pumping, powering of
domestic as well as farm machines of smaller sizes. These machines were manufactured
by Heinrich in Germany, Rider Ericsson Engine company in the United States of America
and W. H. Bailey, A.E.H Robinson, Gardner and Sons Limited in England amongst others
[1].
In early 1900, hot-air engines gained popularity alongside steam engines, but the in-
vention of internal combustion engines by 1930 made a huge impact on the use of steam
engines and hot-air engines. Most steam engines were replaced and hot-air engines were
almost eliminated from usage. A paradigm shift on hot-air engines occurred due to the
research work of H. De Brey between 1930 and 1938 under the Philips Company. The
research revealed that higher eﬃciencies could be obtained by replacing air with helium
or hydrogen as working ﬂuids for the hot-air engines. In 1954, the Philips company then
renamed the hot-air engine to Stirling engine in honour of the original inventor [1].
Despite the success obtained on the working ﬂuid of the Stirling engine, displacer bal-
ancing still remained a challenge. An engineer by the name of R. J. Meijer succeeded
in solving the balancing challenge and demonstrated his knowledge by building the ﬁrst
'Rhombic drive'. His work facilitated clues for designing single cylinder well balanced
engines by 1953. A wave of interest in Stirling engines emerged, as somewhere in 1958,
General Motors Corporation of Detroit proposed to collaborate under licence with Philips
to develop Stirling engines for underwater power, space vessels and surface vessel propul-
sion. The collaboration agreement lasted for thirteen (13) years, after which it was revoked
and Ford Motors Company replaced General motors on the licence in 1971. Ford Mo-
tor company made substantial investments ($180m) to realise their goal because of their
1
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huge interest in developing Stirling engines for automotive application. Unfortunately,
seven years later, experiments for the implementation of Stirling engines for automotive
applications were not successful. Experimental records and tests done by Ford Motors
are scarce [2].
A Stirling engine can then be described as an external combustion mechanical device
which principally employs a closed regenerative thermodynamic cycle, within which the
ﬂow of the working ﬂuid undergoes volume expansion and compression at varying levels
of temperature. The device can be applied in refrigerating engines, heat pumps, pressure
engines, and most importantly as per focus of this research, prime movers for generators
[2].
There exists three mains conﬁgurations of Stirling engines, namely the Alpha, Gamma
and Beta types of engines. Among the three, the Beta exhibits better eﬃciency which has
been attributed to having less dead space. The Beta type is suitable for linear generator
applications. As can be seen from the diagram, the displacer piston is located at the hot
end, while the power piston is located at the cold end. Both pistons are held up in a single
cylinder. The Gamma type on the other hand has two cylinders within which there is the
displacer piston in the hot end cylinder and the power piston in the cold cylinder. Because
of connection pipes (dead space), this conﬁguration has lower eﬃciency. The Alpha type
also has two cylinders in both of which there are power pistons with an addition of a
displacer mounted onto a power piston in one cylinder [3]. In Figure 1.1, the smaller
piston (blue in colour) is the power piston and the larger piston is the displacer piston [4].
In structural construction of Stirling engines, the displacer is much lighter as compared
to the power piston which is heavy [5].
1.2 Brief review of Free-piston Stirling engines and
their application
While General Motors and Philips were experimenting and testing Stirling engines, a
professor in mechanical engineering named William Beale, from the university of Ohio,
invented the free-piston Stirling engine (FPSE). By the time of his invention, late 1950s,
the University of Ohio could not take up the opportunity presented to them to commer-
cialise the project. This prompted professor Beale to register his own company for the
soul purpose of commercialising the production of free-piston Stirling engines. Professor
Beale's company was registered under the name 'SunPower Incorporation'. According to
Walker [2],"A free-piston Stirling engine is a machine in which the motion of the recip-
rocating elements to accomplish the thermodynamic cycle are aﬀected by the ﬂuidic forces
and by the dynamic, ﬂuidic interactions of the components". The free-piston Stirling
engines champions over the traditional Stirling engine as highlighted below. First of all,
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Figure 1.1: Three main types of Stirling Engines, H - Heater, R - Regenerator, C - Cooler,
1 - Expansion space, 2 - Compression space. Redrawn from [4]
free-piston Stirling engines have no crank mechanisms or rotating parts (Figure 1.2); sec-
ondly, dry running of pistons is possible in free-piston Stirling engines giving them longer
maintenance free periods which is a huge advantage. Besides that, further advantages in
terms of eﬃciency and conﬁgurations plus control methods are explained by Beale [6].
Figure 1.2: Free-piston Stirling engine conﬁguration [5; 6]
The other advantage of the free-piston Stirling engine is the ability to be hermetically
sealed. Through hermetic sealing, a linear alternator (LA) can be enclosed within the
free-piston Stirling engine from which power can be extracted. The linear alternator and
the FPSE sealed together make a robust power generator that could be used for power
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generation in rural areas or areas far from the power grid. The free-piston Stirling linear
alternator is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Linear alternator hermetically sealed in a free-piston Stirling engine conﬁgu-
ration [5; 6]
The candidacy of the linear alternator hermetically sealed with the FPSE, cannot be
more emphasized as the machine operates for longer periods of time without any leakages
of the working ﬂuid and almost maintenance free [7]. Taylor [8] further highlights free-
piston Stirling engines as having higher mechanical eﬃciency measure of about 99% for
a 1 kW output engine than the crank type Stirling engine with about 88% mechanical
eﬃciency. Most notable advantages of the free-piston Stirling engines in comparison to
crank type Stirling engines are:
 higher thermal eﬃciency,
 multiple-fuel sources (solar, bio-gas, bio-mass, etc),
 self-starting if well designed,
 no liquid lubricant required,
 hermetically sealed and
 quiet operation [8].
Even with all the advantages highlighted above, the free-piston Stirling engine cannot be
claimed to be without challenges. Load matching, loading devices to operate at frequencies
of 50 or 60Hz and shorter stroke lengths, centring, starting, heater heads are the most
common problems experienced by designers in building free-piston Stirling engines [9].
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Because of the machine being an external combustion engine, it makes it a huge can-
didate for rural power generation by employing heat sources such as solar, biomass, or
biogas and etc. Beale investigated the application of the FPSE with a linear alternator for
power generation employing solar concentrated radiation and claimed an overall eﬃciency,
with addition of losses from the collector and absorber, of about 20% with an estimated
range of 10 kW electrical power output per cylinder as feasible [7; 9]. Some hypothetical
cost estimates were weaved together by Beale [10] on the dish solar free-piston Stirling
installation in comparison to diesel generators of that time. The costs for the dish/Stirling
solar system were estimated at $ 600 kW/peak which would due to longer maintenance
free periods, life cycle and out-of-pockets costs outweigh the diesel generator in the long
run. A 60 Hz 5 kW dish/free-piston Stirling engine with a linear alternator solar system
was proposed for commercialisation after a successful validation of a 4 kW dish/free-piston
Stirling-alternator solar system by Cummins Power Generation (CPG) between 1989 and
1990. Despite challenges with the heat pipe receiver sustained during the validation pro-
cess, the 5 kW dish/Stirling solar system commenced with the redesigning of the heat
pipe to overcome the earlier experienced problem of overheating. The proposed plans
were to supply 10 000 units of 5 kW dish/Stirling solar systems worldwide per year [11].
From 1990 to 1995, several experiments were conducted by Cummins Power generation in
conjunction with the Ministry of Energy (MOE) of the United States of America (USA),
however the commercialisation objective set in 1990 could not be realised. By 1993 about
ﬁve 5.2 kW dish/Stirling solar systems were regularly being modernised as experiments
continued being conducted. In addition, several 7 kW systems were being adopted for
experiments and study according to Stine and Diver [12]; Bean and Diver [13]. Further
developmental elaboration of dish/Stirling solar systems can be accessed in [12].
Figure 1.4 shows components of a Dish/Stirling solar system. Concentrators reﬂect light
photons onto the receiver, which through heat pipes directs the heat onto the heating head
of the free-piston Stirling engine. The thermal energy is converted into mechanical energy
in the Stirling engine, whereas the mechanical energy is ﬁnally converted into electrical
power by the alternator (inbuilt alternator with the Free-piston Stirling engine).
Biomass in form of rice husks were proposed as a heat source for heating up the free-
piston Stirling engine incorporated with a 4 kW linear generator design by Wood et al
[14]. The design was employed to target the largest producers of rice - the Indian and the
Chinese customers for rural electriﬁcation. For a similar purpose as the design by Wood
et al, a 3 KW linear alternator was investigated by Berchowitz [15]. A 40 W/kg speciﬁc
power as well as 18 % overall peak eﬃciency was expected for a complete alternator
and burner. Due to their large populations, China and India were target for industrial
implementation of Stirling engines in various sectors [16]. The free-piston Stirling engine
in application with biomass, could produce a kilo-watt hour electricity from 10 kilograms
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the dish/Stirling solar system [12]
(kg) of ordinary biomass, whereas with 6 kg of coal as the biomass, could produce as
much electricity [17; 18]. SunPower Incorporation, Beale's company, with partners have
produced micro-scale biomass systems called Biowatt for co-generation, that is heat and
electricity production [19; 20].
Space applications of free-piston Stirling engines have been undertaken by SunPower
Incorporation by request and funding from the American Space Agency - National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration (NASA). The most accomplished SunPower products
that have been adopted by NASA are the Cryocoolers. Cryocoolers are small scale free-
piston Stirling engine linear cooling devices capable of cooling an environment to cryogenic
temperature levels (less than −150◦C). Cryocoolers gained recognition in the 1990s when
established test results were validated [21]. Cryocoolers have since been adopted for cool-
ing important components for NASA projects, as refrigerators on the International Space
Station (ISS) and many applications related to cooling in varies industrial applications.
M77 Cryocooler; a 4 W, 77 K cooler, installed on the Reuven Ramaty High energy Solar
Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI) NASA solar orbiter, exempliﬁes the satisfactory applica-
tion of Cryocoolers [22; 23]. A 35 W free-piston Stirling engine converter heated up by
plutonium-238 and intended for replacing batteries is yet another project that was funded
by NASA and could reach eﬃciencies of 50% of Carnot with 90 W/kg speciﬁc power. The
plutonium powered converters could be adopted for space exploration projects replacing
the lithium-ion batteries due to their low energy density [24].
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1.3 Linear machines, history and applications
1.3.1 Brief History of linear machines
The history of linear machines dates back to the Wheatstone in 1841, but could not be
fully developed due to the tradition of machine development being rotary.Therefore, it
took a while for engineers to actively engage in researching the linear machines. It was
not until the 1940s to 1950s that active research was reborn on linear machines. Initially,
the primitive understanding was the cutting, unrolling and rolling of any existing rotating
machine to reconﬁgure it into a linear counterpart [25].
Figure 1.5: Revolution of linear machines from rotary to linear [25]
From such an exercise, linear machines could be developed as cylindrical/tubular and
as planar/ﬂat linear machines. From induction to synchronous linear motor counterparts
have been developed and in operation since the 1970s. A reasonable amount of time
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passed before engineers could realise that topology modiﬁcation could inspire new types
of linear machines. This discovery led to more design modiﬁcations and performance
analysis of linear machines [26].
Notable achievements in the implementation of electric linear motors were spearheaded
by a German engineer named Kemper. His work focused on the technology of magnetic
levitation to propel a vehicle incorporating a linear motor in 1937. Later on, a high thrust
linear induction machine was developed by Electropult from the United States of America
(USA), which aided in the rapid takeoﬀs of aircraft from aircraft carriers. Between 1955
and 1965, various designs and prototypes of linear machines emerged from an engineer
named Laithwaite from the United Kingdom (UK). From the 1970s and 1980s, people
movers operating with long stroke linear machines and magnetically levitated machines
(MAGLEVS) became prominent at large international airports in Romania, USA, UK,
Japan, Germany and Canada [25].
1.3.2 Principal of operation of linear machines
The electromotive force in linear machines is generated by the basic law of electromagnetic
induction formulated by Faraday and published around the 1831. According to Faraday,
a voltage is induced into a coil by any variation of its ﬂux linkage with time. The linear
machines convert electrical energy into direct linear motion which may be progressive or
oscillatory. A force developed by ﬂux interaction with the coil produces linear motion.
Linear machines operate as actuators or generators much in the same way as their counter
part the rotary machines. When connected to oscillatory prime movers, linear generators
can convert mechanical energy to electrical energy.
1.3.3 Classiﬁcation of linear machines
Linear machines can be categorised as either progressive linear machines or oscil-
latory linear machines. Despite the machines operating in linear motion, linear pro-
gressive machines operate at a non-periodic motion with variable frequency and voltage.
Hence these machines can have a longer stroke length from above 50 mm to kilometres.
On the contrary, linear oscillatory machines or generators (LOM/LOG), (the focus of
this research) operate in a periodic motion. LOM operate at resonant (ﬁxed) frequency
(mechanical eigenfrequency equals the electrical frequency) and voltage. For this rea-
son, LOMs are short stroke translator displacement machines (less than 30 mm). Since
LOGs are driven by prime movers, a free-piston Stirling engine in this case, the operating
voltage's phase sequence reverses when the prime mover reverses its oscillatory motion.
Consequently, LOGs are single phase machines. Progressive linear machines on the con-
trary are distinguished by being polyphase (three-phase) machines [25; 27]. Examples of
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types of progressive linear machines are:
Linear Induction Machines (LIMs) - Linear induction machines operate much
in the same way as rotary induction machines but only in linear motion. These
machines can be in ﬂat or tubular topologies and also can be single or double sided
machine. Jansen et al highlights various types of topologies for LIMs for high speed
technologies [28],
Linear Synchronous Machines (LSMs) - Linear synchronous machines are de-
signed from the same principle of cutting and ﬂattening or rolling conventional
rotary machines. These machines operate in the same way as rotary machines
in linear motion and are mostly brushless alternating current (AC) machines. In
mover technologies, tracks are built with PMs and the mover seats on three-phase
AC windings. The synchronous linear motors are renamed PM-LSMs. Danielsson -
Leijon [29] and other authors [30; 31] have studied these machines and they can be
referenced for further study of PM-LSMs,
Linear Switched Reluctance Machines (LSRM) - principal of operation is the
same as rotary machines. Garcia-Amoros et al [32], Baoming et al [33] present some
interesting work on LSRMs,
Linear Direct Current (DC) Brush or Brushless Machines - Boldea [34] can
be referenced for more details on such machines.
1.3.4 Types of linear oscillatory generators or machines
Linear oscillatory machines or generators are driven by prime movers at resonant fre-
quency and at a ﬁxed voltage. Commonly known prime movers are direct wave energy
engines exhibiting longer stroke lengths, single piston engines that are linear internal
combustion engines (ICE) and Free-piston Stirling engines (FPSE) which is the adopted
prime mover for this study. Most hybrid vehicles have adopted the single piston linear
internal combustion engines as prime movers [27]. Three types of linear oscillatory ma-
chines exist, each with an arsenal of advantages over the other but with some drawbacks
in comparison to one another. Each type of machine is brieﬂy discussed to highlight the
topological distinctions and similarities in their operation and design. These machines
can be further categorised as:
Transverse Flux (TF) or Longitudinal Flux (LF) - Transverse ﬂux machines
run the ﬂux perpendicular to the line of motion of the translator; longitudinal ﬂux
machines run the ﬂux in the direction of movement of the translator. Since the
focus of this research is on a longitudinal ﬂux linear machine, the transverse ﬂux
will not be further discussed. However, Schutte and Strauss [35], Joubert et al [36]
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extensively studied the optimisation design of this type of machine. Longitudinal
ﬂux is the focus of this study and has also been studied by [37; 38] among others.
Flat or Tubular - as depicted in Fig. 1.5, a ﬂat linear machine is obtained by
simply cutting a rotary machine on both sides and ﬂattening it. On the same
diagram, if the ﬂat linear machine is rolled over a tubular machine is obtained. Flat
linear machines have poor volume usage as ﬂux leakage and ﬂux fringing is increased
due to many edges. On the other hand, tubular machine topologies better utilises
the volume and in addition to that, may also transmit heat better than ﬂat linear
machines
Slotless or Slotted - Slotless machines refers to machines in which the windings
are not placed within the stator core slots. Windings may also be mounted onto
an iron core and will be deemed slotless. In a case where the windings are not
attached to any core, then the term core-less or air-cored is preferred. Slotted
windings or commonly referred to as iron-cored windings are placed in stator slots
and this enhances the ﬂux density thereby increasing the force density. Attraction
forces or cogging forces between the stator teeth and the translator is predominant
in iron-cored or slotted machines whereas, these cogging forces are practically zero
in air-cored windings.
Air-cored or Iron-cored - as mentioned above, a slotless machine with a core-
less winding is an air-cored machine. Air-cored machines exhibit a higher air-gap,
hence a slightly lower ﬂux density is obtained in the air-gap as compared to iron-
cored machines. Besides that, the reduced ﬂux density leads to lower inductance in
air-cored machines which increases the power factor.
Single-sided or double-sided - as illustrated in Fig. 1.5, the double sided has an
increased air-gap ﬂux density due to the increased number of magnetic poles.
1.3.4.1 Moving-iron
The moving-iron machine is conﬁgured in such a way that both the PMs and the coils are
ﬁxed to the stator of the machine while the mover - translator is only composed of iron,
hence the name. The translator has a larger mover mass that promotes low frequency
oscillations [39]. Besides that, the large inductance in these conﬁgurations complicates
the control and operation of these machines because the large inductance lowers the power
factor at the same time slowing the current response rendering the machine exposed to
possible demagnetisation of the PMs [25; 40]. Moving-iron linear machines also exhibit
high levels of cogging forces [40]. Schutte and Strauss [35] conducted a design optimisation
of a transverse ﬂux moving-iron machine. Due to low ﬂux densities in such machines, the
results by Schutte and Strauss of the power-to-weight ratio were not as expected. The
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moving-iron is not under the scope of this research and therefore will not be further
discussed in the following chapters.
Figure 1.6: Moving Iron LOG redrawn from [34]
Figure 1.6 highlights the topological design of a moving-iron LOG.
1.3.4.2 Moving-PM
The moving PM machine is conﬁgured such that the translator, moving part of a linear
machine, is composed of the PM in either axial or radial magnetisation. Other permanent
magnet arrangements are Halbach array and Quasi-Halbach array magnetisation. The
moving-magnet can also be designed with a slotted stator or a slotless stator, while the
topologies can be designed in a tubular structure or a ﬂat structure [40; 27]. Moving
magnet machines exhibit a high force density and hence the adoption in compressor
applications and refrigeration applications [41]. For slotted moving magnet machines,
cogging forces are present especially if the slots are large [40]. An illustration of a PM
mover adopted from [42] is shown in Figure 1.7.
Figure 1.7: A cross section of a tubular moving-magnet LOM
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The moving magnet may risk or suﬀer from its permanent magnets being demagnetised
because of the increased temperatures caused by high frequency oscillations or vibrations
[34]. The moving magnet translator may be heavier due to the magnetic core on which
the magnets are attached thereby requiring a more expensive mechanical spring and lower
operating frequency of about 50 Hz to 60 Hz. Flexure bearings are usually installed on the
axial edges of moving permanent magnet machines to improve the resonance operation
[40]. Several authors have considered the PM-mover topology in their works. Particular
attention can be paid to Vermaak and Kamper [43; 44] whose generator, designed on the
PM-mover principal, for direct drive wave converters, was prototyped successfully. Other
authors [45; 42; 46; 47; 48; 36] and more have analysed the moving magnet machine for
various applications. The PM-mover will not be analysed further as it is not part of the
scope of this research.
1.3.4.3 Moving-Coil
The moving-coil machine has a distinctive structure from the previous two types of LOGs
mentioned in that, it has the lowest translator mass. The reduced translator mass en-
hances high frequency oscillations and high force density can be achieved. Besides that,
the spring cost is highly lessened by the smaller mover mass as demonstrated by the
relationship of the mass and spring constant in (1.1),
2pifm =
√
K
M
(1.1)
where fm is the resonant frequency, K is the spring constant and M is the mass of the
translator. The moving-coil is so called because only the coils oscillate in between the
slotless stator where the permanent magnets are ﬁxed. The coils are usually air - cored
thereby leading to being fragile. The coil fragility explains why epoxy resins are mostly
moulded onto the coils to reduce the fragility and strengthen the coil structure. For
bigger machines (kW), a non magnetic core maybe attached to the coils for stability. The
machine being air -cored also exhibits low levels of inductance and larger power factors.
However, the coils do experience direct electromagnetic force. These types of machines
are disadvantaged by having a ﬂexible cable for tapping or supplying power to the coils.
Nevertheless, these machines have practically no cogging forces [40; 27]. The moving-coil
machine was proposed by Beale in some of his works in [7] as shown in Figure 1.8.
The moving-coil LOM(G) may be designed having shorter coil lengths in relation to
PM lengths [49]. This could reduce the copper losses but still have an increased cost on
the PMs. In this research, the topology considered has longer coil length in relation to
PM length. The cost of the PMs is thus reduced. This conﬁguration has been modiﬁed
slightly from the conﬁguration proposed by Strauss [50] in which he considered three pairs
of magnet poles matched in length to the coils.
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Figure 1.8: Moving Coil linear alternator proposed by Beale [7]
(a) Quarter assembled view. (b) Exploded view.
Figure 1.9: Quater View of Moving-Coil linear alternator with double sided PMs
The moving coil has been studied, of late, by various researchers for various applica-
tions. Xu et al [51] analysed the performance of the moving-coil tubular PM oscillating
machine in free-piston internal combustion engines which had advantages in cooling im-
plementation and had no PM demagnetisation risk as in the PM-Moving machines. Xu
et al argues against the conclusions reached by Wang et al in their comparisons of LOMs
for active vehicle suspension [39] by indicating that the moving-coil may still be a candi-
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date for such applications. Coil-moving machines may be designed in single coil topology
preferably called homo-polar coils mostly for small devices of lower forces such as micro-
speakers employed in mobile phones, laptops, mp3 players and similar devices. whereas
for larger forces, moving coil machines may be multi-coil.
1.4 Analysis of linear permanent magnet machines
and oscillatory generators
Electrical linear machines have been analysed analytically and numerically through vari-
ous methods and techniques. The critical aspect of any analysis of such machines is the
determination of the magnetic ﬁeld distribution in the air-gap. The ﬁeld distribution once
determined leads to the calculation of the global quantities (ﬂux linkage, electromotive
force and force) for the performance analysis of the linear machine. Numerical methods
are not discussed in this dissertation but referenced to in the explanation of the beneﬁts
of employing analytical methods in the initial stages of designing a linear machine. It
should also be noted that the study is limited to permanent magnet excitation of the
machine.
The adoption of the analysis of a longitudinal ﬂux air-cored linear permanent magnet
oscillatory generator comes from the work of Strauss [50] in which he considered a suitable
type of linear oscillatory machine for direct piston displacement control of free-piston
Stirling engines. With the advantage of the longitudinal ﬂux air-cored machine having low
inductance to enhance the current control as compared to iron-cored machines, Strauss
considered this machine type a candidate for integrating into the direct piston control
study. Besides that, the moving coil boasts with the lightest mover in comparison to the
iron-mover and the magnet-mover thereby having increased frequency oscillations and
high force density.
Figure 1.10: Moving-Coil linear machine with double air-gaps
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Fig. 1.10 show the topology structure as Strauss proposed. The machine yoke thick-
nesses in this type of machine topology are diﬀerent. The inner yokes are thicker than
the outer yokes because there is more ﬂux concentration in the inner yokes. This calls for
care in optimisation and also in the analysis of the machine as yoke thickness becomes a
critical aspect which should not be neglected. Whereas Strauss [50] adopted this machine
topology, an analytical analysis of the machine was not conducted. As mentioned before,
the prediction of the magnetic ﬂux distribution in the machine is a key factor in the
initial optimisation design stages of a machine [52; 53; 54]. Therefore analytical models
become tools capable of providing the engineer with predictive electrical machine perfor-
mance indicators much quicker than numerical tools such as ﬁnite element (FEM) method
packages. The advantage of analytical methods over FEM packages is the lack of mesh
dependence. The accuracy of FEM packages highly depends on the quality of the mesh
provided in the simulations. The ﬁner the mesh the more accurate the results are obtained
which in turn increases the simulation time during optimisation procedures. The possi-
bility of adopting analytical models into real-time control systems to monitor electrical
machine performance indicators in real-time makes analytical models very attractive.
Various analytical approaches have been employed in the development of analytical
models. The most commonly employed method is the Magnetic Equivalent Circuit (MEC)
method. Similar to electrical equivalent resistive circuits, a reluctance path circuit in
which the equivalent reluctance is determined is what deﬁnes the MEC method. Once
the equivalent reluctance is determined, the air-gap ﬂux density is then calculated. Some
works by Bianch et al [55] and Polinder et al [56] employed the Magnetic Equivalent
Circuit (MEC) method. In the analysis of an Halbach permanent magnet-mover machine,
similarly Wang et al [57] considered the MEC method. The MEC method despite its
speed and accuracy and even consideration of saturation, is highly geometry dependent.
Inaccuracy may result because of the changes of geometrical parameters and also the
changes in the geometry itself. With increased complexity of the ﬂux paths in a machine,
MEC struggles to produce accurate results. Improvements have been proposed by various
authors, noticeably by Xu and Chang [51] but geometry changes still aﬀect the accuracy
of the solutions. Another analytical approach is Conformal Mapping (CM) where analytic
functions are considered conformal as long as they have nonzero derivatives. Conformal
mapping dates as back as 1851 from Riemann mapping theorem, in which any complex
structure can be mathematically transformed from one domain to another domain. Gysen
et al [58] adopts the Swartz-Christoﬀel mapping (SC-CM) to determine the air-gap ﬂux
density. The method is also employed by Connel et al [59], Krop et al [60] and Zarko
et al in [61] for magnetic ﬁeld analysis of electrical machines. Depending on the type
of electrical machine, this method has been mostly utilised with rotary machines and
may be complex depending on the shapes to be mapped. Another analytical method is
the subdomain method or the Resolution of Maxwell's equation incorporating separation
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of variables. This method is based on ﬁnding the solution of the Laplace and Poisson
equation utilising the Fourier expansion techniques. The subdomain method is fast and
accurate and it is the method adopted in this work.
Several authors have approached their works by employing the subdomain method.
Wang et al [62; 63] analysed single-sided axial, radial and Halbach array magnetised
tubular linear machines where only the PM domains and air-gap domains were considered
for ﬁnding the solution to the Laplace and Poisson equations. In the analysis done by
Wang et al, the iron yokes are assumed as inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely thick. Some
alterations are made to the work of Wang et al by accounting for the magnetic saturation
eﬀects through the derivation of a correction factor for the Laplace and Poisson equations
by Chen et al [42]. Chen et al incorporates the Magnetic equivalent circuit together
with the subdomain method to determine the correction factor. Similar to Chen et al,
Ouagued et al in [64] combines the magnetic equivalent circuit or reluctance networks and
the Fourier expansion subdomain method to determine the cogging force for an iron-cored
linear PM machine. Other works such as by Amara et al in [65; 66] considered slotting
eﬀects and the model considered solving the Maxwell's equations for the PM, slots and
air-gap domains only. Iron yokes were assumed inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely thick.
Without any shift in the approach of the analytical development, Gysen et al [52] and
Tiegna et al [67] adopts the same assumption of inﬁnite permeability in the machine iron
yokes in their work. Tiegna et al highlights the lack of yoke saturation monitoring by
many works. A double PM layered machine similar to the linear machine for the work
of this dissertation is proposed by Yan et al [68; 49] with PM arranged in a Halbach
array, with short coil length. However, Yan et al too considers the iron yokes with inﬁnite
permeability and thickness. Wang and Howe [69] analysed a radially magnetised iron-
cored tubular machine with a slotted stator but diﬀers from the analytical model in this
dissertation in that the yoke permeability was taken as inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely
thick.
1.5 Dissertation Problem Statement
This research is in the area of design optimisation of a linear oscillatory type of electrical
machine for free-piston Stirling engine applications. Various types of linear oscillatory
machines have been designed and optimised for free-piston Stirling engines in the past.
Most of these machines have been iron-cored machines. The question is raised as to
how an air-cored linear oscillatory machine would perform in free-piston Stirling engine
applications. To accurately simulate the linear oscillating machine, an analytical model
has to be established due to the advantage of shorter simulation time than ﬁnite element
method (FEM) packages. The possibility of making the analytical model part of a real-
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time control system also encourages the choice of employing it. In addition, the lack
of dependence of analytical models on the mesh density, which FEM relies on, shortens
the optimisation time making analytical models faster. The analytical model focuses
on a tubular structure with surface mounted radially magnetised permanent magnets ,
air-cored and slot-less linear oscillatory machine.
Similar analytical models have been established by various authors, nevertheless, most
of the authors considered the machine stator yokes to be inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely
thick. This approach deprives the designer of the means and ways to monitor saturation
levels in the stator yokes. There is little attention by researchers in considering the yoke
thickness to be ﬁnite together with a ﬁnite permeability for the stator yokes. Therefore,
the analytical model development in this research considers the stator yokes to have a
ﬁnite permeability and a ﬁnite thickness for easier monitoring of the ﬂux saturation levels
in the stator yokes. Yet another observation is that most analytical models in literature
have assumed the length of the machine to be inﬁnitely long. This assumption ensures
that end eﬀects such as fringing of ﬁelds are neglected and provides for easier harmonic
expansion of Fourier series in the analysis. In this research, the approach focuses on how
a model can be developed considering the actual ﬁnite length of the machine and also
considering a ﬁnite permeability of the iron yokes. There is so far little to no literature and
emphasis in employing this method to linear tubular oscillating machines. Kumar et al
[70] demonstrated this approach on a brushless PM direct current (DC) motor. A similar
approach is seen in works of Randewijk et al [71]for a radial ﬂux air-cored PM machine.
It must be observed that both these mentioned machines are rotating machines. Tsai et
al [72] show some similarities to this work where as the consideration of the governing
equations diﬀers.
1.5.1 Research approach
The following research steps are identiﬁed as follows:
 Establishment of an analytical model to accurately simulate the air-cored longitu-
dinal ﬂux permanent magnet linear oscillating machine by ﬁrstly assuming inﬁnite
length of the machine while the iron yokes are given a ﬁnite permeability to en-
able monitoring of saturation in them. Since the total ﬂux in the air-gap is the
summation of the magnetic ﬂux produced by the permanent magnets and the ar-
mature reaction ﬁeld, the model has to predict the magnetic ﬁeld distribution due
to the permanent magnets and due to the armature reaction. The model is fur-
ther expanded to determine the global quantities such as the ﬂux linkage, the back
electromotive force and the force,
 Establishment of a comparative analysis between the analytical model (assumed
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inﬁnitely long) established and a ﬁnite element package (FEM) MagNet by Infolytica
Inc.,
 Establishment of an analytical model to accurately simulate a ﬁnite length lin-
ear oscillatory machine to be able to capture the actual machine magnetic ﬁeld
distribution behaviour,
 Establishment of a comparative analysis between the analytical model (actual ﬁnite
length) established and a ﬁnite element package (FEM)-MagNet by Infolytica Inc..
These steps are addressed in the following chapters as highlighted in 1.6
1.5.2 Scope of this research
This research is focused on a single-phase longitudinal ﬂux air-cored linear permanent
magnet oscillatory machine with surface mounted radially magnetised permanent mag-
nets. Linear oscillatory generators are single phase machines driven by prime movers. In
this research, the linear oscillatory machine is considered for application with a free-piston
Stirling engines as a prime mover for the purpose of power generation. The analytical
model developed considers radial magnetisation only but can easily be modiﬁed to incor-
porate Halbach array permanent magnet set-up. Due to the complexity of the test set-up
for the high frequency oscillatory machines, only a virtual prototype is considered for this
research.
1.6 Dissertation Overview
The remaining sections of this dissertation are arranged in the following manner:
Chapter 2: An analytical model for the prediction of the magnetic ﬁeld distribution
behaviour created when the magnetic ﬁelds are generated by the permanent
magnets as the only source of the magnetic ﬁeld. The chapter demonstrates
the process of the model development through the application of harmonic
expansions of the Maxwell's equation and the separation of variables to
obtain solutions for the Laplace and Poisson equations,
Chapter 3: The analytical model is further developed to consider the ﬁeld distribution
behaviour that is created by the coils of the machine mostly referred to as
the armature reaction. In this chapter, the magnetisation inﬂuence of the
permanent magnets is ignored and only the magnetic ﬁeld generated by
allowing a current to ﬂow through the conductors of the coils is considered.
A similar approach is taken as in the previous chapter,
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Chapter 4: The analytical model is further enhanced to include the solutions of the
global quantities of the linear oscillating generator. These include the ﬂux
linkage, the electromotive force and the force of the linear oscillating gen-
erator,
Chapter 5: The expansion of the analytical model to consider the ﬁnite length of the
machine and the eﬀects of fringing is investigated in this chapter. Various
approaches to taking the ﬁnite length are considered and an analytical
model is developed,
Chapter 6: The expansion of the analytical model in terms of the armature reaction is
considered in this chapter for a ﬁnite length analytical model,
Chapter 7: Research conclusions as well as recommendations are placed in this chapter.
Appendix A: Magnetisation vector calculations for various PM arrangements,
Appendix B: Simpliﬁed analytical model for a ﬁnite length PM linear machine,
Appendix C: Introduction to Bessel functions.
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Prediction of the ﬂux density with
PMs as the only ﬁeld source
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter the procedure of the development of an analytical model for the prediction
of the ﬂux densities with the PMs as the only ﬁeld source (Usually referred to as open
circuit analysis) is demonstrated. In this prediction, it is taken that the magnetic ﬁeld
source are only the permanent magnets and the coils are not present in the machine for
this analysis. This step ensures that only the inﬂuence of the permanent magnets is
captured and therefore the ﬂux distribution can be predicted. The method adopted in
this work is the Resolution of Maxwell's equations (Subdomain method) and separation
of variables, a method widely employed for its speed, accuracy and for initial machine
design optimisation stages. Employing the sub-domain method indicates that the linear
oscillating machine is sub-divided into domains based on magnetic characteristics of each
domain. The magnetic vector potential is then adopted to determine the solution of two
dimensional partial diﬀerential equations. The introduction and explanation of a selected
number of analytical methods have been explained in 1.4. The analytical analysis is for
a tubular structured linear oscillatory generator with radially magnetised magnets and
taking the permeability of the machine iron yokes to be ﬁnite so as to monitor saturation
levels.
2.2 Open Circuit ﬁeld distribution
Due to the tubular structure of the PM linear oscillating machine (LOM) [63], a cylindrical
coordinate system is more appropriate to adopt for the determination of the solutions
to the Laplace and the Poisson equations. This study develops a model for radially
magnetised LOM(G), but with an addition of an axial component of the magnetisation
vector, the model can easily accommodate Halbach-array conﬁgured linear machines. A
half-cut representation of the LOG topology is displayed in Figure 2.1.
In order to analyse the PM ﬁeld distribution of ﬁgure 2.1, the LOG machine is sub-
divided into subdomains. Due to the axisymmetric topology of linear machine, a quarter
section of the full model of the machine is suﬃcient for the formulation of the analytical
20
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Figure 2.1: Half-cut cylindrical moving coil linear oscillatory generator
model. Besides that, the linear oscillatory machine in this research, qualiﬁes to be analysed
fully in 2-D. Each subdomain can then be represented by an expression to specify the
magnetic vector potential at all points as explained by Wang et al [62]. The vector
potentials for each separate domains are chosen such that Laplace and Poisson equations
are satisﬁed. At the intersections of these subdomains are boundary conditions that
govern the the behaviour of the magnetic ﬁeld.
2.2.1 Assumptions for the O.C analysis
A number of assumptions are put in place for simpliﬁcation of the formulation of the
analytical model as follows:
1. The relative permeability of the permanent magnet is assumed unity (µr = 1),
which is a good assumption when using NdFeB magnets, as their relative recoil
permeability is close to 1,
2. Axial length of the machine is considered inﬁnite so that the ﬁeld distribution is
axisymmetric and periodic in the z-direction,
3. The eﬀects of Eddy currents are not considered in both the permanent magnets and
the coils,
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Figure 2.2: quarter section of the LOG illustrating the subdomains
4. The armature is slot-less and the stator cores are assumed to have a relative per-
meability of 1000 to allow for the main magnetic saturation in the machine cores to
be monitored,
5. The iron yokes are assumed with a ﬁnite permeability and ﬁnite thickness so as to
monitor the saturation of the yokes.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the subdomains as assigned for a quarter section of the linear
oscillatory machine
2.2.2 Magnetic characteristics of materials
The magnetic ﬁeld analysis focuses on two categories of subdomains: subdomains with no
permanent magnets and subdomains with permanent magnets. The magnetic ﬂux density
B for the subdomains I,III, and V is given by
B = µ0H, (2.1a)
whereas in the PM regions of the subdomains II and IV , B is given by
B = µ0µrH+ µ0M . (2.1b)
where µ0, µr, H and M represents the permeability of free space, the recoil relative
permeability, the magnetic ﬁeld intensity and the magnetisation vector, respectively. From
equation (2.1b)M is the magnetisation vector in cylindrical coordinates and is calculated
by
M = Mrer +Mzez (2.2)
where Mr and Mz express the components of M in the r and z directions. Since the ma-
chine being analysed has only radially magnetised permanent magnets, the magnetisation
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vector considers the vector in the radial direction as
M = Mrer . (2.3)
The magnetisation vector is determined through the Fourier series expansion and is
demonstrated later.
2.3 Governing equations for the O.C analysis
The electromagnetic ﬁeld is generated by a continuous distribution of current and charge
within a deﬁned space and time and linked by current density J and charge density ρ.
This explains the link of the ﬁeld to the Maxwell's equations
∇× E+ ∂B
∂t
= 0 , (2.4a)
∇×H = Je + ∂D
∂t
. (2.4b)
Equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) are the last two of Maxwell's equations in point form for-
time varying ﬁelds. The two equations represent Faraday's law and Ampere's law in
point form, respectively. In the equation (2.4); E is the electric ﬁeld intensity, B is the
magnetic ﬂux density, H is the magnetic ﬁeld intensity and D is the electric ﬂux density.
For non-time-varying ﬁelds, Maxwell's equations are presented as
∇ ·D = ρv , (2.5a)
∇ ·B = 0 . (2.5b)
Equations (2.5a) and (2.5b) are the ﬁrst two equations of Maxwell's four equations. The
equations can be applicable to steady magnetic ﬁelds as well as static ﬁelds. The equation
(2.5) are the order of Gauss's laws on the conservation of electric ﬂux (2.5a) and magnetic
ﬂux (2.5b). In the equation (2.5), ρv is the free charge density [73; 74]. The four Maxwell's
equations are the governing equations for the formulation of the analytical model as is
demonstrated in the further sections of this chapter.
2.3.1 Adoption of the magnetic vector potential
solving for the magnetic ﬁelds can be conducted through the employment of Maxwell's
equation with diﬃculty. Therefore, the magnetic vector magnetic potential A or scalar
potential ψ provides a more approachable method to obtain the magnetic ﬁelds. The
magnetic vector potential A can be employed in both regions where the current density J
may be zero and where the current density is not equal to zero [75]. Hence the adoption of
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the magnetic vector potential to determine the ﬁelds. The formulation of the equations for
the magnetic vector potential A is outlined below. Considering the divergence theorem
∇ ·B = 0 , (2.6)
and also considering that the divergence of the curl of any vector ﬁeld is zero,
B = ∇×A , (2.7)
where A is the magnetic vector potential. The relationship between the magnetic ﬂux
density and the magnetic vector potential as demonstrated in equation (2.7) is very critical
in determining the ﬁelds. It is for this reason that the focus is to initially solve for
the magnetic vector potential and then employ equation (2.7) to obtain the magnetic
ﬂux density. The vector ﬁelds B and H are related through the permeability µ (in
henry's/metre) as
B = µH (2.8)
and also knowing that,
∇×H = J . (2.9)
Taking H from equation (2.8) inserting into equation (2.9) yields
∇×B = µJ. (2.10)
Taking equation (2.7) into equation (2.10) obtains
∇× (∇×A) = µJ . (2.11)
Equation (2.11), is the suitable equation for solving an axisymmetric topology which is
under study in this dissertation. Equation (2.11) is a what is called a Poisson equation.
When the current density is zero (J = 0), then the equation becomes a Laplace equation
∇× (∇×A) = 0 . (2.12)
Equation (2.12) can be applied to subdomains that do not have a ﬁeld generating source.
Examples of such subdomains would be the iron yokes and the air-gaps. For the current
analytical model represented on Figure 2.2, the Laplace equation would deﬁne subdomains
I, III, V . For the PM regions II, IV , a combination of equation (2.1) and Maxwell's
equation yields
∇×B = µ0µrJ+ µ0∇×M . (2.13)
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To complete the derivation of the equation for the PM regions, equation (2.7) is inserted
into the left side of equation (2.13) to produce
∇× (∇×A) = −µ0∇×M . (2.14)
Since the machine being analysed is an axisymmetric cylindrical linear oscillatory ma-
chine, it is appropriate to adopt the cylindrical coordinate system to express the Laplace
equation (2.12) and Poisson equation (2.14). The magnetic vector potential has only the
φ component (Aφ) because of the axisymmetrical nature of the tubular linear machine un-
der study. Therefore, partial diﬀerential equations of the Laplace and Poisson equations
derived are expressed as
∂2Aφ
∂z2
+
∂2Aφ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφ
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφ = 0 (2.15)
and
∂2Aφ
∂z2
+
∂2Aφ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφ
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφ = −µ0∇×M (2.16)
The expressions of (2.15) and (2.16) can further be presented according to the subdomains
(I, II, III, IV, V ), as shown in Figure 2.2, that they represent which is deﬁned as:
The subdomains I, III and V , which are the lower yoke, the air-gap and the upper yoke
respectively, are represented by the Laplace equations
∂2AφI
∂z2
+
∂2AφI
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφI
∂r
− 1
r2
AφI = 0 , (2.17a)
∂2AφIII
∂z2
+
∂2AφIII
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφIII
∂r
− 1
r2
AφIII = 0 , (2.17b)
∂2AφV
∂z2
+
∂2AφV
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφV
∂r
− 1
r2
AφV = 0 . (2.17c)
And the subdomains II, IV consisting of lower PMs and upper PMs are expressed by the
Poisson equations
∂2AφII
∂z2
+
∂2AφII
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφII
∂r
− 1
r2
AφII = −µ0∇×M , (2.18a)
∂2AφIV
∂z2
+
∂2AφIV
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφIV
∂r
− 1
r2
AφIV = −µ0∇×M . (2.18b)
As mentioned earlier, the keen interest is to solve for the magnetic vector potential A
which can be utilised to solve for the magnetic ﬂux density B through B = ∇ × A.
General solution for equations (2.17) and (2.18) are solved in the following section.
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2.4 General Solutions to Magnetic Field - O.C
analysis
2.4.1 General Solution to the Laplace equation for O.C analysis
Since the Laplace and Poisson equations are two dimensional, it is simpler to separate
the two variables r and z and directly ﬁnd solutions. Separate solutions obtained for
each variable can be recombined by employing the superposition principal. To achieve
this, separation of variables method [74, Chapter 4] is applied to the equations (2.17a)
- (2.17c). The Laplace equation is rewritten in the form of (2.19) to demonstrate the
separation procedure,
∂2Aφi
∂z2
+
∂2Aφi
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφi
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφi = 0 (2.19)
where i represents subdomains I, III, and V , i.e. the lower stator yoke, the air-gap and
the upper stator yoke. The magnetic vector potential Aφ is assumed as
Aφ(r, z) = R (r)Z (z) , (2.20)
where Aφ is a function of r and z. Substituting equation (2.20) into the partial diﬀerential
equation (2.19) and the partial derivative results into an ordinary diﬀerential equation
R(r)
d2Z (z)
dz2
+
Z (z)
1
d2R(r)
dr2
+
Z(z)
r
dR(r)
dr
− R(r)Z(z)
r2
= 0 . (2.21)
Dividing equation(2.21) by R (r)Z(z) yields
1
Z(z)
d2Z (z)
dz2
+
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
= 0 . (2.22)
Equation (2.22) now has the z and r variables independent of each other. This means the
variables have been separated accordingly. For the full separation of the variables, they
must be equal to a separation constant as follows:
1
Z(z)
d2Z (z)
dz2
= −
[
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
]
= ck . (2.23)
ck is the separation constant. Since the z and r are independent of each other, a solution
can be found for each variable separately. Two independent linear diﬀerential equations
are derived for each variable and later solved. The z variable therefore equates to ck as
1
Z(z)
d2Z(z)
dz2
= ck , (2.24a)
which can be written as
d2Z(z)
dz2
− ckZ(z) = 0 . (2.24b)
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Equation (2.24b) is a second order linear diﬀerential equation of the form
Z ′′ − ckZ = 0 . (2.25)
The r variable is handled in the same way as the z variable by equating to ck as follows:
−
[
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
]
= ck (2.26)
and can be written as
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
+ ck = 0 . (2.27)
Multiplying equation (2.27) by r2 and also by R(r) results into
r2
d2R(r)
dr2
+ r
dR(r)
dr
+ (r2ck − 1)R(r) = 0 , (2.28)
which is a second linear diﬀerential equation represented as
r2R′′ + rR′ + (r2ck − 1)R = 0 . (2.29)
So far, the Laplace equation (2.19) has been separated into equation (2.25) and (2.29).
However, the solutions vary depending on the case value of ck which leads three possible
solutions may be obtained. The three case values of ck are: ck = 0 ,ck > 0, and ck < 0.
2.4.1.1 Solution due to Case 1
In case 1. the solution for ck = 0 is as follows: When ck is zero, equation (2.25) becomes
Z(z)′′ = 0 (2.30)
The general solution to equation (2.30) after direct integration is
Z(z) = D1 +D2z (2.31)
while equation (2.29) becomes
r2R′′ + rR′ −R = 0 , (2.32)
which is a Cauchy-Euler equation and is solved by assuming that the solution has the
form
R(r) = rs . (2.33)
The likely values of m are solved by inserting equation (2.33) into equation (2.32) to
produce the solution
s(s− 1)rs + srs − rs = 0
rs(s2 − s+ s− 1) = 0
s = ±1
(2.34)
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Therefore, the general solution for R(r) is
R(r) = C1r + C2r
−1 . (2.35)
Inserting both equations (2.31) and (2.35) into equation (2.20) gives a particular solution
Aφ(r, z) = R(r)Z(z) = (C1r + C2r
−1)(D1 +D2z) , (2.36)
which can also be written as a general solution
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2...
[Enr + Fnr
−1 +Gnrz +Hnr−1z] . (2.37)
Since the required solution for Aφ(r, z) has to be periodic in the z direction, the above
equation (2.37) does not qualify as the solution to the Laplace equation.
2.4.1.2 Solution due to case 2
In case 2. the solution for ck > 0 is presented below. Taking ck = k
2 and that k2 > 0,
equation (2.25)) becomes
Z ′′ − k2Z = 0 . (2.38)
The general solution to equation (2.38)) in exponential form and in hyperbolic sine and
cosine is presented as
Z(z) = d3e
kz + d4e
−kz (2.39a)
Z(z) = D3 cosh(kz) +D4 sinh(kz) (2.39b)
Turning the attention to equation (2.29) which in this case becomes
r2R′′ + rR′ + (r2k2 − 1)R = 0 . (2.40)
Comparing equation (2.40) to the equation (2.41) below
x2y′′ + xy′ + (x2 − n2)y = 0 , (2.41)
it is observed that the two equations are the similar except that in equation (2.41) n = 1.
Thus equation (2.40) has a particular solution of the form
R(r) = C3J0(kr) + C4Y0(kr) (2.42)
which is a Bessel's equation of the ﬁrst and second kind of order zero. Inserting equations
(2.39) and (2.42) into equation (2.20) gives a particular solution of
Aφ(r, z) = [C3J0(kr) + C4Y0(kr)][D3 cosh(kz) +D4 sinh(kz)] (2.43)
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which can be written in a general format as
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
([EnJ0(kr) + FnY0(kr)]cosh(kz) + [GnJ0(kr) +HnY0(kr)]sinh(kz)) .
(2.44)
Again in this particular case, Aφ(r, z) is not periodic in z and thus does not qualify to be
the solution to the Laplace equation.
2.4.1.3 Solution due to case 3
In case 3. the solution for ck < 0 is presented. Taking ck = −k2 and that k2 < 0, equation
(2.25) becomes
Z ′′ + k2Z = 0 (2.45)
Equation (2.45) has a general solution which is presented both in exponential form and
in the hyperbolic sine and cosine as
Z(z) = d5e
jkz + d6e
−jkz (2.46a)
Z(z) = D5 cos(kz) +D6 sin(kz) (2.46b)
Turning the attention to equation (2.29) which in this case becomes
r2R′′ + rR′ − (r2k2 + 1)R = 0 , (2.47)
In standard form, (2.48) appears as
x2y′′ + xy′′ − (x2 + n2)y = 0 (2.48)
again comparing equation (2.48) to equation (2.49) it is observed that the two equations
are the similar except that in equation (2.48) n = 1. Therefore the general solution to
equation (2.48) is
R(r) = C5I1(kr) + C6K1(kr) (2.49)
which is a Modiﬁed Bessel's equation of the ﬁrst and second kind of order 1 with a real
argument kr. Inserting equation (2.48) and (2.50) into equation (2.20) gives
Aφ(r, z) = [C5I1(mr) + C6K1(mr)][D5 cos(mz) +D6 sin(mz)] (2.50)
which can be presented in general format as
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2..
([EnI1(mr) + FnK1(mr)]cos(mz) + [GnI1(mr) +HnK1(mr)]sin(mz))
(2.51)
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where m in this case is a real number and deﬁned by k = jm. Equation (2.52) is periodic
in the z direction and could be the solution to the Laplace equation.
Due to the fact that the axial component of ﬂux density is very minimal on z = 0, Bz|z=0.
Inserting equation (2.52) into equation (2.7) produces ∇ × Aφ = −1r
∂rAφ
∂z
er +
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
ez
which is the same as B = −Brer + Bzez. With Bz|z=0 = 0 and also considering that
I1 and K1 are independent of each other, which implies that one cannot be expressed in
terms of the other, then En and Fn are then taken as
En = 0
and
Fn = 0
.
Therefore, the solution to the Laplace equation becomes
Aφ(r, z) = [anI1(mr) + bnK1(mr)]sin(mz) (2.52)
where an = Gn and bn = Hn are constants that are to be determined later. To form a
complete series solution, superposition principal is applied to obtain
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2..
[AnI1(mr) +BnK1(mr)]sin(mz) . (2.53)
2.4.2 General solution to the Poisson equation for the O.C
analysis
For the regions of the PMs II and IV , the Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates is
∂2Aφ
∂z2
+
∂2Aφ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφ
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφ = −µ0∇×M . (2.54)
From the left side of the equal sign in equation (2.54), it is observed that the solution
derived in 2.4.1 is the Poisson equation's corresponding homogeneous equation. The
equation (2.53) is rewritten below for the sake of convenience
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[AnI1(mr) +BnK1(mr)]sin(mz) .
The solution to the Poisson equation (2.54) cannot be achieved without the harmonic
expansion of the magnetisation vector M which is on the right side of the equal sign.
With the magnetisation vector solved, then separation of variable technique is again
adopted to obtain the solutions. Separate variables are later recombined for the general
solution to the Poisson equation.
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2.4.2.1 Formulation of the Magnetisation vector for the O.C analysis
The magnetisation vector M assumes only the radial component as the LOG has radi-
ally magnetised magnets. Figure 2.3 displays the method employed in formulating the
magnetisation vector.
Figure 2.3: Radial component of magnetic ﬂux along the axial coordinate
Since the current topology only has radial magnets with interpolar spaces, M has only
the component of Mr in the r direction. Therefore,
M = Mrer (2.55)
where Mr can be expressed as a Fourier series
Mr(z) =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1,.
an cos(ωnz) . (2.56)
With a period of 2τp, ωn =
npi
τp
.From Figure 2.3, it is clear that
an =
1
τp
∫ τp
−τp
f(z) cos (ωnz) dz (2.57a)
which is equal to
an =
2
τp
∫ τp
0
f(z) cos (ωnz) dz (2.57b)
Splitting the integral leads to
an =
2
τp
[
Brem
µ0
∫ τm
2
0
cos (ωnz) dz − Brem
µ0
∫ τp
2τp−τm
2
cos (ωnz) dz
]
(2.57c)
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which results into
an =
2Brem
τpµ0
{
sin(ωnz)
ωn
∣∣∣∣ τm20 − sin(ωnz)ωn
∣∣∣∣τp2τp−τm
2
}
(2.57d)
an =
2Brem
τpµ0ωn
{
sin
(
ωn
τm
2
)
+ sin
(
ωn
(
2τp − τm
2
))}
(2.57e)
an =
2Brem
npiµ0
{
sin
(ωnτm
2
)
+ sin
(
npi − ωnτp
2
)}
. (2.57f)
Applying the trigonometric identity {sin(a − b) = sin a cos b − sin b cos a} to equation
(2.57f) produces
an =
2Brem
npiµ0
(1− (−1)n)) sin
(
npi
2
τm
τp
)
(2.58)
where (−1)n = cos(npi). It is observed that only odd harmonic numbers will be summed
up and therefore, an is taken as a2n−1 which equals
a2n−1 =
4Brem
(2n− 1)piµ0 sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τm
τp
)
. (2.59)
The expression for Mr(z) is therefore
Mr(z) =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1
a2n−1 cos(ω2n−1z)
=
a0
2
+
4Brem
piµ0
∞∑
n=1
1
(2n− 1) sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τm
τp
)
cos(mnz) ,
(2.60)
where
mn = (2n− 1) pi
τp
. (2.61)
2.4.2.2 Inserting the magnetisation vector solution back into the Poisson
equation
It must be noted thatM is a member of the Poisson equation's (−µ0∇×M), which must
be solved beginning with the curl of M. The curl of M is obtained as
∇×M = 1
r
 er reφ ez∂∂r ∂∂φ ∂∂z
Mr 0 0
 = ∂Mr
∂z
eφ − 1
r
∂Mr
∂φ
ez (2.62)
since ∂φ = 0
∇×M = ∂Mr
∂z
eφ (2.63)
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which implies that the whole right side of the equal-sign in Poisson equation (2.54), after
diﬀerentiating and multiplying by µ0 equals
∇× (∇× Aφ) = 4Brem
τp
∞∑
n=1
sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τm
τp
)
sin(mnz) (2.64)
The general solution to Poisson equation becomes
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anI1(mnr) + bnK1(mnr)]sin(mnz) + S(r, z) (2.65)
where
S(r, z) = R(r)Z(z) (2.66)
The Poisson equation in cylindrical coordinates becomes
∂2Aφ
∂z2
+
∂2Aφ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφ
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφ = Pn sin(mnz) , (2.67)
where
Pn =
4Brem
τp
sin
[
(2n− 1) pi
2
τm
τp
]
. (2.68)
Separation of variables is employed on (2.67) by replacing Aφ with R(r)Z(z) and thereafter
dividing each side by R(r)Z(z)
1
Z(z)
d2Z (z)
dz2
+
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)r
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
=
1
R(r)Z(z)
Pn sin(mnz) . (2.69)
Letting
1
Z(z)
d2Z(z)
dz2
= m2n (2.70)
Z(z) is then equal to
Z(z) = sin(mnz) (2.71)
The r variable is determined through the equation
1
R (r)
d2R(r)
dr2
+
1
R(r)r
dR(r)
dr
− 1
r2
+m2n =
Pn
R(r)
. (2.72)
Both sides are multiplied by r2 and R(r) to get
r2
d2R(r)
dr2
+ r
dR(r)
dr
−R(r)(m2nr2 + 1) = r2Pn , (2.73)
which can be expressed as
r2R′′ + rR′ − (m2nr2 + 1)R = r2Pn . (2.74)
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Equation (2.74) can be expressed as
x2y′′ + xy′ − (x2 + 1)y = 2x
2
√
piΓ(3
2
)
=
2x2
pi
, (2.75)
where Γ is the Gamma function. Assuming that
x2y′′ + xy′ − (a2x2 + 1)y = bx2 , (2.76)
and letting y(x) = AL1(Bx) and B
2 = a2 , obtains
x2y′′ + xy′ − (B2x2 + 1)y = 2AB
2x2
pi
(2.77)
where 2AB
2
pi
= b, replacing B2 with a2, gives A = bpi
2a2
and therefore:
y(x) =
pib
2a2
L1(ax) . (2.78)
In equation (2.78), b = Pn, a = mn and x = r therefore the result for R(r) is
R(r) =
piPn
2m2n
L1(mnr) , (2.79)
The expression for S(r, z) is obtained from
S(r, z) = R(r)Z(z) =
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pnsin(mnz) (2.80)
where L1(x) is the solution to the inhomogeneous Bessel's equation and it is a called a
modiﬁed Struve function or the partial Struve function [76, Part 1, Chap. 2, Sec. 28],
[77, Chap. 12, Sec. 2]. The Poisson equation is ﬁnally expressed as a summation of its
homogeneous solution and the particular solution (2.80) to obtain
Aφ(r, z) = [anI1(mnr) + bnK1(mnr)]sin(mnz) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn sin(mnz) (2.81)
The general solutions to Poisson equations is therefore
Aφ(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI1(mnr) + bnK1(mnr) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn
]
sin(mnz) (2.82)
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2.4.3 General solutions to the magnetic vector potential for all
subdomains for O.C analysis
The magnetic vector potential A for each subdomain I, II, III, IV and V is therefore
expressed as
AφI (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anII1(mnr) + bnIK1(mnr)] sin(mnz), (2.83)
AφII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIII1(mnr) + bnIIK1(mnr) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn
]
sin(mnz), (2.84)
AφIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIIII1(mnr) + bnIIIK1(mnr)] sin(mnz), (2.85)
AφIV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIV I1(mnr) + bnIVK1(mnr) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn
]
sin(mnz), (2.86)
AφV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anV I1(mnr) + bnVK1(mnr)] sin(mnz). (2.87)
2.5 General solution to the PM magnetic ﬂux density
The curl of the magnetic vector potential previously determined in (2.83) - (2.87) results
into the determination of the magnetic ﬂux density B. Similar to the determination of
the curl of the magnetisation vector (2.62), the curl of the magnetic vector potential is
determined in a similar pattern. The general solutions of the magnetic ﬂux densities are
obtained from employing equation (2.7) on equation (2.83) - (2.87) as follows:
B = ∇×A = 1
r
er reφ ez∂∂r ∂∂φ ∂∂z
Ar rAφ Az
 = −1
r
∂rAφ
∂z
er +
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
ez (2.88)
The equation above (2.88) is a result obtained by considering that Aφ is only a component
of φ which implies that Ar = 0 and Az = 0. Therefore,
B = Brer +Bzez = −1
r
∂rAφ
∂z
er +
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
ez (2.89)
The radial component of B is equal to
Br = −1
r
∂rAφ
∂z
= −∂Aφ
∂z
(2.90)
and the axial component of B, Bz is evaluated by
Bz =
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
(2.91)
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The evaluation of the magnetic ﬂux densities takes into consideration some properties of
modiﬁed Bessel equations [78],
∂(zvIv(z))
∂x
= zvIv−1(z) ,
(
1
z
∂
∂z
)k
(zv`v(z)) = z
v−k`v−k(z) (2.92)
where ` denotes Iv or Kv.
2.5.1 Radial magnetic ﬂux density general solutions for all
subdomains in O.C analysis
The expression for the radial and axial components of the magnetic ﬂux density in ac-
cordance with subdomains they represent after diﬀerentiation of the equations (2.90) and
(2.91) are evaluated by
BrI (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn [anII1(mnr) + bnIK1(mnr)] cos(mnz) , (2.93)
BrII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn
[
anIII1(mnr) + bnIIK1(mnr) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn
]
cos(mnz) , (2.94)
BrIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn [anIIII1(mnr) + bnIIIK1(mnr)] cos(mnz) , (2.95)
BrIV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn
[
anIV I1(mnr) + bnIVK1(mnr) +
piL1(mnr)
2m2n
Pn
]
cos(mnz) , (2.96)
BrV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn [anV I1(mnr) + bnVK1(mnr)] cos(mnz) . (2.97)
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2.5.2 Axial magnetic ﬂux density general solutions for all
subdomains
Whereas the axial component of the magnetic ﬂux density are evaluated per subdomain
resulting from the implementation of equation (2.91) as,
BzI (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn [anII0(mnr)− bnIK0(mnr)] sin(mnz) , (2.98)
BzII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn
[
anIII0(mnr)− bnIIK0(mnr) + piL0(mnr)2m2n
Pn
]
sin(mnz) , (2.99)
BzIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn [anIIII0(mnr)− bnIIIK0(mnr)] sin(mnz) , (2.100)
BzIV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn
[
anIV I0(mnr)− bnIVK0(mnr) + piL0(mnr)2m2n
Pn
]
sin(mnz) , (2.101)
BzV (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn [anV I0(mnr)− bnVK0(mnr)] sin(mnz) . (2.102)
The functions I0 and K0 are modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind of orders zero.
2.6 Boundary Conditions for the O.C. analysis
In order to evaluate the magnetic ﬂux density, boundary conditions have to be imple-
mented. The boundary conditions ensures that the coeﬃcients (anI , anII , anIII , anIV and anV )
and (bnI , bnII , bnIII , bnIV and bnV ) are evaluated accordingly. Magnetic boundary conditions
are deﬁned as conditions which magnetic ﬂux density B and the magnetic ﬂux intensity
H between two diﬀerent magnetic media of diﬀerent permeability µ1 and µ2 must satisfy.
From the Figure 2.4, boundary conditions are derived by ﬁrstly applying Gauss's Law
[79, Sec. 9.7],
∮
s
B · dS = 0 (2.103)
where is dS is a diﬀerential cylindrical Gaussian surface. Equation (2.103) implies that
the amount of ﬂux leaving one magnetic material in the normal direction is equal to the
amount of ﬂux entering another magnetic material i.e continuous. Therefore,
BN1 = BN2 . (2.104)
The magnetic ﬂux intensity is not continuous and is expressed by
HN2 =
µ1
µ2
HN1 (2.105)
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Figure 2.4: Gaussian surface and a closed path constructed between two media [79]
From the application of Ampere's circuital law to a closed path abcd∮
L
H · dL = I (2.106)
where dL is diﬀerential length along the closed path and I being the total current. Em-
ploying this analysis on path abcd on Figure 2.4 in clockwise direction
Ht1∆L−Ht2∆L = K∆L which means that Ht1 −Ht2 = K (2.107)
where K is the assumed surface current density. In case the surface current density is
zero, Ht1 = Ht2. The tangential component of the magnetic ﬂux density B is therefore
expressed through
Bt1
µ1
− Bt2
µ2
= K (2.108)
The continuous boundary conditions are mostly referred to as Neumann Boundary condi-
tions, whereas the discontinuous boundary conditions are called the Dirichlet Boundary
condition. With the Dirichlet boundary, a ﬁxed value of a potential is assigned to a
boundary. The Neumann conditions on the other hand, a normal derivative is assigned
to a potential on the boundary line as illustrated on Figure 2.5.
For the analysis of the linear oscillatory machine in this dissertation, the basic boundary
conditions mentioned above will suﬃce. Further study of boundary conditions can be
obtained in Bargallo [80]
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Figure 2.5: Left: Dirichlet Boundary Conditions; Right: Neumann Boundary Conditions
[80]
2.7 Implementation of boundary conditions to solve
for the magnetic vector potential and the
magnetic ﬂux density in the O.C analysis
Boundary conditions applied to the Linear oscillatory generator under study as referred
to the boundary lines in Figure 2.2 and also pertaining to the equations of the magnetic
vector potential of (2.83) - (2.87) as well as to the equations of the magnetic ﬂux density
in both the radial and axial directions (2.93) - (2.102) are:
AφI |r=iRs = 0 (2.109)
BrI |r=iRr = BrII |r=iRr (2.110)
HzI |r=iRr = HzII |r=iRr (2.111)
BrII |r=iRm = BrIII |r=iRm (2.112)
HzII |r=iRm = HzIII |r=iRm (2.113)
BrIII |r=oRm = BrIV |r=oRm (2.114)
HzIII |r=oRm = HzIV |r=oRm (2.115)
BrIV |r=oRs = BrV |r=oRs (2.116)
HzIV |r=oRs = HzV |r=oRs (2.117)
AφV |r=Ro = 0 (2.118)
It should be noted that the magnetic ﬂux density is related to the magnetic ﬂux intensity
by B = µH from which H is obtained and applied in terms of boundary condition (2.108)
when K is zero. Absolute permeability µ = µ0µr, where µr is the relative permeability,
while µ0 is the permeability of free space and equal to 4pi × 10−7[H/m] or [Wb/(A ·m)].
The following equations are obtained after the implementation of boundary conditions.
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2.7.1 Internal bore radius boundary of subdomain I
Starting with boundary condition (2.109) (AφI |r=iRs = 0) on boundary line of r = iRs
where the equation becomes
anII1(mniRs) + bnIK1(mniRs) = 0 . (2.119)
2.7.2 Boundary between subdomain I and II - O.C. analysis
For the boundary between subdomain I and II with condition (2.110) (BrI |r=iRr =
BrII |r=iRr) at iRr line,
mn [anII1(mniRr) + bnIK1(mniRr)] =
mn
[
anIII1(mniRr) + bnIIK1(mniRr) +
piL1(mniRr)
2m2n
Pn
]
,
(2.120)
and condition (2.111) (HzI |r=iRr = HzII |r=iRr) results into
µrIImn [anII0(mniRr)− bnIK0(mniRr)] =
µrImn
[
anIII0(mniRr)− bnIIK0(mniRr) + piL0(mniRr)2m2n
Pn
]
,
(2.121)
where µII = µ0µrII and according to the assumptions 2.2.1, µrII = µrIV = 1. µI = µV
due to µrI = µrV = 1000.
2.7.3 Boundary between subdomain II and III - O.C. analysis
For the boundary between subdomain II and III with condition (2.112) (BrII |r=iRm =
BrIII |r=iRm) at iRm line,
mn
[
anIII1(mniRm) + bnIIK1(mniRm) +
piL1(mniRm)
2m2n
Pn
]
=
mn [anIIII1(mniRm) + bnIIIK1(mniRm)] ,
(2.122)
and for condition (2.113) (HzII |r=iRm = HzIII |r=iRm) the equation is
mn
[
anIII0(mniRm)− bnIIK0(mniRm) + piL0(mniRm)2m2n
Pn
]
=
µrIImn [anIIII0(mniRm)− bnIIIK0(mniRm)] ,
(2.123)
where µIII = µ0.
2.7.4 Boundary between subdomain III and IV - O.C. analysis
For the boundary between subdomain III and IV with condition (2.114) (BrIII |r=oRm =
BrIV |r=oRm) at oRm line,
mn [anIIII1(mnoRm) + bnIIIK1(mnoRm)] =
mn
[
anIV I1(mnoRm) + bnIVK1(mnoRm) +
piL1(mnoRm)
2m2n
Pn
]
.
(2.124)
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For condition (2.115) (HzIII |r=oRm = HzIV |r=oRm) equation becomes
µrIVmn [anIIII0(mnoRm)− bnIIIK0(mnoRm)] =
mn
[
anIV I0(mnoRm)− bnIVK0(mnoRm) + piL0(mnoRm)2m2n
Pn
]
.
(2.125)
2.7.5 Boundary between subdomain IV and V - O.C. analysis
For the boundary between subdomain IV and V with condition (2.116) (BrIV |r=oRs =
BrV |r=oRs) at oRs line,
mn
[
anIV I1(mnoRs) + bnIVK1(mnoRs) +
piL1(mnoRs)
2m2n
Pn
]
=
mn [anV I1(mnoRs) + bnVK1(mnoRs)] ,
(2.126)
and for condition (2.117) (HzIV |r=oRs = HzV |r=oRs) the equation is
µrVmn
[
anIV I0(mnoRs)− bnIVK0(mnoRs) + piL0(mnoRs)2m2n
Pn
]
=
µrIVmn [anV I0(mnoRs)− bnVK0(mnoRs)] .
(2.127)
2.7.6 Outer radius boundary of subdomain V - O.C. analysis
Finally the last condition (2.118) (AφV |r=Ro = 0) gives
anV I1(mnRo) + bnVK1(mnRo) = 0 . (2.128)
2.7.7 Solving the ten simultaneous equations - O.C. analysis
The above equations formulated can only be evaluated once the coeﬃcients are deter-
mined. To determine the coeﬃcients, the 10 equations (2.119) to (2.128) are simpliﬁed
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and simultaneously solved using the matrix method. The 10 equations are expressed as,
1. anII1(mniRs)− bnIK1(mniRs) = 0 , (2.129)
2. mn[anII1(mniRr) + bnIK1(mniRr)− anIII1(mniRr)
− bnIIK1(mniRr)] = mnpiL1(mniRr)2m2n
Pn , (2.130)
3. mn[µrIIanII0(mniRr)− µrIIbnIK0(mniRr)− µrIanIII0(mniRr)
+ µrIbnIIK0(mniRr)] = µrImn
piL0(mniRr)
2m2n
Pn , (2.131)
4. mn[anIII1(mniRm) + bnIIK1(mniRm)− anIIII1(mniRm)
− bnIIIK1(mniRm)] = −mnpiL1(mniRm)2m2n
Pn , (2.132)
5. mn[anIII0(mniRm)− bnIIK0(mniRm)− µrIIanIIII0(mniRm)
+ µrIIbnIIIK0(mniRm)] = −mnpiL0(mniRm)2m2n
Pn , (2.133)
6. mn[anIIII1(mnoRm) + bnIIIK1(mnoRm)− anIV I1(mnoRm)
− bnIVK1(mnoRm)] = mnpiL1(mnoRm)2m2n
Pn , (2.134)
7. mn[µrIV anIIII0(mnoRm)− µrIV bnIIIK0(mnoRm)− anIV I0(mnoRm)
+ bnIVK0(mnoRm)] = mn
piL0(mnoRm)
2m2n
Pn , (2.135)
8. mn[anIV I1(mnoRs) + bnIVK1(mnoRs)− anV I1(mnoRs)
− bnVK1(mnoRs)] = −mnpiL1(mnoRs)2m2n
Pn , (2.136)
9. mn[µrV anIV I0(mnoRs)− µrV bnIVK0(mnoRs)− µrIV anV I0(mnoRs)
+ µrIV bnVK0(mnoRs)] = −µrVmnpiL0(mnoRs)2m2n
Pn , (2.137)
10. anV I1(mnRo) + bnVK1(mnRo) = 0 . (2.138)
The matrix method is employed to determine the coeﬃcients anI − anV and bnI − bnV
as
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
I1(M
a) +K1(M
a) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ib(M b) Kb(M b) −Ib(M b) −Kb(M b) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ia(M b) −Ka(M b) −µrIIa(M b) µrIKa(M b) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ib(M c) Kb(M c) −Ib(M c) −Kb(M c) 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ia(M c) −Ka(M c) −Ia(M c) Ka(M c) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ib(Md) Kb(Md) −Ib(Md) −Kb(Md) 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ia(Md) −Ka(Md) −Ia(Md) Ka(Md) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ib(M e) Kb(M e) −Ib(M e) −Kb(M e)
0 0 0 0 0 0 µrV I
a(M e) −µrVKa(M e) −Ia(M e) Ka(M e)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I1(M
f ) +K1(M
f )

·

anI
bnI
anII
bnII
anIII
bnIII
anIV
bnIV
anV
bnV

=

0
mn
piL1(Mb)
2m2n
Pn
µrImn
piL0(Mb)
2m2n
Pn
−mn piL1(Mc)2m2n Pn
−mn piL0(Mc)2m2n Pn
mn
piL1(Md)
2m2n
Pn
mn
piL0(Md)
2m2n
Pn
−mn piL1(Me)2m2n Pn
−µrVmn piL0(M
e)
2m2n
Pn
0

(2.139)
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where Ma = mniRs, M
b = mniRr, M
c = mniRm, M
d = mnoRm, M
e = mnoRs
,M f = mnRo ; I
a = mnI0 , I
b = mnI1, K
a = mnK0, and K
b = mnK1.
For the sake of demonstrating the matrix onto a page, the ﬁrst row and the last row have
been left untouched, while in the second row up until the ninth row, functions have been
represented by Capital letters M, I and K with small-letter superscripts to diﬀerentiate
their representation. Bessel functions in multiplication with mn have been represented by
same letters as the Bessel functions for easier understanding.
2.8 Final solutions to the magnetic vector potential
and the magnetic ﬂux densities (O.C. analysis)
2.8.1 Solutions to the magnetic vector potential- O.C. analysis
Once the coeﬃcients are established from the matrix (2.139), the ﬁnal solutions are ob-
tained by inserting the derived coeﬃcients anI − anV and bnI − bnV into the expressions
for the magnetic vector potential in Sec. 2.4.3 (2.83) - (2.87).
2.8.2 Solution to the radial magnetic ﬂux densities - O.C.
analysis
The ﬁnal solutions to the radial magnetic ﬂux densities are obtained by inserting the cal-
culated coeﬃcients from (2.139) into the expressions for the radial magnetic ﬂux densities
given in Sec. 2.5.1 (2.93) - (2.97).
2.8.3 Solution to the axial magnetic ﬂux densities - O.C.
analysis
The ﬁnal solutions to the axial magnetic ﬂux densities are determined by inserting the
coeﬃcient solutions determined through (2.139) into Sec. 2.5.2 in (2.98) - (2.102).
2.8.4 Solution to the total magnetic ﬂux - O.C. analysis
The total magnetic ﬂux density BT (r, z) is then determined from the algebraic sum of the
radial magnetic ﬂux densities Br(r, z) and the axial magnetic ﬂux density Bz(r, z) for the
diﬀerent subdomains as shown in Figure 2.2 present in the linear machine.
BT (r, z) =
√
B2r (r, z) +B
2
z (r, z) (2.140)
The ﬂux density contour plots can be plotted from equation (2.140) and is demonstrated
in the validation section below.
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2.9 Validation of the model (PM ﬁeld only) with
ﬁnite element method (FEM)
The model in the FEM package MagNet is modelled such that the axial boundaries of
the machine are given periodic boundary conditions in accordance with the assumption of
the machine being inﬁnitely long. The type of permanent magnets adopted are rare earth
Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) permanent magnets. The remanent magnetisation of
NdFeb is Brem = 1.3T and the relative recoil permeability is µr = 1.04 which is very
close to unit. For this reason, µr = 1 was adopted the analytical models. The analytical
solution has been tested on a large variety of machine dimensions and the model has been
consistent with the results correlating with those of the ﬁnite element package MagNet
by infolytica inc.. To be presented are the predictions of the magnetic ﬂux distribution in
the machine subdomains.The machine dimensions adopted for both the analytical model
and the FEM simulations are depicted in Table 2.1,
Table 2.1: Machine dimensions
symbol value symbol value
iRs 10.0 mm g1 1 mm
iRr 35.5 mm g2 1 mm
iRm 44.2 mm τp 45 mm
iRcoil 45.2 mm τm 30 mm
oRcoil 57.2 mm τwp 45 mm
oRm 58.2 mm τw 35 mm
oRs 67.9 mm lms 15 mm
Ro 82.2 mm lws 10 mm
2.9.1 Radial PM Flux density distribution - with PM ﬁeld only
The magnetic ﬂux density in the radial direction for the domains II, III and IV as com-
pared to the ﬁnite element method is presented in this section. In the FEM simulations,
the machine axial ends are given periodic boundary condition so that the machine is
inﬁnitely long.
In Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the radii; Rpma = iRs + hics + hipm/2, rn = iRs + hics + hipm +
g1 +hcoil/2 and Rpmb = iRs+hics+hipm+g1 +hcoil+g2 +hopm/2. The radial ﬂux density
in the air-gap BrIII , i.e at radius rn in subdomain III, relates very well to the theoretical
approximation of the air-gap ﬂux density which is given by,
BgPM ≈ Brem
2
= 0.65T (2.141)
where BgPM is the theoretical approximation of the air-gap ﬂux density. The magnetic ﬂux
density predicted in subdomain II at Rpma is shown as BrII and that for the subdomain
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Figure 2.6: Radial ﬂux density distribution due to PMs
III at radius Rpmb is shown as BrIII in Figure 2.6. The oscillations observed in both the
lower and upper PMs results for the analytical model are due to the coeﬃcient calculation
matrix becoming unstable for higher (2n − 1)th harmonics. This is very common with
calculations involving Bessel functions and the phenomenon has also been observed by
Gysen et al [81]. The results for the radial ﬂux density indicates that the prediction is
valid with reference to (2.141) and the comparison with FEM.
2.9.2 Axial PM Flux density distribution - with PM ﬁeld only
In this section, the axial ﬂux densities of the analytical model for subdomains II, III and IV
are compared with FEM. The comparison is done in the same way as for the radial ﬂux
density distribution.
It is observed from Figure 2.7 that there is good correlation between the analytical
model and FEM in all the three subdomains II, III and IV for the axial ﬂux densities.
2.9.3 Flux density distribution in the yokes and saturation
monitoring
The analytical model developed has a provision the predicting the magnetic ﬂux density
distribution in the yokes. This is achieved by taking the relative permeability of the yoke
to be ﬁnite. The boundary between the PMs and the yoke are assigned with Neumann
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Figure 2.7: Axial ﬂux density distribution due to PMs
boundary conditions while the radial edges of the yokes are assigned with Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions. This implies that both the lower and upper yoke domains have radial and
axial ﬂux density expressions through which levels of ﬂux density in the yokes can be
observed. If the yoke material B-H Curve is available, one can be able to observe the
levels of yoke saturation by simply plotting the ﬂux density distribution in the yokes and
compare whether the levels are below or above the knee of the B-H curve. It should be
noted that the analytical model does not take saturation into consideration in the devel-
opment of the mathematical equations. It only provides the designer insight on the level
of saturation. This information can then be employed to adjust the parameters such as
the yoke thickness or PM thickness to reduce saturation levels in the yokes. In this study,
Cold Rolled 1010 Steel (CR1010) was adopted for the yoke material. The B-H curve of
the material is shown in Figure 2.8.
From Figure 2.8, CR1010 has a linear characteristic of the material observed to up to
1.5T . However, the linear characteristic is more pronounced with a fairly constant relative
permeability up to about 1.2T which gives the relative permeability to be equivalent to
941. It is for this reason that an initial relative permeability value of 1000 is adopted in
the analytical calculations and it can be adjusted to 550 which is obtained at a more less
linear characteristic 1.5T on the B-H Curve of CR1010.
The yoke ﬂux density distribution are demonstrated in both the unsaturated and the
saturated inner yoke of subdomain I.
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Figure 2.8: B-H Curve of Cold Rolled 1010 Steel [Infolytica MagNet]
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Figure 2.9: Axial and radial ﬂux density of the inner yoke (unsaturated case)
From Figure 2.9, the magnetic ﬂux density levels in the inner yoke are unsaturated and
below the knee point of the B-H curve of CR1010. The reading of the ﬂux density in the
yoke is taken on the middle horizontal line of Hics.
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On the other hand, the inner yoke is deliberately reduced in thickness while the di-
mensions of the permanent magnets are maintained. The inner and yoke thickness are
reduced to 5 mm (from 25.5 mm) and 4 mm (from 14.5 mm) respectively in order to
demonstrate the saturated case as shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.12.
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Figure 2.10: Axial and radial ﬂux density of the inner yoke (saturated case)
Saturation monitoring is further illustrated for the outer yoke for the ﬂux density dis-
tribution both with the yoke unsaturated and saturated for subdomain V .
Figure 2.11 shows that the levels of the magnetic ﬂux densities especially the axial ﬂux
density in the upper yoke are below the knee of CR1010 and may therefore be considered
as unsaturated.
By reducing the yoke thickness just to demonstrate the monitoring, it is observed in
Figure 2.12 that the yoke ﬂux density levels go beyond the knee point of CR1010
2.9.4 Contour plot comparison - with PM ﬁeld only
The analytical model generated contour plots and magnetic ﬁeld line plots are compared
with FEM in this section.
Figures 2.13 and 2.14 are compared and it is observed that the ﬁeld lines and the contour
plot obtained by the analytical model correlates fairly well with a slight overestimation
in the lower magnet poles which shows some ﬂux concentration on the inner edges of the
magnets.
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Figure 2.11: Axial and radial ﬂux density of the outer yoke (unsaturated case)
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Figure 2.12: Axial and radial ﬂux density of the outer yoke (saturated case)
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Figure 2.13: Contour plot obtained from FEM
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Figure 2.14: Field line plot and contour plot obtained from the analytical model
2.10 Summary and conclusion - with PM ﬁeld only
In this chapter, the analytical model for the PM as the only source of the magnetic
ﬁeld has been developed. The model has been compared to a FEM model under the
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same conditions and assumptions among which are the inﬁnite length of the machine.
The relative permeability of the yoke is considered to be a ﬁnite value allowing for the
monitoring of the saturation in the yokes. The model shows that it is capable of predicting
the magnetic ﬂux distribution in all the domains of the machine. The model developed
is capable of predicting the magnetic ﬂux density distribution in the class of radially
magnetised linear machines. The oscillations observed in Figure 2.6 as earlier explained
are caused by the unconditional behaviour of the matrix with increase to higher harmonics
especially with the employment of Bessel functions. The results displayed were obtained
for harmonics up to the 17th. The Bessel function being independent of each other results
in diﬃculty in conditioning the matrix to obtain coeﬃcients that can allow for higher
harmonics calculations. Gysen et al did experience the same challenges in [81].
The proposed consideration of the ﬁnite permeability of the yokes has been demon-
strated in Figures 2.11 where the model upper yoke is not saturated and within the linear
section of the B-H Curve as shown in Figure 2.8. This shows that the model is capable
of being utilised as saturation monitoring tool which is important in the optimisation
procedure especially in minimising the mass. Figure 2.12 demonstrates a saturated up-
per yoke in which the axial ﬂux densities are over 2 T. Compared to the B-H Curve, it
is observed that the axial ﬂux densities are above the knee point. Again the analytical
model correlates well with FEM to show the saturation level in the yoke. It should be
noted that, the model does not calculate saturation but because the yokes are given a
ﬁnite permeability, each yoke subdomain has an equation for the magnetic ﬂux density
through which the levels of ﬂux concentration can be monitored.
The magnetic ﬁeld line plots and contour plots are also compared and shows a fairly
good correlation. The analytical model can be adopted as a pre-optimisation design tool
to predict the magnetic ﬁeld distribution in the linear machine.
The low ﬂux densities obtained from the PMs in this machine is as expected because
by FEM
BPM ≈ Brem
2
(2.142)
where Brem is the remanent magnetisation of value 1.3T . This work diﬀers from that
of Wang et al [62] in that is considered double iron yokes which increases the number
of variables to be considered in the calculation because the domains become ﬁve instead
of three. Besides that Wang considers the iron yokes inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely
thick which is not the case in this work.
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Prediction of the armature ﬁeld ﬂux
density
3.1 Introduction
The main magnetic ﬁeld in the air-gap may be distorted by the ﬁeld generated from the
coil when a current passes through it and this phenomenon is called armature reaction
AR. The armature reaction for air-cored armature machines is relatively low [40; 82; 83],
however the importance of the armature reaction calculation for the purpose of machine
control design schemes, inductance levels and real time control is still very high. A
high armature reaction is detrimental to the force output of the machine. To solve the
Maxwell equations, separation of variable with Fourier Series techniques are employed.
This approach has also been adopted by many authors among which are [62; 84; 85; 86; 42;
81; 65; 66; 67; 49]. Among these authors, Wang et al [62] coils that are surface mounted
to a core where as Yan et al [49] considered the air-cored windings for the development of
the analytical models for the calculation of the armature reaction. The remaining authors
as cited above considered slotted coils in their analytical models. The armature reaction
analytical models have mostly focused on low permeability subdomains which is mostly
the winding subdomain and the air-gaps subdomain with assumptions that the yokes are
inﬁnitely permeable and thick.In the determination of the armature reaction, the iron
yokes are given a ﬁnite relative permeability as well as thickness so as to monitor the
saturation levels which has only been done for rotating machines [70; 71]. The proposed
approach for this linear machine has been demonstrated by Chembe et al in [87] for
diﬀerent machine dimension as compared to the dimensions adopted in this analysis. The
armature reaction is also key in determining the machine inductance. Figure 3.1 shows
the model employed in the armature reaction analysis with the PMs considered switched
oﬀ. The subdomains II ′ = hipm + g1 and IV ′ = hopm + g2.
3.2 Governing equations - armature ﬁeld ﬂux density
analysis (AR-analysis)
In order to calculate the armature reaction ﬁeld distribution, the inner permanent magnets
are replaced by air and added to the inner air-gap gi to form region II ′ = II+gi whereas
53
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the upper permanent magnets are also replaced by air and added to the outer air-gap go
to form region IV ′ = IV + go.
Figure 3.1: Armature reaction subdomain representation
The regions I ′, II ′ = II + gi, IV ′ and V ′ are solved using the Laplace equation
∇×∇× Aφi = 0 , (3.1)
where i represents regions I ′, II ′, IV ′ and V ′. However, the coil region in this case is
solved using the Poisson equation
∇×∇× Aφi = −µJ . (3.2)
as can be seen in the armature reaction domain presented on Figure 3.1.
3.2.1 Assumptions for the AR analysis
For the calculation of the magnetic ﬁeld distribution considering only the ﬁeld from the
coil current that is referred to as the armature reaction, the following assumptions have
to be taken into consideration.
1. The stator is assigned a ﬁnite permeability for the purpose of considering saturation
levels in the stator;
2. Permanent magnets are assumed with permeability of air;
3. Eddy-current eﬀects are not considered
4. The axial length of the machines is considered inﬁnite so as to eliminate end eﬀects.
Fringing can be incorporated by following [88].
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3.2.2 Representation of the Laplace and the Poisson equations
in cylindrical coordinate system
The Laplace equation then for the non-current density carrier domains is
∂2Aφi
∂z2
+
∂2Aφi
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφi
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφi = 0 (3.3)
where i represents the domains I ′, II ′, IV ′, V ′. The Poisson equation for the winding
region is
∂2AφIII′
∂z2
+
∂2AφIII′
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφIII′
∂r
− 1
r2
AφIII′ = −µ0Jz (3.4)
3.3 General solution to the Laplace equation - AR
analysis
The general solution to (3.4) is obtained in the same way as in Sec. 2.4.1 which is presented
below for the sake of convenience,
AARφ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2..
([EnI1(mr) + FnK1(mr)]cos(mz) + [GnI1(mr) +HnK1(mr)]sin(mz)) .
(3.5)
For the analysis of the armature reaction, Gn and Hn are taken as
Gn = 0
and
Hn = 0
.
It should be noted that I1 and K1 are Modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and second
kind of order 1 and are independent of each other. Therefore the solution to the Laplace
equation for the armature reaction is expressed as
AARφ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anI1(mnr) + bnK1(mnr)]cos(mnz) , (3.6)
where an = En and bn = Fn are coeﬃcients to be determined later.
3.4 General solution to the Poisson equation - AR
analysis
To obtain the general solution to 3.5, one has to ﬁrstly ﬁnd the expression for the current
density Jz by employing Fourier expansion method. Separation of variables is then applied
to solve the Poisson equation and determine the particular solution.
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3.4.1 Solution to the current density
Figure 3.2 is employed for the determination of the current density expression. In the
Figure, the coils with conductors moving out of the page are taken as positive current
densities and the coils entering into the page are taken as negative.
Figure 3.2: Domain representation for armature reaction ﬁeld distribution
The current density is expressed as a Fourier series
J(z) =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
Jn cos(m
AR
n z) . (3.7)
The period in this case is 2τwp, ω
AR
n =
npi
τwp
. From Figure 3.2, it is observed that
Jn =
1
τwp
∫ τwp
−τwp
f(z) cos
(
ωARn z
)
dz . (3.8a)
The equation can be also expressed as
Jn =
2
τwp
∫ τwp
0
f(z) cos
(
ωARn z
)
dz . (3.8b)
(3.8b) is then split into two integrals as
Jn =
2
τwp
[
J0
∫ τw
2
0
cos
(
ωARn z
)
dz − J0
∫ τwp
2τwp−τw
2
cos
(
ωARn z
)
dz
]
. (3.8c)
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After integration, (3.8c) is expressed as
Jn =
2J0
τwp
{
sin(ωARn z)
ωARn
∣∣∣∣ τw20 − sin(ωARn z)ωARn
∣∣∣∣τwp2τwp−τw
2
}
, (3.8d)
which when simpliﬁed is given by
Jn =
2J0
npi
{
sin
(
ωARn τw
2
)
+ sin
(
npi − ω
AR
n τwp
2
)}
. (3.8e)
Further simpliﬁcation can only be achieved by applying a trigonometric identity {sin(a−
b) = sin a cos b− sin b cos a} to (3.8e) to obtain
Jn =
2J0
npi
(1− (−1)n)) sin
(
npi
2
τw
τwp
)
, (3.9)
where it is known that (−1)n = cos(npi). This implies that only odd harmonics will be
summed up and therefore, Jn is taken as J2n−1 resulting into
J2n−1 =
4J0
(2n− 1)pi sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τw
τwp
)
. (3.10)
The expression for the current density J(z) is therefore equal to
J(z) =
4J0
pi
∞∑
n=1
1
(2n− 1) sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τw
τwp
)
cos(mARn z) , (3.11)
where
mARn = (2n− 1)
pi
τwp
. (3.12)
J0 is the input current density value; τw and τwp are the coil length and coil pole pitch
respectively. From (3.4), the right side the Poisson equation for the armature must be
equal to µoJ(z), that is
J(z) =
4J0µ0
pi
∞∑
n=1
1
(2n− 1) sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
τw
τwp
)
cos(mARn z) , (3.13)
3.4.2 Inserting the solution to the current density into the
Poisson equation
The general solution to the Poisson equation is the summation of the homogeneous solu-
tion and the particular solution S(r, z) as
AARφ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anI1(m
AR
n r) + bnK1(m
AR
n r)] cos(m
AR
n z) + S(r, z)
AR (3.14)
where
S(r, z) = R(r)Z(z) . (3.15)
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The Separation of Variables technique is applied to the cylindrical equation of the Poisson
equation which is given by
∂2AARφ
∂z2
+
∂2AARφ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AARφ
∂r
− 1
r2
AARφ = P
AR
n cos(m
AR
n z) , (3.16)
to determine the particular solution. In (3.16)
PARn =
−4J0µ0
(2n− 1)pi sin
(
(2n− 1)piτw
2τwp
)
. (3.17)
Applying separation of variables to (3.17), the particular solution S(r, z)AR is obtained
with the same procedure as in Sec. 2.4.2.2 and is given by
S(r, z)AR =
piL1(m
AR
n z)
2m2 ARn
PARn cos(m
AR
n z) , (3.18)
where L1 is a Modiﬁed Struve function [78; 49].The solution to the Poisson equation is
then expressed as
AARφ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI1(m
AR
n r) + bnK1(m
AR
n r) +
piL1(m
AR
n r)
2m2 ARn
PARn
]
cos(mARn z) . (3.19)
3.5 General solutions to the magnetic vector potential
for all the subdomains for the AR analysis
The magnetic vector potential AAR for each of the subdomains I ′, II ′, III ′, IV ′ and V ′
of Figure 3.1 are expressed as
AAR
φI′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
cos(mARn z), (3.20)
AAR
φII
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anII′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnII′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
cos(mARn z), (3.21)
AAR
φIII
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIII′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n r) + Sr
AR
1
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.22)
AAR
φIV
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIV ′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnIV ′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
cos(mARn z), (3.23)
AAR
φV
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anV ′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnV ′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
cos(mARn z). (3.24)
where
SrAR1 =
piL1(m
AR
n r)
2m2 ARn
PARn (3.25)
The expression for the inner and outer yokes are to serve as guidance in the monitoring
of the magnetic ﬂux levels in the yokes.
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3.6 General solution to the AR magnetic ﬂux density
The magnetic ﬂux density for the armature reaction ﬁelds are calculated from the curl of
the magnetic vector potential determined in (3.20) - (3.24). The steps to determine the
The curl of A have been demonstrated in Sec. 2.5 in (2.89), which is repeated below but
unnumbered,
B = ∇×A = Brer +Bzez = −1
r
∂rAφ
∂z
er +
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
ez
3.6.1 Radial magnetic ﬂux density general solutions for all
subdomains in AR analysis
The expression for the radial ﬂux densities per subdomain are obtained from the diﬀer-
entiation of (3.20) - (3.24) in accordance with (2.89)
BAR
rI
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anI′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
sin(mARn z) , (3.26)
BAR
rII
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anII′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnII′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
sin(mARn z) , (3.27)
BAR
rIII
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anIII′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n r) + Sr
AR
1
]
sin(mARn z) , (3.28)
BAR
rIV
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anIV ′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnIV ′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
sin(mARn z) , (3.29)
BAR
rV
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anV ′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnV ′K1(m
AR
n r)
]
sin(mARn z) . (3.30)
where SrAR1 is given by 3.25 on Sec. 3.5
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3.6.2 General solution for the axial magnetic ﬂux density in all
subdomains
The axial ﬂux densities per subdomain are also obtained from the diﬀerentiation of (3.20)
- (3.24) for the axial component through (2.89) and obtained as
BAR
zI
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anI′I0(m
AR
n r)− bnI′K0(mARn r)
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.31)
BAR
zII
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anII′I0(m
AR
n r)− bnII′K0(mARn r)
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.32)
BAR
zIII′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anIII′I0(m
AR
n r)− bnIII′K0(mARn r) + SrAR0
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.33)
BAR
zIV ′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anIV ′I0(m
AR
n r)− bnIV ′K0(mARn r)
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.34)
BAR
zV
′ (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mARn
[
anV ′I0(m
AR
n r)− bnV ′K0(mARn r)
]
cos(mARn z) , (3.35)
where I0 and K0 are modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst kind of orders zero and
SrAR0 =
piL0(m
AR
n r)
2m2 ARn
PARn (3.36)
3.7 Implementation of boundary conditions for the
AR analysis
An introduction to boundary conditions has been presented in Sec. 2.6 and therefore, the
approach in this section is to focus on the implementation of the boundary conditions for
the armature reaction analysis. In the subdomain method, boundary conditions at the
interfaces of the material leads to the calculation of the coeﬃcients. Dirichlet boundary
condition are applied at the inner bore radius of the machine as well as at the circumfer-
ential radius of the machine. Neumann boundary conditions are applied on the material
interfaces of the machine. The boundary conditions applied for the AR reaction model
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are provided by
AAR
φI′ |r=iRs = 0 (3.37)
BAR
rI′ |r=iRr = BARrII′ |r=iRr (3.38)
HAR
zI′ |r=iRr = HARzII′ |r=iRr (3.39)
BAR
rII
′ |r=iRcoil = BARrIII′ |r=iRcoil (3.40)
HAR
zII
′ |r=iRcoil = HARzIII′ |r=iRcoil (3.41)
BAR
rIII
′ |r=oRcoil = BARrIV ′ |r=oRcoil (3.42)
HAR
zIII
′ |r=oRcoil = HARzIV ′ |r=oRcoil (3.43)
BAR
rIV
′ |r=oRs = BARrV ′ |r=oRs (3.44)
HAR
zIV
′ |r=oRs = HARzV ′ |r=oRs (3.45)
AAR
φV
′ |r=Ro = 0 (3.46)
The magnetic ﬂux intensity H in the boundary conditions is solved through the relation
B = µH. It is known that µ = µrµ0, where µr is the relative permeability of the material
and µ0 = 4pi× 10−7 [H/m] or [Wb/(A ·m)] . In this case, the relative permeability of the
yoke material Cold Rolled Steel 1010 is taken as µCR1010r = 1000. Presented below are the
equations obtained from the boundary condition implementation
3.7.1 Internal bore radius boundary of subdomain I' - AR
analysis
At r = iRs, applying the boundary condition (3.37) (A
AR
φI
′ |r=iRs = 0) yields
anI′I1(m
AR
n iRs) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n iRs) = 0 . (3.47)
3.7.2 Boundary between subdomain I' and II' - AR analysis
At r = iRr, applying the boundary condition (3.38) (B
AR
rI′ |r=iRr = BARrII′ |r=iRr) yields
mARn
[
anI′I1(m
AR
n iRr) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n iRr)
]
=
mARn
[
anII′I1(m
AR
n iRr) + bnII′K1(m
AR
n iRr)
]
,
(3.48)
Boundary condition (3.39) (HAR
zI′ |r=iRr = HARzII′ |r=iRr) yields
mARn
[
anI′I0(m
AR
n iRr)− bnI′K0(mARn iRr)
]
=
µrI′m
AR
n
[
anII′I0(m
AR
n iRr)− bnII′K0(mARn iRr)
]
.
(3.49)
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3.7.3 Boundary between subdomain II' and III' - AR analysis
At iRcoil, boundary condition (3.40) (B
AR
rII
′ |r=iRcoil = BARrIII′ |r=iRcoil) yields
mARn
[
anII′I1(m
AR
n iRcoil) + bnII′K1(m
AR
n iRcoil)
]
=
mARn
[
anIII′I1(m
AR
n iRcoil) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n iRcoil) +
piL1(m
AR
n iRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn
]
,
(3.50)
and the boundary condition (3.41) (HAR
zII′ |r=iRcoil = HARzIII′ |r=iRcoil) gives
mARn
[
anII′I0(m
AR
n iRcoil)− bnII′K0(mARn iRcoil)
]
=
mARn
[
anIII′I0(m
AR
n iRcoil)− bnIII′K0(mARn iRcoil) +
piL0(m
AR
n iRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn
]
.
(3.51)
3.7.4 Boundary between subdomain III' and IV' - AR analysis
At oRcoil, boundary condition (3.42) (B
AR
rIII′ |r=oRcoil = BARrIV ′ |r=oRcoil) yields
mARn
[
anIII′I1(m
AR
n oRcoil) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n oRcoil) +
piL1(m
AR
n oRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn
]
=
mARn
[
anIV ′I1(m
AR
n oRcoil) + bnIV ′K1(m
AR
n oRcoil)
]
,
(3.52)
and the boundary condition (3.43) (HAR
zIII′ |r=oRcoil = HARzIV ′ |r=oRcoil) gives
mARn
[
anIII′I0(m
AR
n oRcoil)− bnIII′K0(mARn oRcoil) +
piL0(m
AR
n oRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn
]
=
mARn
[
anIV ′I0(m
AR
n oRcoil)− bnIV ′K0(mARn oRcoil)
]
.
(3.53)
3.7.5 Boundary between subdomain IV' and V' - AR analysis
At oRs, boundary condition (3.44) (B
AR
rIV ′ |r=oRs = BARrV ′ |r=oRs) yields
mARn
[
anIV ′I1(m
AR
n oRs) + bnIV ′K1(m
AR
n oRs)
]
=
mARn
[
anV ′I1(m
AR
n oRs) + bnV ′K1(m
AR
n oRs)
]
,
(3.54)
and boundary condition (3.45) ( HAR
zIV
′ |r=oRs = HARzV ′ |r=oRs) gives
µrVm
AR
n
[
anIV ′I0(m
AR
n oRs)− bnIV ′K0(mARn oRs)
]
=
mARn
[
anV ′I0(m
AR
n oRs)− bnV ′K0(mARn oRs)
]
.
(3.55)
3.7.6 Outer radius boundary of subdomain V' - AR analysis
At last, the boundary condition (3.46) (AAR
φV ′ |r=Ro = 0) yields
anV ′I1(m
AR
n Ro) + bnV ′K1(m
AR
n Ro) = 0 . (3.56)
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3.7.7 Solving the ten simultaneous equations - AR analysis
The equation developed after the implementation of boundary condition are further sim-
pliﬁed to separate the constant variables for the coeﬃcient linked variables. Thereafter,
the equations are solved simultaneously through the matrix method. (3.47) - (3.56) are
rearranged as
1. anI′I1(m
AR
n iRs) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n iRs) = 0 , (3.57)
2. mARn [anI′I1(m
AR
n iRr) + bnI′K1(m
AR
n iRr)− anII′I1(mARn iRr)
− bnII′K1(mARn iRr)] = 0 , (3.58)
3. mARn [anI′I0(m
AR
n iRr)− bnI′K0(mARn iRr)− µrI′anII′I0(mARn iRr)
+ µrI′ bnII′K0(m
AR
n iRr)] = 0 , (3.59)
4. mARn [anII′I1(m
AR
n iRcoil) + bnII′K1(m
AR
n iRcoil)− anIII′I1(mARn iRcoil)
− bnIII′K1(mARn iRcoil)] = mARn
piL1(m
AR
n iRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn , (3.60)
5. mARn [anII′I0(m
AR
n iRcoil)− bnII′K0(mARn iRcoil)− anIII′I0(mARn iRcoil)
+ bnIII′K0(m
AR
n iRcoil)] = m
AR
n
piL0(m
AR
n iRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn , (3.61)
6. mARn [anIII′I1(m
AR
n oRcoil) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n oRcoil)− anIV ′I1(mARn oRcoil)
− bnIV ′K1(mARn oRcoil)] = −mARn
piL1(m
AR
n oRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn , (3.62)
7. mARn [anIII′I0(m
AR
n oRcoil)− bnIII′K0(mARn oRcoil)− anIV ′I0(mARn oRcoil)
+ bnIV ′K0(m
AR
n oRcoil)] = −mARn
piL0(m
AR
n oRcoil)
2m2 ARn
PARn , (3.63)
8. mARn [anIV ′I1(m
AR
n oRs) + bnIV ′K1(m
AR
n oRs)− anV ′I1(mARn oRs)
− bnV ′K1(mARn oRs)] = 0 , (3.64)
9. mARn [µrV anIV ′I0(m
AR
n oRs)− µrV bnIV ′K0(mARn oRs)− anV ′I0(mARn oRs)
+ bnV ′K0(m
AR
n oRs)] = 0 , (3.65)
10. anV ′I1(m
AR
n Ro) + bnV ′K1(m
AR
n Ro) = 0 . (3.66)
The ten equation have been rearranged and the solution to the coeﬃcients are determined
through the matrix method as shown below
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
I1(M
a′) −K1(Ma′) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ib(M b
′
) Kb
′
(M b
′
) −Ib′(M b′) −Kb′(M b′) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ia
′
(M b
′
) −Ka′(M b′) −µrI′Ia′(M b′) µrI′Ka′(M b′) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ib
′
(M c
′
) Kb
′
(M c
′
) −Ib′(M c′) −Kb′(M c′) 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ia
′
(M c
′
) −Ka′(M c′) −Ia′(M c′) Ka′(M c′) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ib
′
(Md
′
) Kb
′
(Md
′
) −Ib′(Md′) −Kb′(Md′) 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ia
′
(Md
′
) −Ka′(Md′) −Ia′(Md′) Ka′(Md′) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ib
′
(M e
′
) Kb
′
(M e
′
) −Ib′(M e′) −Kb′(M e′)
0 0 0 0 0 0 µrV ′I
a′(M e
′
) −µrV ′Ka′(M e′) −Ia′(M e′) Ka′(M e′)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I1(M
f ′) +K1(M
f ′)

·

anI′
bnI′
anII′
bnII′
anIII′
bnIII′
anIV ′
bnIV ′
anV ′
bnV ′

=

0
0
0
mARn
piL1(Mc
′
)
2m2 ARn
PARn
mARn
piL0(Mc
′
)
2m2 ARn
PARn
−mARn piL1(M
d′ )
2m2 ARn
PARn
−mARn piL0(M
d′ )
2m2 ARn
PARn
0
0
0

(3.67)
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where Ma
′
= mARn iRs, M
b′ = mARn iRr, M
c′ = mARn iRcoil, M
d′ = mARn oRcoil, M
e′ =
mARn oRs ,M
f ′ = mARn Ro ; I
a′ = mARn I0 , I
b′ = mARn I1, K
a′ = mARn K0, and K
b′ = mARn K1.
Again, the matrix has been assigned the above symbols for the sake of illustration. It
should be noted that the ﬁrst and last row in the matrix has been left with the actual
Bessel functions.
3.8 AR Final solutions to the magnetic vector
potential and the magnetic ﬂux densities
3.8.1 Solutions to the magnetic vector potential - AR analysis
Establishment of the coeﬃcients from the matrix (3.67) provides for the ﬁnal determi-
nation of the magnetic vector potential equations given in Section 3.5 in (3.20) - (3.24).
Therefore, inserting the coeﬃcients into (3.20) - (3.24) gives the ﬁnal solution to the
magnetic vector potential.
3.8.2 Solutions to the radial magnetic ﬂux densities
The ﬁnal solution to the radial magnetic ﬂux densities in the armature reaction analysis
are obtained by inserting the determined solutions of the coeﬃcients from (3.67) into
Section 3.6.1 (3.26) - (3.30).
3.8.3 Solutions to the axial ﬂux densities
The ﬁnal solutions to the axial ﬂux densities are determined by inserting the determined
solutions to the coeﬃcients from (3.67) into Section 3.6.2 (3.31) - (3.35)
3.8.4 The total magnetic ﬂux density for the armature reaction
The total magnetic ﬂux densities for the armature reaction BART are obtained by the
algebraic sum of the radial magnetic ﬂux densities and the axial magnetic ﬂux densities
for each of the subdomains of Figure 3.1 of the linear machine as
BART (r, z) =
√
B2 ARr (r, z) +B
2 AR
z (r, z) (3.68)
The contour plots can be plotted from (3.68) and will be demonstrated in the validation
section below.
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3.9 Inductance calculation
Determination of the inductance of a linear oscillatory machine with radial magnetisation
can be achieved by either calculating it from the ﬂux linkage due to the machines own
armature reaction ﬁeld as in
L =
λ
i
(3.69)
where L, λ and i are the inductance, ﬂux linkage due to armature reaction and current
through the coil, respectively,
or calculating it from the stored magnetic energy
L =
2W
i2
(3.70)
where W is the stored energy. The stored energy W has to be the summation of the
stored energies in each considered subdomain e.g W = WII + WIII + WIV . Since the
magnetic vector potential and magnetic ﬁelds in the coil subdomain have been determined
in the previous section, inductance is calculated by employing (3.69). This implies that
the ﬂux linkage calculations due to the armature reaction ﬁeld precedes the inductance
calculations. It should be considered that since the machine under analysis is a single-
phase machine, only the self-inductance is determined [62].
3.9.1 Flux linkage due to the armature reaction
The ﬂux linkage due to machines armature reaction is obtained by
ψAR =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
φar (3.71)
where
φar =
4piNpNtKdpn
mn(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r
[
anIII′I1(m
AR
n r) + bnIII′K1(m
AR
n r) + Sr
AR
1
]
dr .
(3.72)
In (3.72), Np, Nt are the number of number of pole pairs and number of series turns per
phase per pole respectively. Nt =
Nwp
2Np
where Nwp is the number of series turns per phase.
SrAR1 and Kdpn in (3.72) are given as in (3.25)
SrAR1 =
piL1(m
AR
n r)
2m2 ARn
PARn ,
Kdpn = sin(mnτw/2)/(mnτw/2) sin(mnτwp/2) , (3.73)
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3.9.2 Self-inductance calculation
With the phase winding ﬂux linkage due to its own armature obtained in 3.9.1, the self-
inductance of the winding is determined by
Lsi =
ψAR
J0τw(oRcoil − iRcoil)/Nt (3.74)
3.10 Comparison of the armature reaction model with
ﬁnite element method (FEM)
For the validation of the armature reaction model, the dimensions presented in 2.1 are
employed for both the analytical model and FEM. A commercial FEM package called
MagNet by infolytica inc. is utilised to compare the ﬁeld distribution due to the armature
reaction with the analytical model. In the FEM model, as explained in the previous
chapter, periodic boundaries at the axial edges of the machine are adopted to ensure the
model suits the assumption that the machine is inﬁnitely long along the axial edges. As
shown in the Figure 3.1, the machine has three coil poles with one split in half and placed
near the axial edges of the machine. This implies that, whatever number of turns the full
coils are assigned, half that number is assigned to the split coil poles. The machine is
calculated at a current density of 5 A/mm2 and a ﬁll factor of 0.55. In Figures 3.3 and 3.4,
the radii; Rag1 = iRs+hics+(hipm+g1)/2, rn = iRs+hics+hipm+g1+hcoil/2 and Rag2 =
iRs + hics + hipm + g1 + hcoil + (g2 + hopm)/2.
3.10.1 AR - Radial ﬂux density distribution
The radial ﬂux densities in the subdomains II ′, III ′ and IV ′ as compared to FEM are
presented in Figure 3.3.
The analytical model in comparison to the FEM model matches well as can be seen in
Figure 3.3. Since the machine is assumed inﬁnitely long on the axial edges, there is no
need to move the coil within the machine to show how the coil movements might inﬂuence
the ﬂux concentration in the yokes.
3.10.2 AR - Axial ﬂux density distribution
The axial ﬂux densities in the subdomains II ′, III ′ and IV ′ are compared between the
FEM package and the analytical model. The results obtained are presented in Figure 3.4.
From Figure 3.4, it can be seen that there is good correlation between the results of
FEM and those of the analytical model. It should be noted that the plots are obtained
at the center line of each II ′, III ′ and IV ′ subdomains
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Figure 3.3: Radial ﬂux density distribution due to AR
3.10.3 AR - Contour plot comparison
In this section, a comparison between the contour plots generated by FEM and the contour
plots as well as the ﬁeld line plots generated by the analytical model is undertaken. For
better illustration the plots generated from the analytical model are separated so as to
provide a better understanding and comparison.
From Figure 3.5 and 3.6, it can be seen that the analytical model predicts the ﬁeld
behaviour very well and correlates well with the results obtained from FEM.
3.11 Summary and conclusion for the AR analysis
The Armature reaction results presented on in the validation section indicates that the
model has been developed accordingly and correlates well with the results obtained from
FEM. A current density of 5A/mm2 was adopted with a ﬁll factor of 0.55. The simulation,
just as for the PM analysis, had periodic boundaries at the edges of the axial edges of
the machine according to the assumptions considered. The axial and radial ﬂux densities
for the armature reaction are low because the coils are air-cored which also allows the
machines to have lower inductance. This is expected for these types of machines as can
be seen in [86; 40]. The radial and axial ﬂux densities compare well with FEM just as the
contour plots in Figure 3.5 and 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: Radial ﬂux density distribution due to AR
Figure 3.5: Contour plot obtained from FEM
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Figure 3.6: Field line plot and contour plot obtained from the analytical model
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Chapter 4
Prediction of Force and EMF
4.1 Introduction
In the same way as for rotary permanent magnet machines, linear oscillatory machines
are guided by Faraday's laws and Ampere's laws in the development of electromagnetic
forces. This implies that electromotive force has to come from either a current source
or a permanent magnet source. In the magnetic ﬁelds, force can be classiﬁed as electro-
magnetic and electrodynamic. Electromagnetic forces occur mostly due to ﬁeld alignment
or attraction. For this reason electromagnetic forces focuses on minimising the magnetic
stored energy. Therefore if the magnetic stored energy or the co-energy is determined, it
is possible to determine the electromagnetic force which can be obtained from
Fem = −∂Wm
∂x
(λ, x) =
1
2
i2
∂L
∂x
N (4.1)
where the ﬂux linkage λ and the displacement x are taken as independent variables.
Wm, Fem, L and i are the magnetic stored energy, the developed force, the inductance and
the current. In a case where the co-energy is considered, the force is obtained from
Fem =
∂W
′
m
∂x
(i, x) =
1
2
L2
∂L
∂x
N (4.2)
whereW
′
m is the co-energy. The derivative of the magnetic stored energy or the co-energy
can therefore be employed to determine the required force. The accuracy of the co-energy
method is however low because of the adoption of ﬁnite diﬀerence approximations [34].
The second method for the determination of the force is the Maxwell Stress Tensor
(MST) method. This method involves obtaining the stress at the surfaces of the per-
manent magnet array at the boundary between the permanent magnets and the air-gap
region and summing them up. In short the MST can be described as a method involving
calculation of the surface integral over a subdomain. The MST method has been consid-
ered an accurate method especially with iron-cored coil topologies that do also experience
cogging forces due to slotted coils [81; 65; 89]. The MST can be expressed as
F =
1
2µ0
∮
s
B2nnˆds , (4.3)
where Bn is the normal component of B to the surface [75].
The MST was adopted in the calculation of the cogging torque for a surface permanent
magnet motor by Zarko et al in [61]. The MST has also been utilised by Krop et al for
71
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the formulation of the forces on a surface mounted permanent magnet linear synchronous
motor with slotted armature coils. He further explains that the Lorentz force method
could not be adopted for his slotted structure because it does not consider the magnetisa-
tion of the steel teeth [60]. Amara et al adopts the MST to determine the force for surface
mounted permanent magnet tubular linear machine for the same reason as Krop et al.
Most recent work by Ouagued et al, the cogging forces for a linear permanent magnet
machine is calculated by employing the MST method [64]. Gysen et al determines the
force in the analysis of a tubular permanent-magnet actuator with a slotted armature by
adopting the MST [81].
It is therefore observed that for the sake of considering the magnetisation of the steel
teeth in slotted translators or stators of permanent-magnet machines, the Maxwell Stress
Tensor method, which is capable of taking steel teeth into consideration, is suitable. The
method has been adopted for calculation of forces, cogging forces and cogging torques by a
number of authors among others [58; 90; 91; 92; 93]. The selection of the line of integration
and the model descretisation are the most critical for the Maxwell Stress Tensor method
to be accurate [94].
In the third method, which has been adopted in this work, electrodynamic forces are
achieved by the interactions between a current carrying conductor and the magnetic ﬁeld,
in which case its called the Ampere's force
Fem = lacI ×B N , (4.4)
where lac is the conductor length, B is the magnetic ﬂux density and I is the current.
Similarly, the Lorentz Force Method can be employed to determine the force developed
due to the current density and the magnetic ﬂux density interactions and can be expressed
as,
Fem = J×B N/m2 , (4.5)
or in the integral format as,
F =
∫
v
(J×B)dv , (4.6)
where J is the current density, A/m2. In a region consisting of the current density J and
the magnetic ﬂux density B, a force F per volume is obtained. The volume integral of the
Lorentz force is therefore the calculation of the total magnetic force on an object. Once
the magnetic ﬂux densities are accurately determined in the machines air-gap, the Lorentz
force method can be applied to accurately calculate the force density. The Lorentz force
method is very accurate and suitable for air-cored machines and not iron cored as the
cogging forces aﬀect the accuracy of the determination of the force.
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Kim et al adopts the Lorentz force method to determine the thrust force for a lin-
ear brushless DC motor [95]. In a similar procedure, Li et al in [96] calculates for the
thrust force by employing the Lorentz force for an air-cored ﬂat double-sided PM linear
synchronous machine. In [62; 88], Wang et al employs the Lorentz force method to de-
termine the force of the radially magnetised linear tubular machine. Tsai and Chiang in
[72] employs the Lorentz method to determine the force of an actuator. the Lorentz force
method application can also be found in [71; 75].
The Lorentz method is suitable for electrical machines with air-cored coils. The Lorentz
force method is therefore adopted for the calculation of thrust force and total force for
this work and is demonstrated later.
When operating the linear oscillatory machine at no-load, the magnetic ﬂux linkage
across the coils calculated is a result of the ﬁeld produced by the permanent magnets
only. From Faraday's magnetic induction, the induced voltage can be determined from
the obtained ﬂux linkage by
vλ =
dλ
dt
, (4.7)
where vλ is the induced voltage. From Figure ??, at no-load, the induced voltage vλ is
equal to the electromotive force voltage (emf) of the machine. The resultant magnetic
ﬂux linkage can be obtained by the algebraic summation of the ﬂux linkage obtained from
the permanent magnet ﬁeld and the armature reaction ﬁeld in the III subdomain for
the permanent magnet analysis as obtained in Chapter 2 and III ′ subdomain for the
armature reaction calculations illustrated in Chapter 3.
The analytical formulation of the magnetic ﬂux linkage and the electromotive force is
presented in the sections to below.
4.2 Force Prediction formulations
4.2.1 Assumptions for the formulation of global quantities
The following assumptions are taken for the formulation of the force and the EMF.
1. The stator cores are assumed to have a relative permeability of µr = 1000 which
incorporates the yokes in the calculations and provides means to monitor saturation
within the yokes,
2. The eﬀects of the eddy currents are neglected.
3. The axial length of the machine is assumed inﬁnitely long and periodic in the z-
direction,
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4.2.2 Thrust Force predictions
For the sake of convenience, the magnetic vector potential and the magnetic ﬂux density
expressions obtained from the inﬂuence of the permanent magnet ﬁeld only (Chapter 2)
for the air-gap region are again rewritten from Sections; 2.4.3, 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 as
The magnetic vector potential for the open circuit ﬁeld
AφIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIIII1(mnr) + bnIIIK1(mnr)] sin(mnz) (2.85) .
The radial magnetic ﬂux density for the open circuit ﬁeld
BrIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
−mn [anIIII1(mnr) + bnIIIK1(mnr)] cos(mnz) (2.95) .
The axial magnetic ﬂux density for the open circuit ﬁeld
BzIII (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mn [anIIII0(mnr)− bnIIIK0(mnr)] sin(mnz) (2.100) ,
where
mn = (2n− 1) pi
τp
(2.61) .
In addition to the equations again for convenience is Figure 4.1 in which the coil displace-
ment zd is clearly seen. It should also be noted that iRcoil = iRm+g1 and oRcoil = oRm−g2
from the same ﬁgure. Other machine parameters are also illustrated to give a quick grasp
to the mathematical formulations for the forces and the electromotive force.
Thrust force is the force along the direction of the oscillatory linear motion. Accordingly,
the coil experiences a force caused by the PM ﬁeld and the winding current when a coil
carries a current density J . By employing the Lorentz force method, the formulation for
the thrust force is given by
Fw = −
∫ z+ τw
2
z− τw
2
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
2pirJBrIII (r, z)drdz (4.8)
where BrIII is the radial magnetic ﬂux density in the air-gap considering only the ﬁeld
from the permanent magnets. The boundaries of a winding coil area are considered to be
ri = iRcoil, ro = oRcoil , zl1 = z − τw/2 and zl2 = z + τw/2 . (4.8) can be expressed as
Fw =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
Fn cos(mnz) , (4.9)
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Figure 4.1: Linear machine to illustrate displacement of the coil
where
Fn = 2piτwJKdn
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnr)
+ bnIIIK1(mnr)]dr .
(4.10)
In (4.10), τw is the winding axial length and Kdn is the (2n − 1)th harmonic winding
distribution factor, which is given by
Kdn =
sin mnτw
2
mnτw
2
. (4.11)
4.2.3 Total force
Taking into consideration a number of series connected coils in a phase winding with each
coil having a winding pitch τwp, the total force on a phase winding with a current i is
predicted by
Fwp =
[ ∞∑
n=1,2,..
Ktn sin
(
mnz − mnτwp
2
)]
i (4.12)
where
Ktn =
2piKdpnNwp
(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnr)
+ bnIIIK1(mnr)]dr .
(4.13)
Ktn being the torque constant of the (2n − 1)th harmonic. Kdpn = KpnKdn is called the
winding factor; Nwp is the number of series turns per phase. Kpn, the winding pitch factor
is given by
Kpn = sin(
mnτwp
2
) (4.14)
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4.3 Flux linkage and EMF calculations
The linear machine presented having a moving coil entails that there are two radii pa-
rameters that are key to determining the ﬂux linkage of the armature coil. The radii are
boundaries of the coil region with iRcoil being the inner armature winding radius and
oRcoil being the outer radius of the armature windings respectively. z1 = z − τw2 and
z2 = z+
τw
2
the diﬀerence of which is the width of the coil. Therefore, the area of the coil
is τw(oRcoil − iRcoil). The coil ﬂux linkage for a single coil due to the ﬂux linkage from
the permanent magnet ﬁeld is then obtained from
ψw =
Nw
τw(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ z+ τw
2
z− τw
2
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
2pi
× AφIII (r, z)drdz .
(4.15)
Which can also be expressed as
ψw =
∞∑
n=1,2,...
φn sin(mnz) , (4.16)
where φn represents
φn =
2piτwKdn
mn
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnr)
+ bnIIIK1(mnr)]dr .
(4.17)
Taking the time derivative of the ﬂux linkage ψw results into the determination of the
induced electromotive force per phase
ew = −dψw
dt
= −vdψw
dz
=
[
−
∞∑
n=1,2,..
Ken sin
(
mnz − mnτwp
2
)]
v
(4.18)
where v is the translator linear velocity.
Ken = − 2piKdpnNw
(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnr)
+ bnIIIK1(mnr)]dr
(4.19)
is the (2n− 1)th harmonic back-emf constant. The winding factor Kdpn is the product of
two factors namely the distribution factor, Kdn = sin(mnτw/2)/(mnτw/2) and the winding
pitch factor, Kpn = sin(mnτwp/2). Therefore Kdpn = KpnKdn.
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Figure 4.2: Flux linkage with armature position
4.4 Validation of the analytically derived global
quantities by FEM
4.4.1 Flux linkage and EMF comparison between FEM and
analytical
Flux linkage results are presented below. The ideal ﬂux linkage plot against armature
displacement position is a straight line. The actual ﬂux linkage against the armature
position and compared to FEM appears as shown in Figure 4.2.
In non-ideal terms, ﬂux linkage cannot be obtained as a straight line. Therefore, the
Figure 4.2 shows a non-ideal form of a ﬂux linkage. From Figure 4.2, it can also be
observed that the ﬂux linkage is lowest when the permanent magnet poles are in vertical
line with the coils (zd = 0 mm).
The EMF is obtained by taking the derivative of the ﬂux linkage with time as can
be seen in Figure 4.3. The EMF is analytically obtained through taking employing the
splines on the ﬂux linkage and taking the derivative to obtain the electromotive force.
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Figure 4.3: Induced voltage obtained against time
4.4.2 Thrust force comparison between FEM and analytical
The analytically determined thrust force is compared with FEM can be seen in Figure
4.4. The maximum thrust force is obtained when the coil aligns with its pair of PMs.
Again, good correlation is obtained between FEM and the analytical model.
4.5 Summary and conclusion
The analytical formulations for the global quantities have been developed. A limited
number of harmonics upto the 17th harmonics of the (2n − 1)th harmonic for obtaining
the magnetic ﬂux densities of the open-circuit ﬁeld and the armature reaction circuit. The
as higher harmonics are attempted the coeﬃcient matrix becomes ill conditioned resulting
into some coeﬃcients becoming too large and too small which becomes computationally
diﬃcult. Per subdomain however, higher harmonics could be reached especially in the
air-gap subdomains (28th harmonic could be obtained) for both the open circuit and the
armature reaction. The accuracy of the global quantities were not much aﬀected by the
number of harmonics as observed in the results of the thrust force (Figure 4.4) and those
obtained for the no load ﬂux linkage (Figure 4.2) which are in good agreement with the
results obtained from FEM.
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Figure 4.4: Thrust force with displacement
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Chapter 5
Discrete PM series analytical model
5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, an analytical model is developed to approximate the behaviour of a ﬁnite
length tubular permanent magnet longitudinal ﬂux oscillating machine. The consideration
of the machine in its actual geometry as a ﬁnite length machine implies that the machine,
like any other linear machine, will have some end eﬀects at the axial edges of the linear
machine. In rotary machines, end eﬀects are not present because the coil ﬂux is linked in
a closed loop with other coils. In linear machines however, the ﬂux from the permanent
magnets placed at the axial edges of the machine, is not fully linked to the next permanent
magnet. Some magnetic ﬂux from the permanent magnets takes a path through the air
and back into the machine yoke (fringing ﬂux), while some ﬂux leaks out of the machine.
These eﬀects are designated as longitudinal end eﬀects and are caused by a ﬁnite length
structure. Transverse end eﬀects may also occur but for a transverse ﬂux topology. In
this case, the topology under study is a longitudinal ﬂux machine.
Selcuk and Kurum [97] distinguishes longitudinal end eﬀects into static and dynamic.
Static eﬀects are diﬀerences in ﬂux distribution because of the ﬁnite length of the ma-
chine geometry; also end eﬀects caused by the ﬁnite geometry due to induced currents in
the translator. Dynamic longitudinal end eﬀects are eﬀects caused by the movement of
the translator. When the translator is longer than the permanent magnet structure, its
translational movements cause it to move beyond the machines length, thereby creating
fringing ﬂux. In a similar paper, Cupertino et al in [? ] and Vermaak [98] looked at the
importance of understanding the end eﬀects and their inﬂuence on machine performance.
The main diﬀerence between the analytically obtained results for the assumption where
axial edges of the machine are considered inﬁnitely long, illustrated in Chapters 2, 3 and
4, and the inﬁnitely long but with discrete permanent magnet arrangement is that end
eﬀects can be demonstrated to some extent. With the model developed in Chapter 2, the
amplitude of the ﬂux density distribution remains constant even at the axial edges of the
machine, while for an inﬁnitely long machine with discrete PM arrangements, most of the
end eﬀects can be demonstrated.
A fully ﬁnite length analytical model employing the subdomain method has not been
presented in any literature analysed so far. Approximate approaches have been consid-
ered as observed in [88], where Wang et al considered a ﬁnite armature length which is
80
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replicated at τl distance apart, while the PM and yoke structures are maintained to be in-
ﬁnitely long. With a similar concept, Wang et al in [63; 54] takes the single sided Halbach
permanent magnet array with a ﬁnite length, but replicated inﬁnitely with τl between the
Halbach arrays. The iron yokes were assumed inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely long.
Wang et al in both papers [88; 54] argues that by taking either the armature or the PM
array as discrete ﬁnite geometries replicated inﬁnitely, analytical formulations could illus-
trate the end eﬀects such as fringing end eﬀects on the variation of ﬂux distribution at
the axial edges of the machine.
Chen et al [42] also adopts the method employed by Wang et al by assuming the moving
permanent magnet array to be replicated inﬁnitely and in so doing a Fourier expansion
method is possible to solve for the Maxwell equations. The iron yokes are taken as
inﬁnitely long and permeable.
5.2 Challenges to obtain a ﬁnite machine length
analytical model and alternative approach
A ﬁnite length machine is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The analytical solution developed in
the previous chapters considered the machine edges as inﬁnitely long and hence could be
truncated at any point without any distortions to the magnetic ﬂux densities peak values.
In this chapter, the full permanent magnets are considered as it is deemed more practical
to construct.
The ﬁnite length machine experiences end eﬀects at the axial edges of the machine
which have been illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Illustration of a ﬁnite length machine with end eﬀects
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Determining the magnetic ﬂux density distribution for a ﬁnite length machine by em-
ploying the subdomain method (Fourier expansion and separation of variables technique)
is very involving according to the many attempts that were conducted. The complexity
is mainly because of the many additional boundary conditions introduced on the axial
edges of the linear machine. The magnetic ﬂux behaviour at the machine axial ends is
such that some ﬂux fringes and some ﬂux leaks out from both the PMs and the yokes of
the machine. It should be noted that some ﬂux does not cross the axial boundary of the
iron yoke.
In the quest to ﬁnding the solution to the ﬁnite length machine model and also by
observing the behaviour of the ﬂux at the axial edges of the machine, an attempt was made
to employ asymptotic boundary conditions at all axial edges of the machine. Asymptotic
boundary conditions are simply a mixture of boundary conditions, that is a combination
of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (the ﬁeld lines are tangential to the boundary line/
ﬁeld lines do not cross the boundary line) and the Neumann boundary condition (Flux
lines cross the boundary line in a certain known pattern).
∂A(z)
∂n
+ h(z)A(z) = w(z) (5.1)
where h(z) and w(z) are explicit known functions on a boundary. The asymptotic bound-
ary condition is mainly employed in ﬁnite element methods in creating open boundaries
as explained by Bargallo [80, Page 20 - 29]. Implementing the asymptotic boundary con-
ditions in a fully analytical approach results into a complex of equations with which the
determination of coeﬃcients, because of an ill-conditioned matrix, does not lead to the
required coeﬃcients. As the advantage of the analytical model is being faster than FEM,
with the asymptotic boundary approach, getting top the solutions becomes computation-
ally expensive and impractical.
Yet another attempt was made where an inﬁnite series of linear machines are placed τl
apart as shown on Figure 5.2. In this case the magnetisation vector can easily be obtained
through the Fourier expansion. However, boundary conditions still have to be applied on
the axial edges of the machine yokes.
In Figure 5.2, the distance τl must be much larger than τp and at the same time a
multiple of τp to ensure that τlp is also a multiple of τp.
Wang et al [53, Part I] calculated fringing eﬀects on a tubular PM linear machine. In
their work, Wang et al takes the radial ﬂux density to be zero at the axial boundary
of the iron yokes of the armature which is replicated with a distance of τl in between.
The iron yokes are assumed inﬁnitely permeable and inﬁnitely thick. However, there is
an equation developed for the air-gap between the iron yokes. It is not clear how Wang
et al developed the expression for the armature iron yoke subdomain and also how the
coeﬃcients were determined.
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Figure 5.2: Discrete linear machines in inﬁnite series
In the attempt made for this work, it was discovered that the calculations still needed
to involve the similar boundary conditions to the asymptotic conditions which again leads
to ill conditioned coeﬃcient solution matrices. Wang et al could easily ﬁnd the solution
to the coeﬃcients in the gap between the armatures because the permanent magnets and
the yoke was assumed inﬁnitely long and provided the ﬂux density between the discrete
armatures. This is not the case while observing Figure 5.2.
These challenges led to an alternative approach to analytically predict the magnetic
ﬂux density distribution of a ﬁnite length machine by taking the yoke as inﬁnitely long
and having discrete PM arrays which depict the arrangement of the PMs in the ﬁnite
length machine. The iron yokes are considered with ﬁnite permeability.
5.3 Alternative analytical model approximating the
magnetic ﬂux density distribution of a ﬁnite
length machine
The alternative approach involves taking the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long but with ﬁnite
permeability while considering the permanent magnets as an inﬁnite series of discrete
arrays. Figure 5.3 illustrates the diagram for the alternative approach to developing the
analytical model that approximates the magnetic ﬂux density distribution similar to the
ﬁnite length machine. The determination of the magnetisation vector does not diﬀer
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from the assumption taken in the previous model from Figure 5.2. The Fourier series for
the magnetisation vector, which is determined later in this chapter, provides an accurate
behaviour of the ﬁeld from the PMs as long as the distance between the discrete PMs (τl)
is much larger than the pole pitch τp.
Figure 5.3: An axisymmetrical structure of the LOG with inﬁnitely long iron yokes and
with ﬁnite permeability (series PM-array). Below the machine is the magnetisation vector
for radial magnetisation
5.3.1 Assumptions
For the calculation of the magnetic ﬁeld due to the permanent magnet ﬁeld, the following
assumptions are taken into consideration.
1. Discrete series of the permanent magnet arrays, which are separated by τl, are
arranged in an inﬁnitely long series while the iron yokes are inﬁnitely long,
2. The iron yokes are considered to have ﬁnite permeability so that saturation levels
can be monitored,
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5.3.2 General solution to the Laplace Equation (PM
-ﬁnite-length)
In cylindrical coordinates, the Laplace is represented by
∂2Aφi
∂z2
+
∂2Aφi
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφi
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφi = 0 , (5.2)
with i representing the subdomains which have no ﬁeld sources. For the ﬁnite length
of the machine, the solution obtained for the Laplace equation in the previous model is
adopted
Aφf (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,2..
([EnI1(mr) + FnK1(mr)]cos(mz) + [GnI1(mr) +HnK1(mr)]sin(mz)) .
(5.3)
For the analysis of the ﬁnite length model,
Gn = 0
and
Hn = 0
where I1 and K1 are Modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and second kind of order 1
which are are independent of each other. The Laplace equation is therefore expressed as
Aφf (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anI1(mnr) + bnK1(mnr)]cos(mnz) , (5.4)
where an = En and bn = Fn are coeﬃcients which are solved later.
5.3.3 General solution to the Poisson equation (PM -
ﬁnite-length)
In cylindrical coordinates, the Poisson appears as
∂2Aφs
∂z2
+
∂2Aφs
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφs
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφs = −µ0∇×M (5.5)
where s represents the subdomains which have magnetic ﬁeld sources present The solution
to the Poisson equation is only obtainable after the solution to the magnetisation vector
has been determined and for the discrete ﬁnite length of the machine, a diﬀerent approach
is taken as illustrated in the next section.
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5.3.3.1 Solution to the magnetisation vector (ﬁnite length)
The magnetisation vectorM formulation is determined with consideration of the arrange-
ment of the PMs arrays and also the period taken τlp. For this reason, the magnetisation
vector formulation has to be formulated speciﬁcally for the topology being analysed. Any
change in the PM pertain which may change the period τlp, leads to a new formulation
for the magnetisation vector.
From Figure 5.3, it can be seen that
τlp = 3τm + 2lms + τl , (5.6)
where τl is the separation distance between the discrete PM arrays. The separation
distance has to be in multiples of the pole pitch τp to obtain solutions that are consistent
and it must be much larger than the pole pitch τp.
With radial permanent magnets, the magnetisation vector is determined from
M = Mrer (5.7)
Employing the Fourier expansion and again with reference to Figure 5.3,
Mr =
a0
2
+
∞∑
1,2,..
arn cos(mnf z) , (5.8)
Since in this case the period is τlp, then mnf = 2npi/τlp. Hence,
arn =
1
τlp
∫ τlp
−τlp
f(z) cos(mnf z)dz , (5.9a)
which is doubled when taken from 0 to τlp as
arn =
2
τlp
∫ τlp
0
f(z) cos(mnf z)dz . (5.9b)
Expanding the integral leads to
arn =
2Brem
µ0τlp
[ ∫ τm
2
0
cos(mnf z)dz −
∫ τp+ τm2
τm
2
+lms
cos(mnf z)dz−∫ τlp−( τm2 +lms)
L
2
+τl
cos(mnf z)dz +
∫ τlp
τlp− τm2
cos(mnf z)dz
]
,
(5.9c)
where L = 3τm
2
+ lms. Solving the integrals gives
arn =
Brem
µ0npi
[
sin
(mnf τm
2
)
− {sin
[
mnf
(
τm + 2τp
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
τm + 2lms
2
)]
}
− {sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − 2lms − τm
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
2τl + L
2
)]
}
+ {sin (mnf τlp)− sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − τm
2
)]
}
] (5.9d)
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The expression on the right side of the equal-sign of the Poisson equation is µ0∇ ×M
from which it is known that the curl on the magnetisation vector is
∇×M = ∂Mr
∂z
eφ (5.10)
Taking the partial derivative of the magnetisation vector and multiplying the obtained
solution by µ0 gives the complete solution to the right hand side of the Poisson equation
to be
µ0∇×M = Pnf sin(mnf z) (5.11)
where
Pnf =
2Brem
τlp
[
sin
(mnf τm
2
)
− {sin
[
mnf
(
τm + 2τp
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
τm + 2lms
2
)]
}
− {sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − 2lms − τm
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
2τl + L
2
)]
}
+ {sin (mnf τlp)− sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − τm
2
)]
}
]
.
(5.12)
5.3.3.2 General solution to the Poisson equation incorporating the
magnetisation vector
Replacing the obtained solution to the magnetisation vector, then the Poisson equation
after mathematical manipulations similarly to Section 2.4.2.2 is obtained as
Aφf (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI1(mnf r) + bnK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z) . (5.13)
5.3.4 General solutions to the magnetic vector potential for all
the subdomains (PM ﬁeld only)
The magnetic vector potential for all the subdomains are expressed as
AφIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) , (5.14)
AφIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z) , (5.15)
AφIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) , (5.16)
AφIV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIV I1(mnf r) + bnIVK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z) , (5.17)
AφV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anV I1(mnf r) + bnVK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) . (5.18)
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where the subscripts I, ..., V represent the subdomains of the machine considering only
the inﬂuence of the PM ﬁelds.
5.3.5 General solution to the magnetic ﬂux density
The curl of the magnetic vector potential B = ∇×A leads to the solution of the magnetic
ﬂux density in radial and axial directions. The obtained expressions are given as
5.3.5.1 The radial ﬂux density
BrIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z) , (5.19)
BrIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z) , (5.20)
BrIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z) , (5.21)
BrIV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIV I1(mnf r) + bnIVK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z) , (5.22)
BrV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anV I1(mnf r) + bnVK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z) . (5.23)
5.3.5.2 The axial ﬂux density
BzIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anII0(mnf r)− bnIK0(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) , (5.24)
BzIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIII0(mnf r)− bnIIK0(mnf r) +
piL0(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z) , (5.25)
BzIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIIII0(mnf r)− bnIIIK0(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) , (5.26)
BzIV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIV I0(mnf r)− bnIVK0(mnf r) +
piL0(mnf r)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z) , (5.27)
BzV f =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anV I0(mnf r)− bnVK0(mnf r)] sin(mnf z) . (5.28)
5.3.6 Implementation of boundary conditions
The boundary conditions in this case are only considered for the radial directions because
the iron yokes are assumed inﬁnitely long. For this reason, the boundary conditions
remains similar to the conditions in 2.109 - 2.118.
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5.3.6.1 Inner radius of subdomain I Boundary
At iRs, applying boundary condition (2.109), obtains
[anII1(mnf iRs) + bnIK1(mnf iRs)] = 0 . (5.29)
5.3.6.2 Boundary between subdomains I and II
At iRr, applying boundary condition (2.110) gives
mnf [anII1(mnf iRr) + bnIK1(mnf iRr)− anIII1(mnf iRr)
− bnIIK1(mnf iRr)] =
mnfpiL1(mnf iRr)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.30)
Implementation of boundary condition (2.111) leads to
mnf [anII0(mnf iRr)− bnIK0(mnf iRr)− µrIanIII0(mnf iRr)
+ µrIbnIIK0(mnf iRr)] = µrI
mnfpiL0(mnf iRr)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.31)
where µrI = 1000 is the relative permeability of the yoke material.
5.3.6.3 Boundary between subdomains II and III
At iRm, applying boundary condition (2.112) leads to
mnf [anIII1(mnf iRm) + bnIIK1(mnf iRm)− anIIII1(mnf iRm)
− bnIIIK1(mnf iRm) = −
mnfpiL1(mnf iRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.32)
Condition (2.113) on the other hand gives
mnf [anIII0(mnf iRm)− bnIIK0(mnf iRm)− anIIII0(mnf iRm)
+ bnIIIK0(mnf iRm) = −
mnfpiL0(mnf iRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.33)
5.3.6.4 Boundary between subdomains III and IV
At oRm, applying boundary condition (2.114)
mnf [anIIII1(mnfoRm) + bnIIIK1(mnfoRm)− anIV I1(mnfoRm)
− bnIVK1(mnfoRm) =
mnfpiL1(mnfoRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.34)
Condition (2.115) gives
mnf [anIIII0(mnfoRm)− bnIIIK0(mnfoRm)− anIV I0(mnfoRm)
+ bnIVK0(mnfoRm) =
mnfpiL0(mnfoRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.35)
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5.3.6.5 Boundary between subdomains IV and V
At oRs, applying boundary condition (2.116)
mnf [anIV I1(mnfoRs) + bnIVK1(mnfoRs)− anV I1(mnfoRs)
− bnVK1(mnfoRs) = −
mnfpiL1(mnfoRs)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.36)
Boundary condition (2.117) gives
mnf [µrV anIV I0(mnfoRs)− µrV bnIVK0(mnfoRs)− anV I0(mnfoRs)
+ bnVK0(mnfoRs) = µrV
mnfpiL0(mnfoRs)Pnf
2m2
nf
.
(5.37)
where µrV = 1000 is the relative permeability of the yoke material
5.3.6.6 Outer radius of subdomain V boundary
At Ro, application of boundary condition (2.118)
[anV I1(mnfRo)− bnVK1(mnfR0)] = 0 . (5.38)
Similar to the process in chapter 2.7.7, equations are rearranged accordingly in order from
1− 10 and a matrix formulated to determine the coeﬃcients.
5.3.7 Solving the ten simultaneous equations by matrix method
The coeﬃcients in the formulated ten equations are solved by employing the matrix
method as
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
I1(M
af ) +K1(M
af ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ib
f
(M b
f
) Kb(M b
f
) −Ibf (M bf ) −Kbf (M bf ) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ia
f
(M b
f
) −Kaf (M bf ) −µrIIaf (M bf ) µrIKaf (M bf ) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ib
f
(M c
f
) Kb
f
(M c
f
) −Ibf (M cf ) −Kbf (M cf ) 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ia
f
(M c
f
) −Kaf (M cf ) −Iaf (M cf ) Kaf (M cf ) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ib
f
(Md
f
) Kb
f
(Md
f
) −Ibf (Mdf ) −Kbf (Mdf ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ia(Md
f
) −Kaf (Mdf ) −Iaf (Mdf ) Kaf (Mdf ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ib
f
(M e
f
) Kb
f
(M e
f
) −Ibf (M ef ) −Kbf (M ef )
0 0 0 0 0 0 µrV I
af (M e
f
) −µrVKaf (M ef ) −Iaf (M ef ) Kaf (M ef )
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I1(M
ff ) +K1(M
ff )

·

anI
bnI
anII
bnII
anIII
bnIII
anIV
bnIV
anV
bnV

=

0
mnf
piL1(Mb)
2m2
nf
Pnf
µrImnf
piL0(Mb
f
)
2m2
nf
Pnf
−mnf piL1(M
cf )
2m2
nf
Pnf
−mnf piL0(M
cf )
2m2
nf
Pnf
mnf
piL1(Md
f
)
2m2
nf
Pnf
mnf
piL0(Md
f
)
2m2
nf
Pnf
−mnf piL1(M
ef )
2m2
nf
Pnf
−µrVmnf piL0(M
ef )
2m2
nf
Pnf
0

(5.39)
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where Ma
f
= mnf iRs, M
bf = mnf iRr, M
cf = mnf iRm, M
df = mnfoRm, M
ef =
mnfoRs ,M
ff = mnfRo ; I
af = mnf I0 , I
bf = mnf I1, K
af = mnfK0, and K
bf = mnfK1.
5.3.8 Validation of the Model with FEM
The coeﬃcients obtained in the matrix are then inserted into the magnetic vector potential
expressions (5.14) - (5.18), the radial ﬂux density expressions (5.19) - (5.23) and the axial
ﬂux density expressions (5.24) - (5.28).
5.3.8.1 Setup of the ﬁnite length model with a FEM-Package (MagNet)
A brief description of the ﬁnite length machine simulation settings are discussed in this
section. The simulation is conducted with the help of a FEM package from Infolytica
incorporation called MagNet. As the machine is axisymmetrical, the linear machine is
positioned in a vertical position accordingly with MagNet requirements for axisymmet-
rical machine setup. The linear machine is placed in an air-box which set-up with ﬂux
tangential boundary conditions around it as shown in ﬁgure 5.4. A static simulation is
conducted ﬁrstly with the coil switched oﬀ to capture the magnetic ﬂux distribution with
the inﬂuence of the permanent magnets only. Then the simulation is run with the coil
switched on with a current density while the permanent magnets are switched oﬀ. A peak
current is considered to fully capture the inﬂuence of the armature reaction ﬁeld. The
solution mesh is displayed in the ﬁgure below illustrate how the mesh was considered.
Figure 5.4a shows an axisymmetrical machine in an air-box where the radial permanent
magnets, placed around the middle most part of the coil, are magnetised radially outward
while the other magnetic pole sets are magnetised radially inward. On Figure 5.4b ,
the solution mesh is displayed to demonstrate that the mesh has been set with diﬀerent
dimensions to provide a more accurate solution to the simulation. As it is known that
the mesh density especially in the coil areas or in moving parts of the machine aﬀect the
accuracy of the solution. It can be observed from Figure 5.4b that the mesh is much
denser in the air-gaps between the coils ; in the PMs and slightly less denser in the core
materials and in-between the PMs. The air-box around the machine has a much less
dense mesh.
5.3.8.2 Radial magnetic ﬂux density
Figure 5.5 shows the radial ﬂux density plotted for the machine length plus an additional
small distance from the edges of the machine to indicate the fringing ﬂux. As can be seen
the analytically produced results matches well with FEM simulation results. The FEM
simulation is given a large air-box so that fringing ﬂux can be captured.
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(a) LOG FEM Simulation setup (b) Solution mesh
Figure 5.4: An illustration of the MagNet set-up of the simulation and a solution mesh
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Figure 5.5: Radial ﬂux densities obtained analytically and compared to a ﬁnite length
FEM model
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From Figure 5.5, a small deviation observed in the ﬂux densities especially at the
machine edges and the ﬂux densities plots for Br
f
III are due to the analytical model having
an assumption of inﬁnitely long yokes. The ﬂux densities can be observed diminishing to
almost zero a few mm from the axial edges of the linear machine. The analytical model,
therefore, predicts the levels of the ﬂux densities in the linear machine and matches well
with the ﬁnite element model (FEM) results. The analytical model is designed to consider
a discrete series of permanent magnets so that an approximation of the ﬁeld behaviour
that relates to a ﬁnite length machine model can be modelled. In between the discrete
permanent magnets is a distance τl that can be seen in Figure 5.6, where the ﬂux density
is near zero. Taking the behaviour of the ﬂux distribution only for the machine length
with a small extension at the axial edges is what is displayed on Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.6: Full spectrum radial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
5.3.8.3 Axial magnetic ﬂux density
Figure 5.7 shows a zoomed version of the axial ﬂux density plots obtained analytically
and compared to FEM results. Good correlation is shown, indicating that the model is
capable of predicting the ﬂux densities for ﬁnite length machine. A slight overestimation
of the ﬂux densities at the machine edges occurs as seen in Figure 5.7 which is again
stemming from taking the iron yokes to be inﬁnitely long in the analytical model.
Figure 5.8, displays the results for z = 2τlp for the axial ﬂux densities.
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Figure 5.7: Analytically obtained axial ﬂux density compared to a ﬁnite length FEM
model
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Figure 5.8: Full spectrum of axial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM
model
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5.3.8.4 Comparison of the contour plots
The contour plots generated from the analytical model are compared to the contour plots
from the FEM software. The FEM contour plot for a ﬁnite length machine model is
displayed on Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Contour plot of the FEM model
The contour plots obtained from the analytical model can be seen on Figure 5.10.
It can be observed that the total ﬂux density obtained by the analytical model has an
overestimation by about 0.2 T or 10% which is within the considered levels and is due
to the consideration of the yokes to be inﬁnitely long. This can be observed on Figure
5.10 where the ﬁeld lines can be seen extending out through the yokes of the machine.
The eﬀect of the inﬁnitely long yoke on the magnitudes of the magnetic ﬂux densities is
minimal and therefore, the results from the analytical model in comparison to the FEM
model match well as illustrated on Figures 5.5 and 5.8.
The full spectrum of the both the contour plots and the ﬁeld lines are illustrated on
Figure 5.11. The Figure 5.10 considered the linear machine length while Figure 5.11
illustrates the replication of the magnetic poles with a separation distance of τl. As
already mentioned the separation distance must be a multiple of τp and must be much
larger than τp.
From ﬁgure 5.11 it is observed that the fringing ﬁelds are higher than anticipated and
as explained earlier this may be attributed to the inﬁnitely long yokes and also having a
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Figure 5.10: The magnetic ﬁeld lines and a contour plot as obtained from the analytical
model
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Figure 5.11: Analytically determined magnetic ﬁeld lines and contour plot considering an
axial length of 2τlp
full magnet at the machine axial edges provides more ﬁeld lines that cannot pair with the
ﬁeld lines from the centrally placed (non-axial edge) permanent magnets. This can be
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seen when compared to the analytical model in which the half length permanent magnets
are placed at the axial edges of the linear machine as shown on Figure B.1. The ﬁeld
plots as well as the contour plots obtained from the model considering half PMs at the
axial edges are illustrated on Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Analytically determined magnetic ﬁeld lines and contour plot considering an
axial length of 2τlp with half PMs at axial edges of the machine
From Figures 5.12, it is observed that there is less fringing ﬁelds which is attributed to
the half PMs having most of the ﬁeld lines paired with the other PMs. For the sake of
optimisation, the model with three full permanent magnet pole pairs is preferred.
5.4 Summary and conclusion
The development of the analytical model that considers the machine to have a ﬁnite
length and also considers the machine to have a ﬁnite permeability has been developed.
This chapter focused on the inﬂuence of the permanent magnets as the only ﬁeld source.
The armature is considered switched oﬀ. The solutions obtained were achieved after
considering the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long. Various boundary conditions were tested on
the axial edges of the machine which could have highly improved the results if suitable and
mathematically workable boundary conditions were applied. However, conditioning of the
matrix with the various boundary conditions tested could not be achieved. Taking the
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iron yokes as inﬁnitely long has minimal deviation from the solutions as the comparisons
with FEM show in the validation section.
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Chapter 6
Discrete AR series analytical model
6.1 Introduction
In the determination of the armature reaction ﬁeld distribution in this section, the govern-
ing equations are taken with the same approach as in Chapter 3. Just as for the permanent
magnet ﬁeld distribution, the harmonic expansion (Fourier Series Technique) of Maxwell
equation and separation of variables is adopted. In this analysis, the armature length is
considered ﬁnite but arranged as inﬁnitely long discrete ﬁnite-length armatures. This ar-
rangement ensures that the harmonic expansion solution becomes possible. The distance
between the armatures should be much greater than the pole pitch so that fringing of
one armature does not inﬂuence the ﬁeld of another armature as Wang et al concluded
in [53].
The concept taken in the armature reaction prediction has been presented by Wang et
al in [88; 99] where a quasi-Halbach moving magnet tubular linear motor was considered
with inﬁnitely long array of discrete ﬁnite length PM arrays [99]. The region in between
the PMs is considered as having permanent magnets which are not activated as the relative
permeability in the PM regions, the air regions are taken as equal. The justiﬁcation is
that the relative permeability of NdFeb Magnets is µr = 1.05. The iron yokes in [99] are
considered having inﬁnite permeability and thickness but in [53], Wang et al considers the
ﬁnite length armature winding connected to an iron core also of ﬁnite length but inﬁnite
thickness. Then the radial permanent magnets are axially inﬁnitely long together with
the iron core to which the PMs are connected. A harmonic based analytical model is
developed by Wang et al nevertheless, his analytical model does not clearly indicate how
he derived the equation for the air-region between the armature iron yokes. Repeating
the work in [53] proved extremely diﬃcult because of lack of clarity of the equation for the
air-gap between the armature cores. Also among the authors illustrating their solutions
for a ﬁnite length armature for a linear tubular moving-coil machine is Yan et al [49].
Yan et al employs the harmonic expansion of the Maxwell's equation and incorporates
the permeance model in order to achieve a solution for a ﬁnite length armature. Some
constraints are adopted and for one of the adopted constraints, Yan et al solves using
the equivalent magnetic circuit. All the authors mentioned in this chapter did not take
into consideration the iron yokes to have a ﬁnite permeability and ﬁnite thickness. While
the analysis done in this section considers the iron yokes with ﬁnite permeability and
100
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thickness.
6.2 Armature reaction and inductance formulation
The armature reaction ﬁeld is analysed by taking the permanent magnets as having the
permeability of air. The ﬁeld obtained in the tubular machine is only provided by the
armature with a deﬁned current density. The set-up is shown in Figure 6.1.
6.2.1 Assumptions
The following assumptions are employed in the ﬁnite-length armature reaction prediction:
1. The armature length is considered ﬁnite but set up as inﬁnitely long ﬁnite-length
discrete armatures
2. The iron yokes are considered to be inﬁnitely long with ﬁnite permeability and ﬁnite
thickness so that saturation can be monitored
3. The iron yoke is considered as inﬁnitely long
4. The permanent magnets are to have the same permeability as that if air (switched
oﬀ).
6.2.2 Laplace and Poisson equations in cylindrical coordinates
The Laplace and the Poisson equation that represent the armature reaction prediction
analysis are governed by the same expressions as in Section 3.2 and are repeated here in
cylindrical coordinates for the sake of convenience. The subdomains in which the current
density does not exist, i.e the irons yokes, the lower and upper air-gaps are represented
by
∂2Aφk
∂z2
+
∂2Aφk
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Aφk
∂r
− 1
r2
Aφk = 0 (6.1)
where k represents the subdomains I ′, II ′, IV ′, V ′. The coil subdomains is governed by
the Poisson equation of the form,
∂2AφIII′
∂z2
+
∂2AφIII′
∂r2
+
1
r
∂AφIII′
∂r
− 1
r2
AφIII′ = −µ0Jz (6.2)
6.2.3 General solutions to Laplace and Poisson equations
The general solution to (6.1) which is the Laplace equation is given by
AφAR =
∞∑
n=1,..
[ankI1(mnf r) + bnkK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z) . (6.3)
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For the Poisson equation, the general solution is given by
AφAR =
∞∑
n=1,..
[ankI1(mnf r) + bnkK1(mnf r) + S(r, z)] cos(mnf z) , (6.4)
where S(r, z) is the particular solution of the Poisson equation of which the solution to
the current density vector plays a key role. The formulation for the current density vector
starts with the formulation presented in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: The LOG with PMs removed and only showing the discrete ﬁnite length
armatures in series separated by τl. Also shown is a current density vector formulation
6.2.3.1 Solution to the current density J
Just as for the distribution of the ﬁeld supplied by only the permanent magnets, the
distance τl must be a multiple of coil pole pitch τwp but must be much greater than τwp.
The current density J(zf ) for the model with a ﬁnite length armature is formulated from
a Fourier series with a period given by 2τlp as
J(zf ) =
∞∑
n=1,..
Jnf cos(mnf z) , (6.5a)
With the help of the bottom section of Figure 6.1, Jnf is expressed by
Jnf =
1
τlp
∫ τlp
−τlp
f(z) cos (mnf z) dz , (6.5b)
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which can be doubled when the range is taken from 0− τlp as
Jnf =
2
τlp
∫ τlp
0
f(z) cos (mnf z) dz . (6.5c)
Considering the initial current density J0 and expressing the integrals in sections based
on Figure 6.1
Jnf =
2J0
τlp
[ ∫ τw
2
0
cos(mnf z)dz −
∫ τwp+ τw2
τw
2
+lws
cos(mnf z)dz−∫ τlp−( τw2 +lws)
Lw
2
+τl
cos(mnf z)dz +
∫ τlp
τlp− τw2
cos(mnf z)dz
] (6.5d)
where Lw =
3τw
2
+ lws and mnf =
2npi
τlp
. Solving each integral leads to
Jnf =
2J0
mnf τlp
[
sin
(mnf τw
2
)
− {sin
[
mnf
(
τw + 2τwp
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
τw + 2lws
2
)]
}
− {sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − 2lws − τw
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
2τl + Lw
2
)]
}
+ {sin (mnf τlp)− sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − τw
2
)]
}
]
.
(6.5e)
Since the right side of the Poisson equation is given by −µ0J(z) which is equal to
−µ0J(z) = PnfAR cos(mnf z) (6.6)
where
PnfAR =
−2J0µ0
mnf τlp
[
sin
(mnf τw
2
)
− {sin
[
mnf
(
τw + 2τwp
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
τw + 2lws
2
)]
}
− {sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − 2lws − τw
2
)]
− sin
[
mnf
(
2τl + Lw
2
)]
}
+ {sin (mnf τlp)− sin
[
mnf
(
2τlp − τw
2
)]
}
]
(6.7)
The particular solution obtained after the separation of variables just as obtained in Sec.
2.4.2.2 and S(r, z) = R(r)Z(z) =
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
PnfAR cos(mnf z) therefore the Poisson equation
is given by
AφAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI1(mnf r) + bnK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
PnfAR
]
cos(mnf z) . (6.8)
6.2.4 General solution to the magnetic vector potential for
ﬁnite length armature reaction
The solution determined for the Poisson equation provides for the full formulation of the
magnetic vector potential in all the subdomains of the machine. From the magnetic vector
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potential, the magnetic ﬂux density in both the radial and axial directions are formulated
through B = ∇×A. A is expressed as
AφIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.9)
AφIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.10)
AφIIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r) + S(r
AR)
]
cos(mnf z) , (6.11)
AφIV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIV I1(mnf r) + bnIVK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.12)
AφV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anV I1(mnf r) + bnVK1(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.13)
where
S(rAR) =
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
PnfAR . (6.14)
In the expressions above, I, II, III, IV andV identiﬁes with the subdomains and the iron
yokes have also been integrated into the equation to monitor the ﬁeld behaviour.
6.2.5 General solution to the magnetic ﬂux density in the radial
direction
The formulation of the magnetic ﬂux density in the radial direction is employed from the
ﬁrst section of the solution of the curl of the magnetic vector potential Brer = −1r
∂rAφ
∂z
er.
From the diﬀerentiation
BrIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z), (6.15)
BrIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z), (6.16)
BrIIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r) + S(r
AR)
]
sin(mnf z) , (6.17)
BrIV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIV I1(mnf r) + bnIVK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z), (6.18)
BrV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anV I1(mnf r) + bnVK1(mnf r)] sin(mnf z), (6.19)
and S(rAR) is considered as (6.14).
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6.2.6 General solution to the magnetic ﬂux density in the axial
direction
The formulation for the magnetic ﬂux density in the axial direction is deduced from
Bzez =
1
r
∂rAφ
∂r
ez. Recall that B = ∇×A = Brer +Bzez. Therefore, for each subdomain,
Bz is given by
BzIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anII0(mnf r)− bnIK0(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.20)
BzIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIII0(mnf r)− bnIIK0(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.21)
BzIIIAR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIIII0(mnf r)− bnIIIK0(mnf r) + S(zAR)
]
cos(mnf z) , (6.22)
BzIV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIV I0(mnf r)− bnIVK0(mnf r)] cos(mnf z), (6.23)
BzV AR(r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anV I0(mnf r)− bnVK0(mnf r)] sin(mnf z), (6.24)
where in this case,
S(zAR) =
piL0(mnf r)
2m2
nf
PnfAR . (6.25)
These equations obtained (6.9) - (6.13), (6.15) - (6.19) and (6.20) - (6.24) are then em-
ployed with the help of boundary conditions to determine the coeﬃcients of the expres-
sions.
6.2.7 Boundary conditions
Boundaries of the machine are considered only in the radial direction. The consideration of
the discrete armatures of ﬁnite length already illustrates that between the distance τl, the
ﬂux density is almost zero and hence the Fourier expansion of the current density vector
covers the axial boundaries. For this reason, only the radial boundaries are considered
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which are:
AφIAR |r=iRs = 0 (6.26)
BrIAR |r=iRr = BrIIAR |r=iRr (6.27)
HzIAR |r=iRr = HzIIAR |r=iRr (6.28)
BrIIAR |r=iRcoil = BrIIIAR |r=iRcoil (6.29)
HzIIAR |r=iRcoil = HzIIIAR |r=iRcoil (6.30)
BrIIIAR |r=oRcoil = BrIV AR |r=oRcoil (6.31)
HzIIIAR |r=oRcoil = HzIV AR |r=oRcoil (6.32)
BrIV AR |r=oRs = BrV AR |r=oRs (6.33)
HzIV AR |r=oRs = HzV AR |r=oRs (6.34)
AφV AR |r=Ro = 0 (6.35)
The magnetic ﬂux density and the magnetic ﬁeld intensity have a relation through B =
µH. Therefore the boundary condition, for example, HzIAR |r=iRr = HzIIAR |r=iRr indicates
that
B
zIAR
µI
=
B
zIIAR
µII
.
6.2.7.1 Boundary at the inner bore radius
The implementation of the ﬁrst boundary condition (6.26) (AφIAR |r=iRs = 0)at r = iRs
leads to
anII1(mnf iRs) + bnIK1(mnf iRs) = 0 . (6.36)
6.2.7.2 Boundary between I and II - refer to Figure 6.1
Applying the boundary condition (6.27) (BrIAR |r=iRr = BrIIAR |r=iRr) at r = iRr yields
mnf [anII1(mnf iRr) + bnIK1(mnf iRr)] =
mnf [anIII1(mnf iRr) + bnIIK1(mnf iRr)] ,
(6.37)
While considering boundary condition (6.28) (HzIAR |r=iRr = HzIIAR |r=iRr) gives
mnf [anII0(mnf iRr)− bnIK0(mnf iRr)] =
µrImnf [anIII0(mnf iRr)− bnIIK0(mnf iRr)] .
(6.38)
6.2.7.3 Boundary between II and III with reference to Figure 6.1
Implementation of the boundary condition (6.29) (BrIIAR |r=iRcoil = BrIIIAR |r=iRcoil) at
iRcoil gives
mnf [anIII1(mnf iRcoil) + bnIIK1(mnf iRcoil)] =
mnf
[
anIIII1(mnf iRcoil) + bnIIIK1(mnf iRcoil) +
piL1(mnf iRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR
]
,
(6.39)
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while applying the boundary condition (6.30) (HzIIAR |r=iRcoil = HzIII |r=iRcoil) leads to
mnf [anIII0(mnf iRcoil)− bnIIK0(mnf iRcoil)] =
mnf
[
anIIII0(mnf iRcoil)− bnIIIK0(mnf iRcoil) +
piL0(mnf iRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR
]
.
(6.40)
6.2.7.4 Boundary between III and IV with reference to Figure 6.1
Implementing the boundary condition (6.31) (BARrIII |r=oRcoil = BARrIV |r=oRcoil) at oRcoil yields
mnf
[
anIIII1(mnfoRcoil) + bnIIIK1(mnfoRcoil) +
piL1(mnfoRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR
]
=
mnf [anIV I1(mnfoRcoil) + bnIVK1(mnfoRcoil)] ,
(6.41)
and applying the boundary condition (6.32) (HzIIIAR |r=oRcoil = HzIV AR |r=oRcoil) gives
mnf
[
anIIII0(mnfoRcoil)− bnIIIK0(mnfoRcoil) +
piL0(mnfoRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR
]
=
mnf [anIV I0(mnfoRcoil)− bnIVK0(mnfoRcoil)] .
(6.42)
6.2.7.5 Boundary between IV and V - refer to Figure 6.1
Applying the boundary condition (6.33) (BrIV AR |r=oRs = BrV AR |r=oRs) at oRs leads to
mnf [anIV I1(mnfoRs) + bnIVK1(mnfoRs)] =
mnf [anV I1(mnfoRs) + bnVK1(mnfoRs)] ,
(6.43)
while applying the boundary condition (6.34) (HzIV AR |r=oRs = HzV AR |r=oRs) gives
µrVmnf [anIV I0(mnfoRs)− bnIVK0(mnfoRs)] =
mnf [anV I0(mnfoRs)− bnVK0(mnfoRs)] .
(6.44)
6.2.7.6 Boundary at the outer radius of the machine
Applying the boundary condition (6.35) (AφV AR |r=Ro = 0) at Ro yields
anV I1(mnfRo) + bnVK1(mnfRo) = 0 . (6.45)
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6.2.8 Solving the ten equations simultaneously for AR analysis
The equations formed after the implementation of the boundary conditions must be solved
simultaneously to solve for the coeﬃcients. The rearranged equations are as follows
1. anII1(mnf iRs) + bnIK1(mnf iRs) = 0 , (6.46)
2. mnf [anII1(mnf iRr) + bnIK1(mnf iRr)− anIII1(mnf iRr)
− bnIIK1(mnf iRr)] = 0 , (6.47)
3. mnf [anII0(mnf iRr)− bnIK0(mnf iRr)− µrIanIII0(mnf iRr)
+ µrIbnIIK0(mnf iRr)] = 0 , (6.48)
4. mnf [anIII1(mnf iRcoil) + bnIIK1(mnf iRcoil)− anIIII1(mnf iRcoil)
− bnIIIK1(mnf iRcoil)] = mnf
piL1(mnf iRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR , (6.49)
5. mnf [anIII0(mnf iRcoil)− bnIIK0(mnf iRcoil)− anIIII0(mnf iRcoil)
+ bnIIIK0(mnf iRcoil)] = mnf
piL0(mnf iRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR , (6.50)
6. mnf [anIIII1(mnfoRcoil) + bnIIIK1(mnfoRcoil)− anIV I1(mnfoRcoil)
− bnIVK1(mnfoRcoil)] = −mnf
piL1(mnfoRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR , (6.51)
7. mnf [anIIII0(mnfoRcoil)− bnIIIK0(mnfoRcoil)− anIV I0(mnfoRcoil)
+ bnIVK0(mnfoRcoil)] = −mnf
piL0(mnfoRcoil)
2m2
nf
PnfAR , (6.52)
8. mnf [anIV I1(mnfoRs) + bnIVK1(mnfoRs)− anV I1(mnfoRs)
− bnVK1(mnfoRs)] = 0 , (6.53)
9. mnf [µrV anIV I0(mnfoRs)− µrV bnIVK0(mnfoRs)− anV I0(mnfoRs)
+ bnVK0(mnfoRs)] = 0 , (6.54)
10. anV I1(mnfRo) + bnVK1(mnfRo) = 0 . (6.55)
The matrix method is adopted to ﬁnd the coeﬃcients as shown on (6.56)
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
I1(M
af ) −K1(Maf ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ibf (M bf ) Kbf (M bf ) −Ibf (M bf ) −Kbf (M bf ) 0 0 0 0 0 0
Iaf (M bf ) −Kaf (M bf ) −µrIIaf (M bf ) µrIKaf (M bf ) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Ibf (M cf ) Kbf (M cf ) −Ibf (M cf ) −Kbf (M cf ) 0 0 0 0
0 0 Iaf (M cf ) −Kaf (M cf ) −Iaf (M cf ) Kaf (M cf ) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Ibf (Mdf ) Kbf (Mdf ) −Ibf (Mdf ) −Kbf (Mdf ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 Iaf (Mdf ) −Kaf (Mdf ) −Iaf (Mdf ) Kaf (Mdf ) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 Ibf (M ef ) Kbf (M ef ) −Ibf (M ef ) −Kbf (M ef )
0 0 0 0 0 0 µrV I
af (M ef ) −µrVKaf (M ef ) −Iaf (M ef ) Kaf (M ef )
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I1(M
ff ) +K1(M
ff )

·

anI
bnI
anII
bnII
anIII
bnIII
anIV
bnIV
anV
bnV

=

0
0
0
mnf
piL1(Mcf )
2m2
nf
PnfAR
mnf
piL0(Mcf )
2m2
nf
PnfAR
−mnf piL1(M
df )
2m2
nf
PnfAR
−mnf piL0(M
df )
2m2
nf
PnfAR
0
0
0

(6.56)
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where Maf = mnf iRs, M
fb = mnf iRr, M
cf = mnf iRcoil, M
df = mnfoRcoil, M
ef =
mnfoRs ,M
ff = mnfRo ; I
af = mnf I0 , I
bf = mnf I1, K
af = mnfK0, and K
bf = mnfK1.
It should be noted that the matrix simpliﬁcation is done so that the matrix can be
illustrated in its full composition. First line and the last line has been left with the Bessel
functions unrepresented.
6.2.9 Final Solutions to the magnetic vector potential and the
magnetic ﬂux densities
The obtained coeﬃcient expressions from the matrix (6.56) for anI − anV and bnI − bnV
must be replaced back into various general solutions.
Solutions to the magnetic vector potential are obtained by inserting the coeﬃcient
expressions obtained from the matrix into the equations for the magnetic vector poten-
tial in (6.9) - (6.13). Numerical values can then be inserted for Validation with a ﬁnite
element software.
Solutions to the radial magnetic ﬂux densities are obtained also be inserting the
expressions derived from the matrix for the coeﬃcients into the equations for the radial
magnetic ﬂux densities in (6.15) - (6.19).
Solutions to the axial magnetic ﬂux densities are ﬁnalised by inserting the solutions
for the coeﬃcients that are obtained from the matrix into (6.20) - (6.24).
Total magnetic ﬂux density is then obtained by the algebraic sum of the radial mag-
netic ﬂux density and the axial magnetic ﬂux density as shown in (3.68).
6.2.10 Determination of inductance
The two methods that can be employed for the determination of the inductance have been
outlined in 3.9. Therefore, the route to the determination of the self-inductance, as the
machine under analysis is a single phase machine, is the evaluation of the ﬂux linkage due
to the armature reaction. The formulation for the ﬂux linkage is not unique from 3.72 but
includes the consideration of the armature as having ﬁnite length arranged in series with
a separation distance of τl. This approach demonstrates the actual behaviour of the ﬁeld
generated by the armature only and this can be illustrated, in this case, by zooming on
one armature in the obtained results. The ﬂux linkage obtained because of the armature
reaction is given by
ψf =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
φf (6.57)
where
φf =
4piNpNtKdpn
mn(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r
[
anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r) + S(r
AR)
]
dr . (6.58)
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In (6.58), S(rAR) =
piL1(mnf r)
2m2
nf
PnfAR as provided in (6.14). Other factors of (6.58) have
already been explained in 3.9.1 and are therefore not repeated in this sub-section. The
self inductance of the winding is calculated from
Lsif =
ψf
J0τw(oRcoil − iRcoil)/Nt (6.59)
6.2.11 Validation of the armature reaction ﬁeld with ﬁnite
element software, MagNet by infolytica inc..
The accuracy of the analytical model is veriﬁed by comparing with the ﬁnite-element
software. In the ﬁnite-element simulation, the permanent magnets are taken as air while
the coils are considered as single turn (three) coils connected in series. The machine
is taken as a ﬁnite length machine and therefore, only a boundary box is inserted as
regards boundary conditions. The analytical model on the other hand, takes a series of
armatures with τl in between to emulate a ﬁnite-length armature and its ﬁeld behaviour.
The machine current however is large due taking the coils as single turn but take note
that with many turns in the coil, the current levels are normalised. The same applies
to the voltage levels which must increase with the increase in the number of coil turns.
For the prediction of the armature reaction ﬁeld, the maximum current is considered and
calculated in both the analytical and ﬁnite-element models by
Imax = J0 × hcoil × τw × Fillfactor , (6.60)
where hcoil - is the coil thickness, τw - is the coil length. The Fillfactor is taken as 0.55.
The ﬁnite-element simulation set-up is illustrated on Figure 6.2 while the solution mesh
remains just demonstrated on Figure 5.4b.
6.2.11.1 Radial magnetic ﬂux density comparison with FEM for armature
reaction
horizontal lines on the middle of the subdomains II, III, IV ,which are the armature
reaction model lower air-gap ( hipm + g1), the coil area (hcoil) and the upper air-gap (
g2 + hopm) see Figure 4.1, have been taken for the comparisons of the analytical model to
the ﬁnite-element package. The radial ﬂux density comparison illustrated on Figure 6.3
is obtained from taking the machine length plus a small distance from the machine axial
edges to demonstrate the fringing ﬁelds.
Figure 6.3 shows that the analytical model correlates well with the ﬁnite-length ﬁnite-
element simulation. The diﬀerences at the axial ages are attributed to the analytical
model taking the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long. From the ﬁgure, it can be seen that the
machine length plus a few mm on the axial edges of the machine are shown. The full
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of MagNet set-up for the armature reaction ﬁeld
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Figure 6.3: Radial ﬂux density compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
analytical model calculation takes into consideration 2τlp and the extract illustrated from
Figure is obtained from Figure
Figure 6.4 shows the full spectrum of the analytical model predictions of the ﬁeld
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Figure 6.4: Radial ﬂux density compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model with full analytical
model axial length analysis
behavior in the radial direction. The correlation can be observed as good correlation.
6.2.11.2 Axial magnetic ﬂux density comparison with FEM for armature
reaction
For the axial direction of the ﬁeld, the comparison is illustrated on Figure 6.5. In a similar
manner, two ﬁgures are displayed, one for the machine length and another incorporating
the full analytical model spectrum.
The ﬁgure shows good correlation with some deviations for the lower air-gap at the
axial edges of the machine. However, since the level of the armature reaction is very low
for this machine, such small deviations as noticed for the axial ﬂux density has almost no
eﬀect on the overall ﬂux density in the machine.
6.2.11.3 Countour plot comparison with FEM for armature reaction
The contour plots and the ﬁeld lines for the armature reaction obtained from calculation
of the total magnetic ﬁeld (BT =
√
B2r +B
2
z ). As FEM automatically calculates the total
magnetic ﬁeld, the formula shown is employed in the analytical model. The comparison
between the analytical model and the ﬁnite-element method are illustrated on Figure 6.7
and Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7 shows the contour plot obtained from FEM. The analytically obtained con-
tour plots are demonstrated on Figures 6.8 and 6.9
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Figure 6.5: Axial ﬂux density compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
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Figure 6.6: Axial ﬂux density compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model considering the full
analytical spectrum
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Figure 6.7: Contour plot obtained from the ﬁnite-element solution
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Figure 6.8: Analytically determined magnetic ﬁeld lines and contour plot considering
the machine length plus extra mm on the axial edges for the armature reaction ﬁelds
prediction
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Figure 6.9: Analytically determined magnetic ﬁeld lines and contour plot considering an
axial length of 2τlp for the armature reaction ﬁelds prediction
6.3 Global quantities - ﬁnite length
The formulation for the global quantities are considered with the procedure similar to
what is illustrated in Chapter 4 but taking the permanent magnet arrays and the coils
with ﬁnite length. As explained already, the ﬁnite length armature and permanent magnet
array are replicated in series with a separation distance of τl.
6.3.1 Force prediction
The explanation of the electromagnetic force and the methods through which it can be
derived has been discussed in Section 4.1. The methods commonly employed to determine
the forces are the co-energy method - (4.2), the Maxwell Stress Tensor (MST) method -
(4.3) and the Lorentz Force method - (4.5). The Lorentz force method has been adopted
for the formulation of force for this machine. Certain assumptions must be in place for
the formulation to be in order.
6.3.2 Assumptions (Finite length model)
The following assumptions are taken for the formulation of the global quantities:
1. The axial length of the permanent magnets-array and the armature are assumed to
be ﬁnite but arranged in series with a separation distance of τl,
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2. The stator cores are assumed to be inﬁnitely long but with ﬁnite thickness,
3. The stator cores are also assumed to have a relative permeability of µr = 1000 to
allow for the monitoring of the iron yoke saturation.
The formulation for the thrust force on a coil with a current density is then given by
Fwf = −
∫ z+ τw
2
z− τw
2
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
2pirJBrIIIf (r, z)drdz (6.61)
where BrIIIf is the magnetic ﬂux density obtained in (5.21) for the open circuit model.
The expression can then be expanded as
Fwf =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
[
2piτwJKdn
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnf r)
+ bnIIIK1(mnf r)]dr
]
cos(mnf z).
(6.62)
where τw is the winding axial length and the winding distribution factor in this case is
given by
Kdn =
sin
m
nf
τw
2
m
nf
τw
2
. (6.63)
The total force on a series of coils connected in one phase winding carrying a current
i is predicted by
Fwpf =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
[ 2piKdpnNwp
(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnf r)
+ bnIIIK1(mnf r)]dr sin
(
mnf z −
mnf τwp
2
) ]
i.
(6.64)
where τwp is the winding pitch, Nwp is the number of series turns per phase and Kdpn =
KpnKdn is called the winding factor. Kpn, the winding pitch factor in this case is given
by
Kpn = sin(
mnf τwp
2
) (6.65)
6.3.3 Flux linkage and EMF prediction
Th formulation of the ﬂux linkage considering the PM array and the armature to have a
ﬁnite length is similar to (4.15) and is determined from
ψwf =
Nw
τw(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ z+ τw
2
z− τw
2
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
2pi
× AφIIIf (r, z)drdz ,
(6.66)
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When expanded ψwf can be given by
ψwf =
∞∑
n=1,2,...
[2piτwKdn
mnf
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnf r)
+ bnIIIK1(mnf r)]dr
]
sin(mnf z) .
(6.67)
The coil induced EMF that is created by the motion between the armature and the
permanent magnet array stator is then calculated from taking the time derivative of the
ﬂux linkage and given by
ewf = −dψw
dt
= −vdψw
dz
(6.68)
which can be expressed as
ewf =
∞∑
n=1,2,..
[
− 2piKdpnNw
(oRcoil − iRcoil)
∫ oRcoil
iRcoil
r[anIIII1(mnf r)
+ bnIIIK1(mnf r)]dr sin
(
mnf z −
mnf τwp
2
) ]
v
(6.69)
6.3.4 Comparison with FEM
The linear machine under study has a stroke length of 45 mm and is to operate at a
frequency of 50 Hz. To understand the comparisons between the analytical model and the
FEM, it is imperative that certain concepts are clearly deﬁned. The motion component
is one such concept that must be explained well. In this analysis, the coil's starting
position is oﬀset 90 degrees from the magnet poles. That is, while the motion component
is calculated as:
X =
lstroke
2
sin(2pift) (6.70)
where X represents the motion component while f and t represent the frequency and
time respectively. For the coil to be oﬀset 90 degrees, pi
2
is subtracted as shown in (6.71)
X =
lstroke
2
sin(2pift− pi
2
) . (6.71)
The coil begins its movements from -22.5 mm through to 0 mm (when magnet poles
are aligned with coil poles) and out to 22.5 mm when it ﬁnally returns to -22.5 mm.
The next concept is that of the current which is taken to be
i = Imax sin(ωt) = Jmax × τw × hcoil × Fillfactor sin(2pift) (6.72)
where Imax is the amplitude of the current, Jmax being the maximum current density while
τw and hcoil represent the coil dimensions - width and height respectively. The copper ﬁll
factor is taken as 0.55. The current appears large because the coil is regarded as a single
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turn. With many turns considered, the current value will signiﬁcantly reduce to normal
levels, while on the other hand the voltage values which appear quite small values as will
be observed later will increase.
The ﬂux linkage and the emf obtained analytically and displayed in the next subsection
are carried on when there is no current in the coils
6.3.4.1 Comparison of ﬂux linkage obtained analytically with FEM
Figure 6.10 shows the comparison of the ﬂux linkage obtained analytically compared to the
ﬂux linkage obtained by employing FEM. The analytically obtained ﬂux linkage correlates
well with FEM. It must be mentioned that since the subdomain method is employed, only
the total ﬂux linkage can be obtained for the analytical model. The electromotive force
is obtained by taking the time derivative of the of the ﬂux linkage as shown in (6.68).
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Figure 6.10: Flux linkage in relation with the armature displacement
In addition to this comparison, the ﬂux linkage can also be compared in terms of
the armature position against time. The ﬂux linkage against time is displayed for total
ﬂux linkages obtained from FEM in comparison to the analytically obtained. This is
because individual coils cannot be considered in the subdomain method, and therefore
the whole domain is considered resulting in getting the total ﬂux linkage from the FEM
for comparison reasons with the analytically obtained ﬂux linkage. As explained earlier
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the coil moves from the extreme left to the extreme right and back and therefore the ﬂux
linkage against time is shown in Figure 6.11
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Figure 6.11: Flux linkage in relation with time
6.3.4.2 Comparison of EMF obtained analytically with FEM
At ﬁxed frequency, the coil movements or oscillations leads to the changes in the ﬂux
linkages. This leads to the back EMF being induced in the moving coil. The induced
electromotive force is obtained when the coil current is zero. Therefore the induced voltage
is equal to Vemf = Vλ with reference to Figure ??. To obtain the EMF, the ﬂux linkage
obtained (no current in coils) is diﬀerentiated against time as in (6.68). The obtained
results are compared in Figure 6.12. From Figure 6.12, it can be seen that the back EMF
voltage is minimal-to-zero during the periods of low-to-zero coil velocity which occur
during the the coil oscillations.
From Figure 6.12, the analytical model compares favourably well with the simulated
value. The peak values match very well and could be used to predict the emf of a model.
6.3.4.3 Comparison of Thrust force obtained analytically with FEM
Figure 6.13 show the comparison of the thrust force obtained analytically to that of FEM.
As can be seen, the analytically obtained thrust force correlates well with that of FEM.
The calculation was conducted while considering the displacement z of the coil. The
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Figure 6.12: Simulated and analytically obtained voltages
maximum force is obtained when the coils are in vertical alignment with the magnetic
poles and almost zeros when the coil reaches its displacement axial limit. FEM simulation
is done a steps where at each positional step, starting from the negative motion amplitude
( -22.5 mm), a simulation is conducted and the value of the force is stored until the positive
amplitude is reached.
In addition to this comparison, another Force comparison between the analytical model
and FEM is considered in relation to time. Figure 6.14 demonstrates the comparison
between the simulated force and the analytically derived force.
The analytically obtained force against time is sinusoidal and close to a more ideal
force. However, the prediction in comparison to the simulated model is still valid. The
small discrepancies in the plots could be attributed to the assumption that the yokes are
inﬁnitely long in the analytical model, a challenge yet to be concurred.
6.4 Summary and conclusion
The development of the analytical model that considers the machine to have a ﬁnite length
and also considers the machine to have a ﬁnite permeability has been developed. The
complexity in the development of this model has been on the prediction of the armature
reaction ﬁeld. The incorporation of the air-gap between the iron yokes proved extremely
complex and resulted in assuming the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long but considering the
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Figure 6.14: Thrust force against time
magnetic arrays and the armature as having a ﬁnite length but repeated in discrete series.
This approach is taken because without the Fourier series subdomain method, it would
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be diﬃcult to formulate expression for the prediction of the magnetic ﬂux density for a
ﬁnite length machine.
The analytical model has been validated with the ﬁnite element method and it matches
well with FEM. The assumption of the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long created some level
of diﬃculty in obtaining the actual fringing ﬂux ﬁelds pattern as seen in Figures 6.9
compared to Figure 6.7.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and recommendations
7.1 Introduction
A two stage analytical model-one that considers a simulation of the linear machine to
be inﬁnitely long and another that considers a simulation of the ﬁnite length of the
linear machine has been developed in this work for a dual radially magnetised tubular
longitudinal ﬂux linear air-cored machine for application in free-piston Stirling engines.
The linear machine has 3 magnetic poles surface mounted on the inner yoke and another
set of 3 poles on the outer yoke. The number of poles (3 poles) were chosen following the
optimisation results obtained by Strauss [50] as indicative of the lowest total active mass in
comparison to 2, 4 and 5 poles. Although the Halbach PM array machine produces more
radial ﬂux densities in the air-gap and reduces axial ﬂux densities in the stator core thereby
reducing the thickness of the stator core, the proposed radially magnetised machine has
the advantage of easier manufacturing and assembly. Halbach array is extremely diﬃcult
to assemble as the PMs constantly exert high opposite forces causing miss-alignment of
the PMs. The proposed air-cored topology has numerous advantages over the iron-cored
counterpart linear generators in that there are no cogging forces and attraction forces
between the translator and the stator which are more pertinent in iron-cored machines.
With air-cored machine, low inductance is obtained which leads to a high power factor.
The initial stage of the analytical model development focused on the inﬁnitely long
linear machine to understand the underlying principles that are required to approach the
development of an analytical model for a ﬁnite length linear machine. For the inﬁnitely
long analytical model, comparisons are undertaken with FEM which show that the model
matches well to each other. On the other hand, the inﬁnitely long analytical model serves
as a benchmark for the development of the analytical model that focusses on the actual
ﬁnite length of the linear machine. Both analytical models are then tested and compared
to the ﬁnite element software MagNet by infolytica inc. for validation.
7.2 Conclusions
7.2.1 Analytical model developed for an inﬁnitely long machine
The analytical model developed considering the machine to be inﬁnitely long compared
well with the ﬁnite element software. With this approach, boundary conditions were only
124
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applied in the radial direction of the linear machine. The model was staged in three
sections-open circuit, armature reaction and global quantities. The open circuit section
considered the inﬂuence of only the magnetic ﬁeld generated by the permanent magnets
while the coil is considered switched oﬀ. The armature reaction then considered the
inﬂuence of the coil or armature supplied with a current while the permanent magnets were
taken as switched oﬀ. Global quantities involved the solution to the power, the induced
voltage and the ﬂux linkage. The subdomain method involving the Fourier expansion of
Maxwell's equation was adopted. The general solution formulated resulted in having the
modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and second kind. This complicated the solution of
the magnetic ﬂux densities in that higher harmonic solutions could not be achieved. The
conditioning of the matrix for the determination of the coeﬃcients for the Fourier Bessel
solutions was getting distorted the higher the number of harmonics were taken. The
Fourier series solutions are known to provide a more accurate solution with an inﬁnite
number of harmonics. In this work, however, the solution were obtained with a ﬁnite
number of harmonics of about 17th and 18th of the (2n− 1)th harmonics.
The obtained solution albeit a ﬁnite number of harmonic solutions matched well with
the ﬁnite element software as seen in Chapters 2.9, 3.10 and 4.4. If each domain is taken
separately, then the air-gap subdomain solutions could reach slightly higher harmonics
in comparison to the PM subdomain solutions and the yoke subdomain solutions. The
challenge of obtaining solutions with a ﬁnite number of harmonics has been experienced
and discussed by Gysen et al in [81] and also by Gerber in [100, Chap. 5, Sec. 3.2], and
the causes of such solutions have been attributed to the presence of the modiﬁed Bessel
functions in the Fourier solutions. The actual case is that as n increases, the modiﬁed
Bessel functions of ﬁrst kind and second kind In and Kn become extremely large terms
and small terms respectively. This leads to the matrix becoming ill conditioned with
increase in the harmonic numbers. Besides that, the modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst
kind multiplied by the modiﬁed Bessel functions of the second kind in the magnetic ﬁeld
expressions experiences the same challenge with increase in n because of the product of
extremely large numbers and also extremely small numbers.
7.2.2 Analytical model developed for a ﬁnite length machine
To approach the development of an analytical model that can accurately simulate a ﬁnite
length machine, a few notes were taken from the initial analytical model for an inﬁnitely
long machine. The main question was how to obtain a solution that does not involve series
such as the Fourier series. This approach, after several attempts resulted in solutions that
were far from what was expected. Another approach was then taken to take the ﬁnite
length machine and repeat it several times and in so doing making a series of discrete ﬁnite
length linear machines. This approach created more room because the subdomain method
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(Fourier series) could be adopted to develop the solutions. Open circuit, armature reaction
and global quantities calculation stages were adopted just as in the initial analytical model
development. A separation distance τl between the discrete linear machine series that is
considered to be a multiple of τp and much larger than τp. Mathematically formulating
boundary conditions for the iron yokes to be considered having a ﬁnd length proved
extremely complex. Attempted solutions were outside the expected solutions. Finally,
it was decided to take the iron yokes as inﬁnitely long while the armatures and the PM
arrays were considered as having ﬁnite lengths.
7.3 Dissertation contribution made to this work
The following contributions have been made to this work.
 An analytical model of the LFPM moving coil linear machine has been developed by
employing the subdomain (Fourier series) method and the separation of variables.
The model (assuming the machine is inﬁnitely long) is capable of predicting the
magnetic ﬂux density distribution in the open circuit and the armature reaction.
The model considers the permeability of the yokes to be ﬁnite and with a ﬁnite
thickness with expressions developed that help to monitor the saturation level in
the iron yokes.
 Another analytical model with consideration of the machine's ﬁnite length has been
developed. The model predicts the ﬂux density distribution of a machine's actual
ﬁnite length and ﬂux behaviour. The model compares well with ﬁnite element
software.
7.4 Recommendations to be considered for future
work
 Research needs to be conducted on the asymptotic boundary condition [80] for
implementation on a ﬁnite length linear machine. Although the method is utilised in
ﬁnite element software, successful implementation of asymptotic boundary condition
in an analytical model will lead to the full capturing of the natural magnetic ﬁeld
behaviour within the machine and the fringing ﬂux behaviour pattern.
 Formulation of the Laplace and Poison solution without the Modiﬁed Bessel func-
tions could improve the overall solution by achieving higher harmonic solutions or
even inﬁnite harmonic solutions.
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 Tailor Series is another option that need to be considered in the development of the
analytical model but with a meticulous approach,
 Further research is required on the conditioning of the coeﬃcient solution matrices.
This would require employing the approximations of the modiﬁed Bessel functions
of both the ﬁrst and second kind instead of the python deﬁned In and Kn. This
recommendation would be entirely a mathematical ﬁeld approach, the publishing of
which may be acceptable in mathematical specialised journals.
 An comparative optimisation study is further recommended to observe that both
FEM and the analytical model do conclude with the similar dimensions after opti-
misations.
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Appendix A
Magnetisation vector determination for
various magnet arrangements
A.1 Magnetisation vector for four pole double sided
machine with two conﬁgurations
A.1.1 One central complete magnet length and two half length
size magnets on each side
Below is a diagram to illustrate the magnet arrangement for which the magnetisation
vector is to be determined.
From Figure A.1, the radial magnetisation vector is determined from
M = Mrer , (A.1)
where
Mr(z) =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1,..
an cos(wnz) . (A.2)
Since the period is 2τp, then wn = npi/τp. Therefore,
an =
1
τp
∫ τp
−τp
f(z) cos(wnz)dz , (A.3)
which can be doubled if considered from 0 to τp as
an =
2
τp
∫ τp
0
f(z) cos(wnz)dz . (A.4)
Considering only the positive and negative ﬁeld areas while excluding the areas where the
ﬁeld is deemed zero
an =
2Brem
τpµ0
[∫ τm/2
0
cos(wnz)dz −
∫ τp
(2τp−τm)/2
cos(wnz)dz
]
. (A.5)
Solving the integrals results into
an =
2Brem
τpµ0wn
{
sin
(wnτm
2
)
+ sin
[
wn
(
2τp − τm
2
)]}
. (A.6)
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Figure A.1: Four pole double sided PM linear machine with one complete central magnet
and two half length magnets
Considering the trigonometric identity (sin(a− b) = sin a cos b− sin b cos a),
an =
2Brem
npiµ0
(1− (−1)n) sin
(
npi
2
τm
τp
)
, (A.7)
where cos(npi) = (−1)n and also sin(npi) = 0. The obtained solution is zero for even
numbers of n and solutions can be obtained for odd numbers and for this reason n is
taken as 2n− 1
a2n−1 =
4Brem
(2n− 1)piµ0 sin
(
(2n− 1)piτm
2τp
)
. (A.8)
The magnetisation vector is ﬁnally obtained as
Mr(z) =
a0
2
+
4Brem
piµ0
∞∑
n=1,...
1
(2n− 1) sin
(
(2n− 1)piτm
2τp
)
cos(mnz) , (A.9)
where
mn = (2n− 1) pi
τp
. (A.10)
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A.1.2 Two full magnet arrangement for a four pole machine
double sided
The diagram below shows a set-up of the PMs on a machine with the same pole pitch
length as the previously presented machine in A.1.1.
Figure A.2: Four pole double sided PM linear machine with two full length magnets
From Figure A.2, the magnetisation vector is determined from
M = Mrer , (A.11)
where
Mr =
a0
2
+
∞∑
n=1...
bn sin(wnz) . (A.12)
The period for this machine is also 2τp and hence wn = npi/τp. bn is determined from
bn =
1
τp
∫ τp
−τp
f(z) sin(wnz)dz , (A.13)
which when taken from 0 to τp is doubled as
bn =
2
τp
∫ τp
0
f(z) sin(wnz)dz . (A.14)
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Considering the remenance ﬂux density over the permeability of free space Brem/µ0 into
A.14 leads to
bn =
2Brem
τpµ0
∫ ((τp−τm)/2)+τm
(τp−τm)/2
sin(wnz)dz , (A.15)
which when the integration is done results into
bn =
2Brem
τpµ0
{
2 sin
(
wnτm
2
)
sin
(wnτp
2
)
wn
}
. (A.16)
Taking wn outside the brackets and also taking n as 2n− 1 gives
b2n−1 =
4Brem
(2n− 1)piµ0
{
sin
(
(2n− 1)piτm
2τp
)
sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
)}
(A.17)
The magnetisation vector for the machine of Figure A.2 is given by
Mr(z) =
a0
2
+
4Brem
piµ0
∞∑
n=1,..
1
(2n− 1) sin
(
(2n− 1)piτm
2τp
)
sin
(
(2n− 1)pi
2
)
sin(mnz)
(A.18)
where mn is the same as in (A.10)
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Appendix B
Simpliﬁed analytical model -open
circuit only
B.1 Magnetic ﬁeld distribution due to permanent
magnets (coil switched oﬀ)
This appendix takes a look at predicting the magnetic ﬁeld distribution due to permanent
magnets ﬁeld only as an illustration of a simpliﬁed version. Also, to avoid repetition, the
machine topology is selected from the topology looked at in Chapters 2 - 4. The permanent
magnets setup is similar to Figure 2.2 shown in Chapter 2 but replicated at a distance of τl
which is much larger than τp. While the iron yokes are considered as inﬁnitely long. This
topology has small eﬀects on the reduction of fringing ﬁelds at the machine edges because
of having half length permanent magnetic poles at the edges of the machine whose most
ﬂux lines have magnetic coupling with the inner full length magnetic poles. Figure B.1
illustrates the topology for which a simpliﬁed analytical model is developed. The iron
yokes are inﬁnitely long and only the permanent magnets are replicated. The approach
involves taking three subdomains: the inner PMs (subdomain I), the air-gap (subdomain
II) with the armature removed and the outer PMs (subdomain III), for which the Laplace
and Poisson equations for determining the magnetic ﬂux density expressions are solved
and coeﬃcients calculated.
B.1.1 Assumptions for the simpliﬁed model
Below are the assumptions considered for this analysis:
1. The axial length of the machine is considered inﬁnite, with discrete series of perma-
nent magnet arrays which are separated by τl,
2. The iron yokes are considered to have inﬁnite permeability,
B.1.1.1 Solution to the magnetisation vector for the simpliﬁed model
Taking the period to be τlp which is given as
τlp = 3τp + τl , (B.1)
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Figure B.1: LOG with inﬁnite PM series and inﬁnitely long and permeable iron yokes
with τl being the separation distance. Since the permanent magnets are radially magne-
tised, the Fourier expansion is given by
M =
∞∑
1,2,..
mrn sin(mnf z) , (B.2)
where mnf = 2npi/τlp same as in Chapter 5. mnf is calculated from
mrn =
1
τlp
∫ τlp
−τlp
f(z) sin(mnf z)dz =
2
τlp
∫ τlp
0
f(z) sin(mnf z)dz . (B.3)
Taking 0 (with reference to Figure B.1) as the initial position, the ﬂux distribution pattern
is calculated as
mrn =
2Brem
τlpµ0
[∫ τm+lms/2
lms/2
f(z) sin(mnf z)dz −
∫ 3τp/2
τp+lms/2
f(z) sin(mnf z)dz
]
. (B.4)
The solution to the integration is obtained as
mrn =
Brem
µ0npi
{cos
(
3mnf τp
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
τp +
lms
2
)]
+ cos
(
mnf lms
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
lms
2
+ τm
)]
} .
(B.5)
Finally, the expression for the magnetisation vector is given by
M =
Brem
µ0npi
{cos
(
3mnf τp
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
τp +
lms
2
)]
+ cos
(
mnf lms
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
lms
2
+ τm
)]
} sin(mnf z) .
(B.6)
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Completing the right side of the Poisson equation being µ0∇ ×M, it is known that
∇×M = ∂Mr
∂z
eφ from which the partial derivative leads to
µ0∇×M = Pnf cos(mnf z) (B.7)
with
Pnf =
2Brem
τlp
{cos
(
3mnf τp
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
τp +
lms
2
)]
+ cos
(
mnf lms
2
)
− cos
[
mnf
(
lms
2
+ τm
)]
} .
(B.8)
Incorporating the magnetisation vector into the Poisson equation leads to
Aφf (r, z) =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anI1(mnf r) + bnK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z) . (B.9)
B.1.1.2 General solutions to the magnetic vector potential and the
magnetic ﬂux densities
In this analysis the magnetic vector potential is given by
AφIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z) , (B.10)
AφIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r)]cos(mnf z) , (B.11)
AφIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
[
anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z) .. (B.12)
The magnetic ﬂux density in the radial direction is given by
BrIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anII1(mnf r) + bnIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z), (B.13)
BrIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIII1(mnf r) + bnIIK1(mnf r)]sin(mnf z), (B.14)
BrIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIIII1(mnf r) + bnIIIK1(mnf r) +
piL1(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
sin(mnf z), (B.15)
and the magnetic ﬂux density in the axial direction by
BzIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anII0(mnf r)− bnIK0(mnf r) +
piL0(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z), (B.16)
BzIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf [anIII0(mnf r)− bnIIK0(mnf r)]cos(mnf z), (B.17)
BzIIIf =
∞∑
n=1,..
mnf
[
anIIII0(mnf r)− bnIIIK0(mnf r) +
piL0(mnf z)
2m2
nf
Pnf
]
cos(mnf z), .
(B.18)
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B.1.2 Solving the simultaneous equations for the simpliﬁed
model
Boundary condition are only considered in the radial direction just as in Chapter 5. In a
similar pattern, six equations are obtained and a matrix is obtained to calculate for the
coeﬃcients to the Laplace and the Poisson equations as
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nf
µ0
I0(mnf iRr) −mnfµ0 K1(mnf iRr) 0 0 0 0
mnf I1(mnf iRm) mnfK1(mnf iRm) −mnf I1(mnf iRm) −mnfK1(mnf iRm) 0 0
mnf I0(mnf iRm) −mnfK0(mnf iRm) −mnf I0(mnf iRm) +mnfK0(mnf iRm) 0 0
0 0 mnf I1(mnfoRm) +mnfK1(mnfoRm) −mnf I1(mnfoRm) −mnfK1(mnfoRm)
0 0 mnf I0(mnfoRm) −mnfK0(mnfoRm) −mnf I0(mnfoRm) +mnfK0(mnfoRm)
0 0 0 0
m
nf
µ0
I0(mnfoRs) −mnfµ0 K1(mnfoRs)

·

anI
bnI
anII
bnII
anIII
bnIII

=

−mnf piL0(mnf iRr)Pnf
µ02m2
nf
−mnf piL1(mnf iRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
−mnf piL0(mnf iRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
m
nf
piL1(mnf oRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
m
nf
piL0(mnf oRm)Pnf
2m2
nf
m
nf
piL0(mnf oRs)Pnf
µ02m2
nf

(B.19)
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B.1.3 Comparison with ﬁnite element model
Inserting the coeﬃcients into the magnetic vector potential expressions (B.10) - (B.12),
the radial ﬂux density expressions (B.13) - (B.15) and the axial ﬂux density expressions
(B.16) - (B.18) with numerical values, a comparison to FEM can be obtained.
B.1.4 Comparison of the radial magnetic ﬂux density from the
simpliﬁed model with FEM
Figure B.2 considers the actual length of the machine. On the other hand, a full spectrum
of the machine is shown in Figure B.3
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Figure B.2: Analytically Radial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
The results show good correlation between FEM and the simpliﬁed analytical model.
The results obtained considered upto the 24th harmonics.
B.1.5 Comparison of the axial magnetic ﬂux density from the
simpliﬁed model to FEM
A machine length comparison of the axial ﬂux densities are illustrated in Figure B.4
where as the full spectrum is captured in Figure B.5. Again good correlation between the
simpliﬁed analytical model and FEM is observed in the results.
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Figure B.3: Full spectrum radial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
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Figure B.4: Axial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM model
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Figure B.5: Full spectrum of axial ﬂux density plot compared to a ﬁnite length FEM
model
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Appendix C
Bessel Functions
C.1 Brief Introduction to Bessel functions
C.1.1 Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind
A brief introduction if given here to simply highlight the Bessel functions and types that
exist. According to [76], the linear diﬀerential equation of the second order of the form
z2
d2u
dz2
+ z
du
dz
+ (z2 − v2)u = 0 (C.1)
can be expressed as
u(z) = C1u1(z) + C2u2(z) (C.2)
in its integral form where u1(z) and u2(z) become partial solutions of (C.1) but as linearly
independent. Employing the Bessel operator
∇v = z2 d
2
dz2
+ z
d
dz
+ z2 − v2 (C.3)
and taking ∇vu = 0 of (C.1) using the power series of the argument z, the solutions of
(C.1) appears as
u(z) =
∞∑
m=0
amz
m+α (C.4)
with a0 6= 0. To calculate the coeﬃcients am and also α of (C.4) the ﬁrst and second
derivatives of u(z) =
∑∞
m=0 amz
m+α are obtained as
u′(z) =
∞∑
m=0
am(m+ α)z
m+α−1 (C.5)
u′′(z) =
∞∑
m=0
am(m+ α)(m+ α− 1)zm+α−2 (C.6)
Replacing the left hand side of (C.1) with the series obtained leads to the following series
∇vu = a0(α2 − v2)zα + a1
[
(α + 1)2 − v2]zα+1
+
∞∑
m=2
{am
[
(α +m)2 − v2]+ am−2}zα+m (C.7)
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An inﬁnite system of equations are obtained when considering that ∇vu = 0 with all the
coeﬃcients of zα+m in (C.7) becoming zero. Using the systems of equations obtained (not
shown here) and taking α = v then the ﬁrst partial solution to (C.1) as
u1(z) = a0z
v
[
1− z
2
4 · 1 · (v + 1) +
z4
42 · 2!(v + 1)(v + 2)
− z
6
43 · 3!(v + 1)(v + 2)(v + 3) + · · ·
]
,
(C.8)
where as the second partial solution is obtained for α = −v as
u2(z) = a
′
0z
−v
[
1− z
2
4 · 1 · (−v + 1) +
z4
42 · 2!(−v + 1)(−v + 2)
− z
6
43 · 3!(−v + 1)(−v + 2)(−v + 3) + · · ·
]
,
(C.9)
The constants a0 and a
′
0 are taken as;
a0 =
1
2vΓ(v + 1)
(C.10)
and
a′0 =
1
2−vΓ(−v + 1) (C.11)
Employing gamma function properties, u1(z) in (C.8) deﬁnes the Bessel function or cylin-
drical functions of the ﬁrst kind
Jv =
(z
2
)v ∞∑
m=0
(−1)m(z/2)2m
m!Γ(v +m+ 1)
(C.12)
while the second series (C.9) gives
J−v =
(z
2
)−v ∞∑
m=0
(−1)m(z/2)2m
m!Γ(−v +m+ 1) (C.13)
The series Jv(z) converges extremely well in any bounded domain of index v and of
variation of z except for z = 0.
C.1.2 Bessel functions of the second kind
The Bessel function of the second kind Yv(z) is often called the Neumann function and it
is represented as
Yv(z) =
Jv(z) cos vpi − J−v(z)
sin vpi
(C.14)
Various solutions to the Bessel equations are formed from the combination of the Neumann
function Yv(z) and the Jv(z) for any integer or index. This can be demonstrated in the
Hankel functions which are the Bessel functions of the third kind as
H(1)v (z) = Jv(z) + iYv(z), H
(2)
v (z) = Jv(z)− iYv(z) (C.15)
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C.1.3 Modiﬁed Bessel functions
If the variable in (C.1) is replaced by z = ix the equation
x2
d2u
dx2
+ x
du
dx
− (x2 + v2)u = 0 (C.16)
is obtained. The solution to this (C.16) is known as the Bessel function with an imaginary
argument Jv(ix). The real argument is then taken as the modiﬁed Bessel function of ﬁrst
kind
Iv(x) = e
−vpii/2Jv(ix) (C.17)
which in power series is given by
Iv(x) =
∞∑
m=0
(x/2)2m+v
m!Γ(v +m+ 1)
. (C.18)
The modiﬁed Bessel function of the second kind is obtained from the second integral of
(C.16) as
Kv(x) =
1
2
piievpii/2H(1)v (ix) (C.19)
and in power series for v = n
Kn(x) = (−1)n+1In(x)lnx
2
+
1
2
n−1∑
m=0
(−1)m
(x
2
)−n+2m (n−m− 1)!
m!
+ (−1)n+11
2
∞∑
m=0
(x/2)n+2m
m!(n+m)!
[
2C −
m+n∑
k=1
1
k
−
m∑
k=1
1
k
] (C.20)
where C is the Euler constant. The modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and second
kind form the solution for the linear equations for the work in this dissertation. The
diﬀerentiation and the integrals for the Bessel function can further be studied in [76; 78].
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